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From the Desk of the Editor . . .
Its 2:30pm Thursday afternoon, as I’m typing this article and its 5 hours past the deadline to send the yearbook to
the printer, So let me start …Wow were did the summer go? It was just last week that we got to camp… I hope this yearbook will keep the memories of this summer alive throughout the cold winter months.
A lot of time and effort went into creating this year’s yearbook; I would like to thank all those who helped make it a
reality. Thank you to all the counselors who gave in their articles.
We are extremely grateful to our long time director Meir Frischman for making this summer the greatest. Thank you
for giving me the opportunity to create this yearbook, your advice and encouragement helped make it a reality.
Thank you Rabbis Karfiol and Neiman for all you help over the summer and for your censorship, it would not have have
been the same without you. Thank you Rabbi Feuer for everything, special thanks to the greatest head staff in the mountains
Rabbis Dabbah, Friedman, Kaufman, Herbstman, Wolf, for making this summer a memorable one for all of us.
To all the office staff, Mrs Rand and Mrs Nockenofsky thank you for all your help when it was needed most.
Special thanks to Eli Serebrowski (office neighbor) for all you technical advise and help setting up the office, and
scanning in the papers.
Thank you Mosey and Shimshy for all your help it was greatly appreciated.
To Rabbi Pearl thank you for the recent promotion to Assistant, and thank you for letting me take off when it was needed
most.
No words can describe the amount of work and devotion and time that Tzvi Liberman and Ari Scheff did to help type
all the articles and putting together the collages, I really could not have done it with out you.
Thank you DJ Michaeli, Shmuli Liberman and Chaim Itzkowitz for all your help.
Yaakov Lax, Chaim Fogel, Aaron Schilit, Aaron Stern your insights and tips were very helpful thank you.
A special thanks to the former Yearbook editor Mordy Becker for helping me throughout this whole process.
Thank you to all the campers and staff, who submitted pictures and offered to help type, was really appreciated… thanx to
“ctrl-z” you were a lifesaver.

Zvi Greenspan
Editor
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From the Desk of the Assistant Director . . .

“Going the extra mile” is an attitude that one can find in many settings around the
world. In Camp Agudah, we modify that motto to “going the extra mile for another person.” The
amount of selfless acts performed in camp throughout the season is mind-boggling, and we all
feel privileged to be a part of this great yearly Kiddush Hashem.
Although the wonderful people on this incredible staff don’t work for public recognition, the
“behind the scenes” maintenance staff is particularly notable in this area: Yisroel, Sammy,
Icky, Baruch, Laz, Shea, Eli, Hershk, Pinny, Tzvi G, Tzvi L, and our driver Shmuel Chaim.
Thank You for making Summer 2013 the best yet! May we be zocheh to meet in Agudah 2014
Yerushalayim!

Sincerely,

Shimon Newmark
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From the Desk of the Head Staff. . .
Dear Campers,
What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were
impressed with your wonderful Middos, and Learning, to the exciting activities where
you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were
Mekadesh Shem Shomayim Berabim. The amount of growth that each of you had in these
short few weeks together is something that should make you proud. The main outcome
of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and abilities, and that you could
enjoy life in every way while being connected to Hashem. Take all the Ruach back with
you to the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of Camp Agudah
Ruach Country. Hatzlacha Rabbah, and we hope to see you next year in Yerushalayim.

Sincerely,

R’ Avrohom Neiman

R’ Mordechai Karfiol
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From the Desk of the Learning Directors. .
Dear Campers,
The saying goes "time flies when your having fun" well time has flown by quicker than
ever, as we here at Ruach Country have redefined what fun is! In our camp fun means ruach!
Every single camper "stepped up to the plate" and became machines of ruach! you started
your days with "fartugs" learning Halacha, Yonah ,and other limudim. Davening brought out
z'miros v'tishbachos to Hakodosh Baruch Hu. We B'siyata Dishmaya have the greatest staff
of Talmedei Chachomim teaching us. Our Rebbeim have shown their devotion to each Talmid,
to ensure that the boys have the greatest summer ever. Who can forget Shabbos afternoon
in Bais Raphoel by our "shaylos teshuvos session with Rabbonim, menahalim and of course
our own staff. This year we were Zoche to begin the "mishna yomis" program, with the
urging of Rabbi Brustowski Shlita, hundreds of boys in camp made a siyum on mesechta
chagiga at the annual camp banquet! This should be the beginning of many more siyumim!
Chevra you are the best campers in the world! Every one of you is a precious gem with
incredible potential to continue to grow in Torah and Yiras Shomayim , keep up the ruach ,
the simcha, and the friendships, and may we all join together soon in the ultimate "country of
ruach" in Yerushalyim, b'mihayra amen.

Wishing all a Kesiva Va’chasima Tova.

Rabbi Feuer

Rabbi Nussbaum
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No way, you want an article now? I’m in the middle of having the greatest time of my life
Haaaaachoooooo!!! Sorry about that. I get a little nervous when I have to write an article.
Wow! What a summer. The best Color War was just over and now is time to reflect and
reminisce. The exciting leagues and the fun trips, thanks to Rabbi Avi Schilit, delicious cook outs,
inter-camp games, biking with Wiskey, water-hiking with the great Rabbi Halbertal, our own Junior
Minyon, Hartzigeh Shabbos Zemiros, funniest shalos seudos, Geshmake learning groups thanks to our
esteemed Rabbi Feuer, and lively concerts with the great Rabbi Yitzi Bald. I can keep going on
because the RUACH never ends.
I would like to say to my campers that it was TRULY an honor and privilege to be the head
of the division. I hope I made your summer more enjoyable, you were great and I will miss all of
you. Thanks to all the wonderful and geshmake counselors for all the effort and care you gave to
the campers, it really made a difference. It was a pleasure working with you.
Also a gigantic thank you to Rabbi Neiman and Rabbi Karfiol for entrusting me with this
position I learned a lot from both of you. You are AMAZING.
A big Yasher Koyach to Rabbi Meir Frischman for your continuous work and heart you put into this
camp. May Hashem repay you many times over, and may you see much nachas from all of us.
It was truly a pleasure to work with such a superb and talented head staff - Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi
“Herby”, Rabbi Friedman, "Reb Elya", and Rabbi Mosey Kaplan. I cherish your friendship.
There are really so many people that I want to thank, so when you read this, I mean you "Thank
You"!!
Wishing everybody a Gemar Chasima Tova, a happy and healthy year.
Be'ezras Hashem, Next year Be'Yerushalaim.

R' Yitzchok Dabbah
PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH 718-913-8000
I WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

Wednesday June 26 - First Day of Camp… New Yarmulkas..9th grade goes bowling
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Yehuda Vogel

Yisroel Teitelbaum

______ was late to activities because he . . .
CC Yehuda Vogel
CC Yisroel Teitelbaum
Dabbah Avraham
Friedman Shmuel Chaim
Frischman Yisroel
Glustein Yehuda
Goldstein Yoel
Hirschel Moshe
Neiman Chaim Tzvi
Schwebel Zevy
Seidenfeld Dovid
Shapiro Yakov Yitzchok

was looking for Teitelbaum
was making sure that he was really 6‟5‟‟
looking for frogs, was playing with Friedman, and had to go to his
bungalow
was at choir practice, playing with Dabbah, and had to go to his
bungalow
asking Yehuda Vogel for gushers, making fair teams, and had to
go to his bungalow
wasn‟t, and had to go to his bungalow (thanx for always being on
time)
was busy not going swimming, and had to go to his bungalow
was asking Rabbi Dabbah for boating, and had to go to his
bungalow
was draining half court shots and had to go to his bungalow
was helping his grandfather in the kitchen and had to go to his
bungalow
was at the canteen and had to go to his bungalow
was teaching the bunk how to play soccer and had to go to his
bungalow

Thanx!!!!!!!! You guys are awesome!!!!! Thanx for a great summer! Keep in touch!!!!!!!!

Thursday June 27 - 8th grade goes bowling
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Mendy Weinberger

Dovid Chait

In 20 years from now . . .
CC Mendy Weinberger

will become Camp Agudah‟s best rebbe

CC Dovid Chait

will hopefully start to enjoy frog catching

Newmark Naftoli Zev

will open a zoo

Nusbaum Yisroel

will be color war general

Ozeirey David

will join the NBA

Richman Meir

will become a pro singer

Richman Yitzy

will continue to be an Agudah super star

Seidenfeld Yisroel

will still be the best frog catcher

Friday June 28 - First Erev Shabbos in camp
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Eli axelrod

Ari Scheff

Co-Counselor

Jack Steff
Why do we not have a bunk picture. . .
CC Eli Axelrod
CC Ari Scheff

CC Jack stef
Basch Chaim Yehoshua
Belsky Dovi
Belsky Moshe
Dabbah Yosef
Goldblatt Avromie
Goldstein Yosef Dov
Goodman Menachem
Levitansky Mordechai
Mezrahi Nissim
Mitnick Dovid
Neiman Moshe Yehuda
Schwebel Yosef
Teitz Elchonon
Weinreb Simcha
Yaroslawitz Shomo Dov

always with the bunk,shar hatorah,blinder,luftig,darchai
was not a jc,s.o.s ,best league captain , agudah 24/7,365 put
115
people in his original article
business meeting ,fishing line,divison head
tried to throw axe into the pool
never had a fair team
was to busy frog catching
never went swimming
throwing crab apple as an activity
was always on the third team
always had to be with mordechai, bnos boy
chicken at elimination
never hooked us up with food
always had to be with Moshe Yehuda
b.i.b awesome ,chilled, Agudah boy, like his father
always with bunk lamed beis
practicing for the choir
bellyrub, blowing bubbles
always talking about Frichman

For all staff member look at the article in the back entitled
“A message from the camp chiller”

Shabbos June 29 - First Shabbos in Camp R Lazer Ginsberg as Shabbos Godal
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Ushy Friedman

Shmuel Isaak

By the time Bunk Aleph wins superstars . . .
C Friedman Ushy
JC Isaak Shmuel

will become 7th grade counselor
hopefully the Mets will win the World Series

Braunstein Simcha
Elias Shmuel Yitzchok
Goldberg Yisroel Meir
Goodman Dovid Tzvi
Gross Moshe
Katz Elimelech
Laniado David
Lieberman Zelig Yeshaya
Mazouz Samuel
Merenstein Simcha
Orlander Ozer Chaim
Raider Binyamin Yehuda
Rokowsky Raphaelwill
Schwartz Chaim Yehuda
Septimus Motty
Zoberman Avrohom Yitzchok

will officially join the bunk
will stay for the whole summer
will move to New York
will become a sleep away camper
will be on the basketball team
will be best in bunk
will eat ashkenaz food
will make it into the choir
will win the popular vote for American president
will get will “beats”
will be color war general
will stop going to his brother bunk house
be on the corner of the community connections
will realize the Yankees rock
will be offensive lineman for the giants
will finally have all limbs working

Sunday June 30– Rained all day
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Chaim Leib Mandel

Yaakov Lev

Common quotes . . .
C Mandel Chaim Leib
JC Lev Yaakov

YES, music will be put on in the morning
I gave out more than enough candy to everyone today

Bertram Matisyahu
Brecher Bentzi
Feder Chaim
Friedman Motty
Kaufman Elazar
Kaufman Mordechai
Kleinman Menachem Dovid
Klerer Dovid
Minkoff Mordechai
Newmark Yaakov
Schoor Yosef
Viener Aryeh
Warman Yehuda

ha ha ha so funny
Im going to catch frogs now
can I please go water hiking today?
can I go swimming now?
Yaakov can I have some food I didn‟t eat breakfast today
when can I start sleeping in the bunk house
Chaim Leib don‟t forget to wake me up for cocoa club
ahh a caterpillar –NEASTY
can I go work in the canteen now?
the only reason why I came today is bec we have computers
we have the best league team
yay im in Bunk Bais
will be color war general

Dear Campers,
I truly had an amazing summer in every way. I hope you all had an amazing summer like I did, it
was all because of you. Plz keep in touch I‟m looking forward to hear from all of you. Have a great year in
yeshiva.
Sincerely,
Chaim Leib Mandel

Chaim Leib & Yaakov

C – 917-605-0725
H- 718-258-3987

Yakov Lev
H- 718-951-2267

Monday July 1– Hat day
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yossi Rubin

Yekusiel Jankelovits

When Bunk Gimmel goes to bed on time then . . .
C Rubin Yossi
JC Jankelovits Yekusiel
Basch Mordechai
Braunstein Eliyahu
Braunstein Yehuda
Cohen Avigdor
Dabbah Rachamim
Elbaz Aharon
Frischman Elozor
Frischman Mordechai
Halbertal Chaim
Hartman Shimmy
Jurkowitz Aryeh
Kerstein Elisha
Kroizer Yoni
Lax Moshe Aharon
Pearl Moshe
Schwebel Elazar Menachem
Tepfer Aharon
Weinreb Yitzchok
Zidell Yosef
Sruli Millstein

would be more geshmack
would be even a more geshmackster
will always be the best goalie
will be ultra chilled
would get out of bed without water
would be here for night activity
would become ashkenaz
would stop being a twin to Moshe
will make the most money in payday
will make the most money in payday
be in the bunk after curfew
will be cleaning his bed
will be unaffected
will be able to see without his glasses
will 3 hour in the Beis Medrash
will learn more mishnayos
will make more siyumim
would come to more sports
would not be a stoner
will be color war general
will always be the best server in volleyball
wishing to win league like a little kid (biggest kisses)

Yakov lev its healthy to look like Yakov Wolfson Yehuda Vershofsky thx for learning with me all the time Shmuel levitin it was a party to be
coaches together Naftali luftig the biggest geshmackster beside for me Sholmie Aberbach you could tell me you love my bunk I you‟re your
serious Krizzy you‟re not much better than me being an 8th grade jc Scheff You‟re so good with kids you should have been a jc instead of me
Fix not talking to you anymore why did you throw me out by the hurricane Efriam Slomo you could all you want that you‟re a hocker and you follow
Hatzolah stop making believe Shragie drillick maybe you should call me another 100 times Tuli thanks for learning with me Jz fogel it was nice of
you to say hello on shabbos it was appreciated Greisman Are you still going to kill me even though you didn‟t end up in dora golding Ari Slomo #1

geshmackster
By the way your lines have nothing to do with the title remember to always be geshmak

Tuesday July 2—Trip to overlook golf center and Skate Estate
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Moshe Levenson

Dovid Gold
If Bunk Daled had windows . . .

C Levenson Moshe
JC Gold Dovid
Clyman Dov
Englard Rephael
Goldberg Avi
Green Raphael Boruch
Himy Moshe Mordechai
Mintz Daniel Meir
Oldak Naftali
Raider Eliezer
Stefansky Yehuda Leib(monsey)
Stefansky Yehuda Leib(Lakewood)
Zemel Yisroel Isser
Aryeh Maggid
Hillel Greisman
Shmez
Cuti
Naftali Luftig
Tzvi Gold
Ashi Scharf
Aryeh Burger

I have windows
would still be explaining why his brother left and stayed in romimu
would still be peeking in the cubicle
would still be getting better
would still have shelves next to his bed
would still love crafty
would still get a mazel tov
would still have baseball catches during activity‟s
would still be related to half of camp
would still be giving kugel

would still be talking about his game
would still be reading by the back door
would still be looking for something in his cubicle
will still od every bunk
will still be infaturated with BZBUB
would still be a silverspringer
would still be introducing himself as cuty jenks
would still not claim he looks like zelly heller
would still manage to get his own bedroom
would actually give ziggy completion for mayor of sr hill
think he has more facial hair than me

Thursday July 4 - Grill Out Neighborhood Day Red White & Blue
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Simcha Zelig Katz

Binyomin Markstien

Yossi Beinhorn will say a non –scary story when . . .
C Katz Simcha Zelig
JC Markstein Binyomin

lends out money
start hating basketball

Altman Yisroel Shalom
stops throwing bugs out of the bunk house
Braunstein Yosef
stop freaking out from spiders
Ellenbogen Mordy
goes to sleep last
Gutman Yehoshua
gets his window fixed
Kelman Chaim Dovid
stops getting emails
Kornbluth Mordechai
runs out of random toys
Mandel Yehuda
finally keeps his head in bed
Schiffenbauer Hirshy
stop challenging Binyomin to a 1 on 1
Schorr Yair
come for breakfast and supper
Shain Ezriel
finds his basketball
Silverberg Dovid Shlomo
stops getting a free second fan
Steinmetz Motty
gets sick of “hello mamme”
Wolf Yonah
stops copying the body laugh
Michael Weingarten
you‟re NOT in my bunk
Teddy
stop getting stolen
Rabbi Karfoil
gets Rabbi Neiman to laugh …
P.S. Thank you for everything you have done for me for the last nine years

Friday July 5– Erev Shabbos , Shabbos Godal R Avroham Chaim Feuer
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehuda Vashovsky

Shmuel Levitin

If Shmuel didn’t have a chup and Yehudah didn’t have 8 sisters then. . .
C Vashovsky Yehuda Aryeh Leib
JC Levitin Shmuel
Abbott Moti
Biberfeld Yehuda
Biberfeld Yitzchak Meir
David Yechezkel
Eisenstein Elazar
Fasten Shmuel Elazar
Ganger Gavriel Moshe
Glucksman Dovid Zev
Goldberg Ezzy
Goldschmidt Eli
Janklowicz Yisrolie
Lebowitz Leibi
Lev Yosef
Lewis Yehoshua
Masar Eli
Rokeach Ezriel
Weingarten Michael
Sholmie Aberbach
Yossi A
Ari S
Shragi
Usher Blum
Yakov Zev Pearl
Binyomin presser
Eli Neuberger
Chaim Leib Mandel
Simcha Katz
Ari Scheff

would give out mountain dew at night
no way I‟m giving up the chup
would still be awesome at sports
would get his father to give shiur to all the staff
would enjoy his learning group
would finish nashim with yehuda (thx for the pushing)
hey I also have 8 sister (enjoy you t- shirt)
would join a construction corp
would still know all the hock around camp
would join Hatzolah
would say a story to the bunk every night
would not neaten everyone cubbies
would visit Shmuel in sun valley
would get a Hollister shirt
would finally win Yehuda in the pool
would finally use his calling card
would wear his cap straight
would stop playing hockey on ice
would join bunk hey
would have to change his line
would stay in torah vodaath
would have gotten staff day camp
would be the one to cut off the chup
would‟ve came with me to torah vaddas
would rock co bunks with me next year to
1st half was awesome
those night schoomez it was awesome
it was great meeting you it was awesome schomzing
thx for everything the schommozing was amazing both half
would be a JC and lose 100pounds

And to the entire 1st half bunk Gimmel it was awesome. Thanx to all the head staff and staff for all your support I really enjoy this
summer. Thnx for the awesome summer we really enjoyed You guys were awesome,
Hope you have a gr8 year don‟t forget to keep on smiling.

Motzaei Shabbos July 6 - Ice Cream Truck
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From the Desk of the Division Head . . .
Dear Ruach Country,
As the summer comes to a close, I am overwhelmed by all the unbelievable memories
of this special summer.
Before I begin, I would like to thank Rabbis; Frischman, Karfiol, Neiman for giving me this
great opportunity. It was a real zechus to work with them along with the other members
of the great head staff to help make this summer the GREAT one that it was.
As I walked around camp this summer, capturing memories on my video camera
the one thing that was always a constant was the smile on everyone’s face. Every day, all
day, was a happy, geshmake time in Camp Agudah.
What a great, rocking summer this was! From awesome trips (thank you Avi!), great
activities, phenomenal plays, OAR, color war, pizza & BBQ for shalosh seudos, ice cream
sundaes, competitive sports and leagues and so much more!
. I hope you all realize how lucky you are to be part of this special camp. Where else can
you find such an unbelievable Ruach, days filled with fun and non-stop action, yet at the
same time everything is done only in a Torahdike way. Where else can you learn Middos
Tovos from generals during color war, lessons in how a Ben Torah behaves even on vacation,
just from watching our special counselors every day of the summer.
As I’m ending this letter can’t help but think about how much I’m going to miss each one
of you

Rabbi Shmaya Friedman

AND REMEMBER…..6TH GRADE ROCKS!!!

Sunday July 7 - Visiting Day … Play
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Reuven Schor

Yaakov Zev Pearl
In a backwards world . . .

C Schor Reuven Eliyahu
JC Pearl Yaakov Zev

will wear a colored shirt for davening, would go on every roller coaster, and would be
able to keep the bunk quiet at night (and would write an official line for his JC)
would take a test to become an official lifeguard

Bernstein Ari
Brustowsky Tzvi Yaakov
Cywiak Yehudah Aryeh
David Eliyahu
Friedman Moshe
Hamburger Yankie
Horwitz Daniel Yehuda
Kaufman Yaakov
Krasner Shua
Neiman Dovid
Newhouse Shragie
Posnack Eli
Pruzansky Avrohom Yaakov
Schnitzler Yitzchak Menachim
Schuster Moshe
Skurnik Aharon

would be ultra yeshivish
would always be with the bunk
will win color war
would come late to shachris every other day
wouldn‟t be involved in maintenance and bikes
would ban all construction in all bunk houses
would go to sleep late and trade a mishnayos for a harry potter book
will win oar
would have a shtultz of being in ybc
would be a trouble maker and wear black bobby-pins
will win usa day
would ditch learning groups and meals
will win leagues
would show up to sports and ditch swimming every day
would take a shower before lights out
will be color war general

Yossi Rosenberg
Eli Friedman
Shmuli Gluck
Dovid Chait
Chaim Gellis
Shmuel Levitin
Shimon Teller
Yehuda Vashovsky

would have no problem getting me on a roller coaster
would love camp
would shtultz out our bunk and get to shachris on time
would spend more time with his Day Camp bunk
would be up by learning groups and ditch his activities to learn with Yaakov Zev
would wear a white shirt on visiting day, wouldn‟t worry about tips and wouldn‟t wear his red cap
would become a counselor
would have 8 brothers

Monday July 8—Rosh chodesh Mnachem Av
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yossi Rosenberg

Shloime Aberbach

Veretzky will leave Camp Agudah when . . .
C Rosenberg Yossi
JC Aberbach Shloime
Barnett Dovid
Glanzman Tzviki
Glanzman Zevy
Goldschmidt Yerachmiel
Goodman Moshe
Gross Shlomo
Hammond Akiva
Jemal Yosef
Kesselman Yaakov Meir
Levin Chaim Yeshaya
Rothman Ezzy
Ruzohorsky Mayer Simcha
Schiff Moshe Nechemia
Sprei Ari
Steif Moshe Dovid
Terebelo Benyamin
Zoberman Aharon Tzvi
Bentzion Greenberger
Eli Friedman
Yossi Abramchyck
Shumel Levitin
Slomo
Shragi Drillick
Menchem Hartman
Dovid Chait
Shumly Gluck
Aryeh Burger
Yakov Zev Pearl
Chaim Gellis
Shumly Kreiger
Binny Blinder
Moshe Mishler
Ari Scheff
Reuven Schor
Shimon Teller
Yitzi Genuth
The Veretsky guys

stops making coffee and tradition soup (at all hour of the day )
becomes a co counselor …what?!?!..calls a basketball game by himself
remember to turn off his light for Shabbos and stay in the dining room the whole meal
will get his own cubicle with 2 mattress and take another fan from shlomie
start saying that are not cool
stops going to activity
we‟re staff kids we can go swimming
will beat Klondike for the 100th time and will be traded to our league team
veretzky? Whats vereretzky
will be the last one to sleep
becomes the star drummer for yakov shweky
TRADITION SOUP IN THE MORNINIG!!!!!!
stop laughing and gets over how funny slomo is!!
comes to camp everyday!!
will stop eating chicken for supper
will be the coolest person in camp with the coolest moves
will finally be tired by curfew
forgets how to play prez
will go on every roller coaster in six flags
opens up his own snack bar!
decides
plans to come back to Torah Vodath
says that my caps nicer than his
gets ezzy to stop laughing
will go on roller coaster and come back to Torah Vodath
will wake up before ten hours of sleeping
will be with his bunk during frog catching
will give me food first
will handle with his bunk by curfew and wear superman socks
will pay Shlomie back !!
will ask me a question in gemara!!
I GOT A JC JOB !!!
will be the best porch mashgiach!!
will miss a shot
will stop hocking with the veretsky guys an just go to veretsky
stops wearing Hollister!
kills me for taking him on the cyclone and becomes official od !
gets his own bunk
have a bbq once a week

Tuesday July 9 - Quadraplex Opening…. Fireworks … OAR (color wars) Breakout
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eliyahu Friedman

Aryeh Berger

Random thought in the mind of . . .
C Friedman Eliyahu
JC Berger Aryeh

I‟m from Vertsky…..the truck is awesome
why am I in YFR…remember to return my sister sock

Brodt Dovid
Chicheportiche Chaim Boruch
Elbaum Reuven
Glick Eliezer
Gottesman Pinchus
Jungreis Yisroel
Katz Gershon
Kozlowski Ahron
Laks Shimon
Lieber Avraham
Nussbaum Ari
Orgel Nossy
Ostrovitsky Yossi
Reich Moshe Boruch
Yavne Kasriel

why I‟m I so perfect?
I am French
lets have a deodorant fight!
why do I have to shower
why can‟t anyone play football
will win benchting for the 30 day in a row
Eli ruined my bat
why don‟t the counselor get there own fridge?
3 days until joe mauer autograph…
I‟ll beat Ari Nussbaum at chess tonight…
I am not getting out of bed
…
I will be using Aryeh‟s ipod tonight….
I want lace cookies! Now!
when is cleanup over?
I will be getting steak soon …

Bunk vov room- why are we so epic? Wingspan 77- why are my arm so long? The Truck- why don‟t I have a golf
cart at home “Silver lake” Salamon- why did I go to silver lake? “500” Krasnow- parnasa Moe- I‟m fat Rufus- salami
anyone? Oh wait I‟m on a diet Bml- I‟m garf Garf- the grass in left field is delicious Shimntz- why am I sweating reading this? Why did I write this article? Gelf- stop stealing Yibaneh Hamikdah Teps- (belly rubbing) Axe- sn‟t that modern Chaim Fogel- I wish aryeh was my jc Krizzy- don‟t give out the recipe Jay z- heller was awesome, why am I here
Binny- I need a functioning porch asap Pinny smith- I‟m epic and in Florida Tzvikki Cohen- I rock at hockey Yossi
Weiderman- I‟m so tired Chemi Levine- why are my cousin here again? Ari Slomovicis- y can‟t I hit the ball over the
fence?Shragi Drillick- ehh! Mish- geshmack on the map Ditchy- if my shabbos kodesh get shutdown one more time
Akp- #i‟m awsome Ari scheff- I am the best s.o.s Menachem Hartman- 19 hours

Wednesday July 10 - OAR Day One
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eli Schlosser

Naftali Luftig

When Bunk Yud loses a night activity “then” . . .
C Schlosser Eli
JC Luftig Naftali
Blau Chaim
Dachs Elchonon
Fruchthandler Yisroel Zev
Gelfand Shmuel
Gellis Naftoli
Goldberg Moshe
Gray Dovid
Herz Avrumi
Itzkowitz Yehuda
Kraus Chaim
Lundner Shimon
Pomerantz Eli
Scheiner Yehoshua
Schonbrun Yossi
Teichman Tzvi
Weissman Meir
Zucker Shimon
Ari Scheff
Hillel Greisman
Aryeh kamhler
Yechiel Greenwald

will not let campers in his cubicle, won‟t wear his gray sweatshirt, will be by a
Friday activity,will be on the basketball court, will bentch with camp by breakfast a.k.a shlusher
will be by curfew ,won‟t be afraid of bugs,will wish he could get Shabbos
rest,will finally make a muscle (I‟m ripped) ,aka shluffy
will stop trying to win benching aka blau wow
will willingly have a birthday party (prove it ,make me)aka hair stylists
will stop shining his flashlight at night aka c.berliner
will stop polishing the food off the table (eli pls get more) aka the devour
will not be intense by league basketball games aka Naftali junior
will stop playing f.f.b and not go swimming aka Goldberg the goalie
will stop making his counselors ice coffee (it‟s awesome) aka gray goose
will stop playing f.f.b with Moshe aka herz chips
will stop finding out hock and will have a seat in shul aka king itch
will become the rav of L.Aand be on time for shacris aka sour kraus
will stop eating cocoa pebbles,will leave bar on bed post in aka London
will stop locking the bunk out of the bunk house aka pom pom
will not wear his six flag cap, angry birds shirt aka sunshine
will stop making coco club aka politician schonbrun
will stop smiling, aka tiechy
will stop getting hocked –up about mordy aka mordy bro
will go to his father yeshiva when he gets older won‟t get a davening ticket
aka zucky
just can‟t get a cubicle and puts 105 people in his article
will still be sharing a cubicle with scheff and schanur all of schlosser food
will let everybody else order and have the audacity to ask
will constantly show his bunk his muscle ,and stroke his chin all day

Thursday July 11 - OAR Day 2 Winner Was Orange!
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Eli Neuberger

Chaim Gellis
In 600 years from now . . .

C Neuberger Eli
JC Gellis Chaim
Cagan Avi
Friedman Shlomie
Gancz Avi
Gertz Yisroel
Hana Yosef
Kahn Yossi
Katz Yosef
Kleiman Simcha
Leshkowitz Naftuli
Miles Eliyahu
Nusbaum Yehuda
Rosenberg Moshe Dovid
Salamon Eli
Weis Yehuda
Zahav Shloimy
Wiskey

would give Chaim Gellis a chance to think of what to
write by his name
will wear a white shirt on visiting day
will get a real bow and arrow
will still be an Agudah boy
will still shoot his water gun
will still be on time to swimming
will build a bigger and better shelf
will stop falling on water hikes
will stop drinking caffine before bed
will be doing reville
will be in willow woods
will be rated the best
will be a star singer around the world
will be NYBC
will still have connections
will still be best in bunk
will find his lost snake
will still be leading the bikes

Friday July 12 - Friday Lunch
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Daniel Cywiak

Shmuli Kriger

Bunk Yud Bais will call home when . . .
C Cywiak Daniel Yitzchok
JC Kriger Shmuli
Bressler Menachem
Drillick Simcha
Feifer Chaim Mordechai
Friedman Boruch
Friedman Yehuda
Gitelis Shloimie
Liff Gershy
Moseson Yossi
Pearl Yaakov
Perlstein Yehuda
Shurkin Yakov Moshe
Speilberg Israel
Webster Menachem
Wolf Avigdor
Zlotnick Moshe
Whiskey

He has to deal with the Friedman twins for another day, and takes his
whole bunk to Bike4Chai, and runs out of twizzlers
he finds out he is a JC, and learns how to play DS
he makes punch for the whole bunk, and gets the bunk up for cocoa club
the canteen runs out of fries, and he loses his voice
he gets worried that wolf is not around, and learns what camp shabbos
zemiros sound like
he stops fighting with Yehuda, and learns how to become the biggest and
best hocker
he starts pumping up the bunk and say “OH YEAH” at least 30 times a
day
he starts eating normal meals, or runs out of tradition soups
he gets promoted to shower OD, and loses a hockey game
he learns how to chill, and starts shtelling tzu
he becomes a lifeguard, and learns how to make trouble
he could go to sleep on time after winning his teddy bear/stuffed animal
from Six Flags, and needs more salami for the bunk
his hand finally heals so he can play sports, and when he runs out of
grapes
maintenance throws out his linen, and when he wants twizzlers
his brother stops stealing his food and gets his own, and learns how to
play sports
he gets homesick from being with the bunk for more than 2 hours straight
he wakes up on time for Shacharis, comes to meals, plays sports, and
sends his JC to R‟ Karfiol for behaving
runs out of Riesman‟s danishes, and learns how to ride a bike

Shabbos July 13 - Shabbos Gadol is R’ Avrohom Chaim Levine
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Ephraim Slomovics

Yehuda Goldstien

Bunk Yud Gimmel Is Awesome, Nutz, Ridiculous, Smart, Funny, And Overall
The BEST Bunk In Camp Because . . .
C Slomovics Ephraim
JC Goldstein Yehuda
Bentolila Shmuel
Felder Moshe
Feldhamer Yehuda
Friedman Elozar
Ganger Yosef Yaakov
Ghoori Shlomo
Greenman Avraham Yaakov
Gross Pinchas
Kerner Shlomo Nadav
Lankry Shlomo
Lebowicz Shiah
Levy Zev
Neuman Menashe
Pomerantz Ari
Rokowsky Yisroel
Stefansky Shmuel
Weinreb Yaakov
Weinstein Eliezer
Wiederman Binyomin
Silberberg Yehuda
Cohn Yonaton
Cheff Ari
Greenspan Tzvi
Serebrowsky Eli

Is all of the above, and is the most wanted counselor in the entire camp
And Tepper were the only two 11th Grade Jc‟s-NOT COUNSELORS, And is
also ripped
Brought a basketball court better the Agudah‟s gym to bunk Yud Gimmel,
And was a gr8 all day “and night” activity
He spoke about his league team all day, And loved afternoon learning
groups
Is the Tzadik of the bunk, Always the first to shachris, And pounds Gemorah
Had the best voice in camp and didn‟t get a solo in the choir
Always wants slomo‟s radio, And since he‟s a sleep away camper Luxor is
no more an easy way out (4th half in slomo‟s bunk)
He has ten different voices and is always in the bunk at lights out
He got the same bed as his brother had when he was In that bunkhouse
He got his brother Stefansky in the same bunk as him
Had the most awesome color full chair in camp, And is best friends with
Tzviki Glanczman
Is always smiling, And is a gr8 hookup to the kitchen
Got to stay in Slomo‟s bunk and sit next to him by davening
Gives everyone hi fives and is an awesome shmoozer
Father is Slomo‟s rebbe, And got to be a real camper for a shabbos
Rocked at sports even with a cast, And had an official seat at the meal
“Always” the last one to go to sleep, And has the coolest giggle
Has his big bro Jack at his side all the time, and always managed to get late
curfew
Is ribsticking and covering the floor with sun flower seeds
Had Teddy with him at all times, and supplied camp with ribsticks
Rocks the bimah at davening, And got to switch in to Slomo‟s Bunk
Chilled with Veretzky, Was Cheffs Chavroosa, And was Slomos 1 st Half
Night OD partner
Learned with Goldstien for 2 weeks (thanks Shamai)
Was Jack Stefs Co-Counselor
Is Csv5, And was not a Hocker!
Is B213, Programed the Radio, And always there for Slomo (Even at 4am)

Sunday July 14 - Intercamp & Cantata
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From the Desk of the Division Head . . .
I awake every morning to modeh ani,
Here comes a day of action in Ruach Country.
My summer was truly something great,
For I was proud and loud…in seventh grade!
I often start my day with limud hatorah,
Attending the cocoa club shiur on sefer yonah.
I received a card as I davened with my voice,
Enabling our bunk to get the prize of our choice.
Off to cleanup, breakfast, and then to learn,
To be a Gadol b’yisroel is what we yearn.
Activities begin and I’m out to baseball,
On the exciting field with the homerun wall.
Updated fields and courts-they’re the place to be,
I truly enjoy every sports activity.
A great ride with whiskey on my mountain bike,
We had a blast getting wet on my water hike.
Leagues were played with much excitement and intensity,
Everyone trying to get the world series victory.
Cheering and screaming at a basketball game,
Put our players in the hall of fame.
Great plays and the famous cantata,
You’ll get only here in Camp Agudah.
The 7th grade trips to Niagra and Connecticut,
Both went down as a “major hit”.
“7th grade Olympics is amazing” is what was said,
It was so blue whether for blue or for red.
I was treated to a melave malka of fresh hot pizza,
For singing by seudah shlishis with my whole neshama.
Just when I thought the fun was done,
They threw in a concert-rated#1.
The achdus felt during color war and oar,
Is something you’ll only get here-for sure.
I’ll miss this place tonz, oh what will I do,
At least I have the grand sing-something to hold on to.
I’m so proud of “you”- a true ben torah,
Keep on growing kit…..

Reb Elya!

Monday July 15- Erev Tisha Bav
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yechiel Greenwald

Avi Gelfand

I shudder to think of what would be if . . .
C Greenwald Yechiel

If his posture wasn‟t so intimidating, if he had more than one sweatshirt, if dunking on the junior courts
didn‟t lift his self-esteem,
JC Gelfand Avi
if chinochio couldn‟t breakdance, if he didn‟t get woken with a snake in his face,if talking couldn‟t be done
with a tune, if fireman simply couldn‟t carry…
Haber Menachem
If mojo didn‟t make phone scams, if sunflower seeds just wouldn‟t crack, if American accents were nonexistent…
Herskovits Avrami
If Texas hadn‟t become a state, if Moishe wasn‟t in Lamed Bais, if Greenwald hadn‟t won Junior…
Huss Moshe Yosef
If Nintendo hadn‟t manufactured the D.S., if salamanders simply couldn‟t be caught ,if Shabbos z‟miros
weren‟t too long…
Kaufman Yonah
If fries weren‟t sold in the canteen, if people weren‟t cute, if Beats weren‟t manufactured in China…
Knobel Dovid
If G‟mara b‟al peh wasn‟t worth any payday money, if the “K” in Knobel wasn‟t silent, if chavrusa‟s were
mandatory by cocoa club…
Obermeister Shragi
If goggles were just for swimming, if large hands actually made a difference in life, if Kramer wasn‟t in
Agudah…
Ochs Avi
If no one came looking for him, if emotions actually had to be portrayed, If he hadn‟t been related to AJ…
Okolica Avrohom Meir
If the canteen sold toasted bagels with cream cheese, if Nintendo hadn‟t manufactured the D.S., If camp
didn‟t have extra Luigi‟s ices…
Rakoszynski Michoel
If glasses couldn‟t be found, If awards were given for beat boxing, if Rocko and Rosen weren‟t the same
person…
Rapps Menachem
If center wasn‟t a position in volleyball, If he hadn‟t made a deal with his uncle for not talking in his t‟fillin, if
rice crispies couldn‟t be given out…
Reich Refael Zev
If mojo didn‟t make phonescams, if cheeks couldn‟t be k‟nipped, if Passaic wasn‟t pronounced Pis-i-ic…
Rosen Yaacov
If calling your counselor‟s father wasn‟t such a big deal, if they sold fruit pops in the canteen,if Rosen and
Rocko weren‟t the same person…
Rosenberg Dov
If Moshe Tzvi wasn‟t here to fight with, if Kramer wasn‟t his counselor last year, if he wasn‟t such a clown…
Shapiro Moshe Ahron
If hockey wasn‟t played in Agudah, If there was no Mishnayos program, if he could lift Greenwald for more
than two seconds, if the backdoor would be closed at night…
Strauss Shragie
If walking was the only form of transportation, if Koala‟s weren‟t epic, if protein bars were actually good…
Tress Moshe Tzvi
If one‟s chest couldn‟t be puffed, if Dovi wasn‟t there to fight with, if Greenwald‟s brush wasn‟t there to
steal, if Harry potter wasn‟t epic…
Zucker Aaron Yaakov
If he wasn‟t a sharpshooter , if he wasn‟t the second to best pitcher in the grade (well now the best ), if he
wasn‟t related to Ochs,
Izzy babeee!
Who‟s in whose article now! (you really earned it)
Pistachiooooo pistachio oo o oooo o mmmm mm mmmm mmm!
Chef babe!
Yooo bunk alef alef all the way! (Cedarhurst sukkos time you in?)
Mikeeee Rabinowitz
(notice the unnecessary eee)
Gibbs Kerplunk!
Shua grilled cheeses in back of the bunk! (you in for sukkos time)

Shua

grilled cheeses in back of the bunk! (you in for sukkos time)

Tuesday July 16- Tisha B’av
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Nosson Aryeh Schneck

Chaim Yitzchok Wenger

Chaim Berlin is better than Mir because…
CC Schneck Nosson Aryeh is ocd runs a secret chaim Berliner chevra in camp and won a league game
CC Wenger Chaim Yitzchok wasn‟t able to go fishing this summer
Battino Moishy
Bildirici Gabriel
Gutman Binyomin
Levy Daniel
Monheit Yehonatan
Oppenheim Yehuda Zvi
Oratz Chaim
Rubinfeld Meir Simcha
Septimus Aryeh Leib
Weinberger Yitzi
Ushy friedman
Schef
Griesman & kamelhar
Chananya schorr
Yisroel Yaakov horowitz
Ditchi

censored!!!! Just kidding keep in touch quadraplex founder
seriously either cb or Mir pick one
breaks his window and still wakes up warm is chairman of the cave
will make Agudah basketball team
doesn‟t sit in the counselor‟s cubicle or ever use there phone
doesn‟t stop laughing and is trying to use his polly connections
will shows up to every activity with his whole family to beat his counselors uploves bunk Tes Vov ,loves shaving cream will become kamhaler chavursa go
red
never has enough soda
jc-mazel tov-poppers were awesome-staff od-you‟re awesome
has the best job in camp
sos co-founder-you‟re way too yeshivish
most lebidike bunk in camp
founding father of sos. kit. Thanks for the beautiful Shabbos flowers
is baseball
is really a mir bachur but still a great co bunk counselor

Wednsday July 17—Mustach Wednsday , Basket ball vs. Eeshay
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Dovid Davidowitz

Yitzchok Krasnow

If Ditchiraya was a prophet than triple action would be ownage because . . .
C Davidowitz Dovid
JC Krasnow Yitzchok
Eckstein Yossi
Eisenbach Yaakov
Greenwald Dovi
Heller Binyomin
Marcus Yehuda Aryeh
Perel Kalman
Pincus Yitzi
Rabinowitz Aharon
Rapps Gedalia
Schuck Raphael
Schultz Elchonon
Shain Avi
Shain Yehuda
Tepfer Lt. Dov
Weber Yakov
Weinberger Yossi
Zevy Unger
Zalman Krasnow
Yehuda Kramer
Nati
Yechiel Greenwald
Shuey Krasnow
Kloinimus Kalman Mandel
Wenger&Shneck
Moe A. Berger
Avi Gelfand

…takes ”nose blowing“ breaks, is awesome! Thanx for everything!...
…is bald like an eagle ,hooks me up with chap a nosh is the bestest..
… goes to the cheder, davens by Rabbi Geldwerth and is the awsomest….
… pounds 8 foot hoops and has a YFR bro in law…
… finally learnt who yakov shweky is (nachman style)…
… is one of the boys (24/6 day camper)…
… pounds aleinu for davening cards …
…had his cool counselor by his bar mitzvah
… juggles …
…JC! Has mike 4th grade counselor …
… huge baseball player, loves sushi …
…shtells kokosh with his sports googles …
… SCHTULTZ!!! Is the greatest futzer all time…
…juggles…
…almost fell in the falls …
… has the best shmoozing partner in shul during the year…
… found his sport in jumping off the tree by water …
…has no bed board ,doesn‟t take sports seriously …
… you‟re the best ,thanx for everything-had to keep up the tradition (btw thanx for not telling)…
…rocked the 7th grade color war song, got a cubicle for his attitude .got a tiny package-in the office…
…Is off centered! 203! GAS!...
…gets free entertainment …
… Walgreens!...
…gave me the juiciest letter of all time…
…GAS!!! So talented…
…No cubicle…
…Did really miss me and YFR this year, KOOVED! Took aibishter to heart, YFR 12th grade…
…WHITE SHIRT YFR (#Tzachi) Yell!, visiting day hugs, cheeseless pizza, thanx for being great all year
round, youre in this article because you earned it!...
Back of Bunk Yud Tes
…Thanx a million…
Krizzy
…Mad eye Krizzy, CATCHER! Longest tenured camper, iced coffe A.K.P…
Aryeh
…Thursday night at Plaut…
Fix
…legs crossed, nervous, Dougies…
Shmez
…BEDTIME! Thanx for an unbowleivable job 1st half!...
Zevi
…Where do I start? Laundry bag, awkward voices, bunk bais, the good old days, why so dark in the morning, camp ruach, and last but not least….BAYONNE!!
Sheff
… THNX FOR STAYIN UP TILL 2:42 for me!! 105!...
The greatest division head all time …AH GUTTEN CHOIDESH!!...
…THAT WILL BE ALL!!!
Dear Bunk Tes Zayin, you guys really rocked! Thanx for making my debut half as a counselor so much fun! Don‟t forget all the good times we had
together! Don‟t forget to pound some Torah AND PLSE CALL US!
Ditchee- 917-538-1116
Izzy- will keep u posted on his number

Thursday July 18– Trip to Connecticut sport center and Lake componce
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Zevy Ungar

Yehoshua Salamon

When Eliezer Frank become a Giants fan . . .
C Ungar Zevy
JC Salamon Yehoshua

will fall out of his bed
will ref a basketball game for camp Agudahs team

Abramson Moshe
Elnadav Avraham
Finkelstein Pinchas Tzvi

will still be called aryeh
(a.k.a finkelage) will still be rolling Zevy out of bed
will still be drinking six can of soda a day and will be the best exterminator
will become a Mets fan and direct camp
will be the tallest jc
will stay up till 4 in the morning every night
will wake up to find that his draws are on the floor
will have a house in china and Thailand
we will start calling him “shlomers”
will still learn the most mishnayois
will speak Spanish and still figure out when Unger is lying
will be the best one man circus and make awesome lanyard
will still be nailing things to the side of his bed
will still be the strongest guy ever
will still shmooze with Finkelstein every night and then knock off his
yarmulke
will win color war
will still try to splash shua in the lake
will still show off his chin
will stop talking about Agudah 24/7
will still be pounding silver lake
will want Zevy next to him during Rabbi Wolf shiur…
will still be Ungers “shadow”
(Walgreens) I knew you really wanted a nice line so you are the best

Goldschmidt Yehuda
Haddad Moshe
Levitin Pinchas
Roth Yehoshua
Rothman Aron
Schron Yosef Chaim
Stefansky Yehuda Leib
Tobal Shlomo Yitzchak
Turkel Chaim Tzvi
Tyberg Zevi
Weitzner Moshe
Zazulia Boruch
Zonenshayn Falek Avrohom
Eli Salamon
Avi Gelfand
Ari Scheff
Aryeh Burger
Ditchy
Zalmy Krasnow
Yechiel Greenwald

Friday July 19th - Friday Lunch and Erev Shabbos Hachona in the DR
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Zalman Krasnow

Yosef Fogel

What Bunk Yud Ches wants for “CHANUKAH” . . .
C Zalman “Z-Man” Krasnow
JC Fogel Yosef
Levi Dachs
Eder Sruly
Fonfeder Yehoshua
Gartenhaus Yechiel
Gutman Shragie
Jacobowitz Chaim
Kaufman Meir
Michaeli Chaim
Parnes Meir Aryeh
Rosenfeld Yisrael
Scheiner Ezriel
Scheiner Moshe
Schiff Yitzchok Yerucham
Stefansky Yehoshua
Tepfer Nesanel
Zafir Sruli
Dutch
hard
Zevy
Yehudah
Reb Elya

for “blue aba dee abdahi” to catch on
to sing on stage with avremel (and mattisyahu)
colored bobby pin
to know where the bunk is
to be able to dunk
full control of I-pod
to be in leagues since game one
no speaker next to his bed
to get an upgrade and be able to shower at 8:00
nothing he had his own seat to Niagara
to play happy Chanukah all day
to lead camp in benching
a map of the rebbes on vacation
to become the senior
basketball all day
water hiking all day
for him and Zalman to have there own color war team
to come to Niagara
I‟m not sure whether it was the cave or the wind but little Dovidle sure had a
night …then again maybe it was Niagara
was shown those pictures on that phone because your LOOSE YAH
I might be a counselor now but ill forever be your jc thanx your amazing
Ah gutten chodesh

You guys were amazing . Keep in touch
Zalman – 347 306 1658

Yossi - call Zalman and
he will find him in
Darchei

Shabbos July 20– R M solman Shabbos Godal , Melava Malka with Pruz
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Hillel Greisman

Aryeh Kamelhar

WHEN HILLEL GIVES ARYEH THE CUBICLE . . .
CC Greisman Hillel
CC Kamelhar Aryeh
Adler Chaim Elimelech
Banbahji Shlomo
Barzilay Tzion Chaim
Beckerman Dovid
Braun Binyamin
Cohen Aharon Chaim
Engelson Gavriel
Epstein Tzvi
Fogel Chesky
Katz Alty
Laniado Aharon
Neuhoff Reuven
Neuhoff Yehuda
Perlow Chaim
Weber Mordechai
Worcman Nechemia
Zlotowitz Chaim
Aryeh Magid
Shmuly & Yehuda
Ushy Friedman
Shloime Zlotnik
Ari Scheff
Dovid Gold
Shmez
Bzbub
Moe Berger
Issac Schulman

That is a non-happening situation
so happening
will show up on the first day of camp
will only wear that pink shirt
will let everyone call him Barny
thinks he has attitude
will no longer be a Chaim Berliner
will stop rocking out the white baseball pants
will take germs
will beat Hillel and Aryeh at chess simultaneously
will no longer be asked if he‟s related to Chaim
will still sleep with a shluf-kappel
will teach his counslers how to speak sefardic
late-night schmoozing, belly penny-boarding, Lenny imitations, solid triple
will still be trying to figure out how he‟s related to Greisman
will still be awesome in training
will finally realize, no lahmajine for half sefardim
won‟t wake up at 6:00
will still insist Lakewood is better than Flatbush
will improve the situation
thanks for training us in
Hi ushy, hi. Why aren‟t you in seventh grade?
voice lessons (ha-ha-hoooo-ooooh-ooooh-hah)
get out of the cubicle
will still be chewing on floss and will never have gone to a wedding
button down white shirts
if only you would know
trying to tame the chosen one
is cool

Sunday July 21– World Series and Carnival
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Sholom Ezra Levenson

Yitzchok Nusbaum

If everybody went to the Yeshiva of Greater Washington . . .
C Levenson Sholom Ezra
JC Nusbaum Yitzchok

does !(he is the only 1) shemezzy poo
would maybe get a counselor job

Bamberger Sholem
Botknecht Feivie
Bub Binyamin Zev
Dayan Ezra
Gerdts Daniel
Gottlieb Moshe
Hana Mordechai
Katz Avraham Yeshayah
Katz Yossi
Lind Daniel
Rosen Eli
Samouha Gedalia
Shalam Shaul
Unger Yehuda
Weinstein Eliyahu
Moshe Levenson
Ari Scheff
Shimon Lax
Moshe Reich
Izzy
Dovid Gold
Hillel
Wenger
Gelfand

would leave camp early
would stop wearing a gartel
he would were colored shirts 2 shacris
not eat safardi food
would still be the funniest kid around…monkey
would learn twice as much mishnayois
wouldn‟t be able to go water hiking
would get his on funny hat
would eat steak for breakfast
his smile would rule the world
would also like Winnie the Pooh
would stop chilling with his radio
would stop making noise at basketball
wouldn‟t be so giggly
would continue to eat sunflower seed
he would love it
would think he is cool
why did you leave
would want to come to my bunk second half
would be my JC second half
would still be so awesome
would still be the best co bunk ever
will drink Gatorade (wink)
would give the best hugs in camp

Monday July 22—Last day of first trip
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Shuey Krasnow

Eli Goldberg
@bunkchofaleph #hashtags . . .

C Krasnow Shuey
JC Goldberg Eli
Feder Menachem
Feifer Yehuda Leib
Fink Meir
Fox Daniel
Friedman Avraham
Gertner Oliver
Guttman Yossi
Herskowitz Avi
Joselit Tzvi Yehuda
Karmely Yosef
Kaufman Shaul Chaim
Krasnow Moishe
Nathan Akiva
Schechter Avraham Nissan
Schneider Mordechai Aryeh
Schoenbrun Boruch
Schwartz Shmuel Nachman
Tusk Yisrael
Ditchy
Izzy
Chaim Fogel
Yehuda Kramer
Shmez
Zalman
Mordy Becker
Ari Scheff

#messycubicle #”theycallme…” #”ilikeyoubetterwithashirt” #unathletickrasnow1 #chapanosh
#sayinggoodsaybetter” #YFR #willwincolorwar #howcool?socool
#toms #waterbury #koshercookies #ACH #chavrusatully #17andunderteam #BIB4life #handsignal21
#sickfans #tightwithrebelya #fatherinshoprite #darchei #front-center? #lasertag #hookedup
#whoareyou? #daycamp #nobed #sportsonly
#quiet #where‟smybrother? daveningoffthebench #needmorehashtags #wannagoswimming?
#feistybasketball #crosswordpuzzles #shuey‟scubicle #hardsurface #pitcher #shabbosshirt #uncleelie
#Mets #randomsoccerjersey
#alwaysonwheels #ShadesOfGrey #going2bungalow #TheLink #overratedbiker #sleepaway
#6minutes2shachris #mushroomhaircut #AtlanticBeach #wannago? #kramer #sushi #Brecher60bucks
#mydadandhimaretight #wenevershmooze!! #worstcheekgrabber
#mymainman #Harlemvoice #youiscrazy!! #bunkyud #WWE #PBSkidslinen #Seagatebrotha‟hood
#gonewaterhiking #glasses #Abercrombie #blanketBilly #cousingelf #spray-ons #weekendBarmitzvah
#20minutesb4shabbos #Schoenbrun in pool #partyplanner
#RabbiPearl #Shabbosices #busyleining #7amBarmitzvahL #lasertag #canyoutrademe?
#kibbeh” #ImissTzali #putonpajamas! #evillaugh #neatcubbies #laundryonbed
#leftforzman #volleyballbeast #canteen #where‟sFeifer? #wemissedyou!!
#RavMoishe #unathleticKrasnow2 #weirdbracelet #losinggeneral #”whyhim?itsafix”!! #chubinator
#ShueyIhaveaquestion.. #BIB4life #awesomecousin
#going2aunt #babka #ACH2014? #12thgradewaterbury #Schoenbrungetoffofme #foldinglaundry
#TattyHarry #MommyMonica
#hockroomnextdoor #needride2wedding #maintenanceunderneath #howmessy? #somessy
#”whatdidyourateme?”
#ShadesOfGrey #Tintin #Diaryofawhimpykid #stillpacking4Niagara #foodfightshirt #sunfloweseeds
#cornonthecob
#weirdhigh5s #Boruchheadtable #BIB2ndhalf? #we‟reboys #Y.M.S. #Banash #Schoebrunhitone
#”Nathangetoffofme” #2amBarmitzvah #walking2Bnos
#nunchucks #SeagateShomrim #smoothstick #ShmielNaachman #thestaffnextdoor
#“canIpunchyouplease?” #”youaresomean”
l #3-pointer #Tuskage #Bayswater #”areyougoing2shoprite?”
#showhakaroshatov #tripleaction #CDP #onlyKrasnows #Coogi #PirkeiAvosShiur #vinasnu #showercap
#plunger #surroundsound #alyichasreinu
#MiShebeirach #Yesbut #okee #”youareonly16?” #funnywalk(mishler) #lovesnewbaseballfencce # Izzytheleader #thecrusher #sleepingatgarage #whatoffday? #guysshutdown!!
#whiteboxdriving #8thgrade #late2zman #colorwar #AEU #violentsongwriter #HNL
#everybodysingtogether #jcZalman #15bux #diet” #offcenter
#randompictureincubicle #erraticEnglishaccent #Mommy/Mummy #thecrusher #jcIzzy
#yeshivaofgreaterwashington #rube #zucker
#abadeabadye #Zevyisloose #popcornmachine #oneoftheboys #17andunderteam #CampMunk
#wantsshishi #openzipper
#M.I.A. #8thgrade #missesyearbook #newBFF #owesmerent #whathaircutmoney? #doyouownsneakers!?
#bluetooth #it‟smyfood #”iwillswitchwithyouanyday” #thanx4waitingup!!!

Tuesday July 23 –First day of first trip
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yehuda Kramer

Yisroel Meir
Rosenstock

Random Facts. . .
C Kramer Yehuda
JC Rosenstock Yisroel Meir
Blatter Yoseph Asher
Feigelstein Sruli
Fireworker Sheya
Freedman Simcha
Gottesman Chaim
Himy Pinchos
Klerer Ari
Milstein Sruli
Neuman Mendel
Saftlas Yosef Baruch
Schloss Yitzchok
Sharf Akiva
Sternbuch Eliyahu
Tepper Ezzy
Nati Gurwitz
Zalme krasnow
Yaakov Lax
Ditchie
Mookie
Zvi Greenspan
Greenwald
Chaim Fogel
Yossi Beinhorn
Aaron stern

Weeds

Gleesh

had a sik time u guys r awesome…..loves his jc…..missed weeds and gleesh why did u leav waaaa1……
#bbqsnooneeats! #zemirosrock #followers #MOOOOOBERGERISAWSOME#seniorhillisabust #newman
#OHHH YEAAAA!!!!!!!!!!
works wayyyy to hard…..loves Agudah….#lightsout #wakeup #everything #urock #OHH YEAAA!!!!!
lives in the ranch…. has a brother in the bunk…#joshie #shacharis #seriousface #OH YEA!!!!!
most awesome bar mitzvah ever….. best punchball player in the grade…#oreo‟s #OH YEA!!!!!
was lieutenant general…rocked it…has a chin…his bro is NOT cooler then him..#awsomeness
#queensatitude #lol #OH YEA!!!!!!
IS NOT related to sruli milstien…..is to good for leagues…#traded #behavingforsushi #singinginbedlol #OH
YEA!!!!!
lives in manhatten….sits next to me…doesn‟t get hints but dw they were jokes….#luxor #sternbuch
#torahtemima #OH YEA!!!!!
threw a no-hitter….was on the best league team….#ezzy #ruachchaim #OH YEA!!!!!
best first baseman in the grade…...has beats…..is awesome….goes to sleep late jkjk…#psp #istoleithehe
#everyoneisdiff #OH YEA!!!!!
is underrated….rox at hockey (u guys cheated lol)….#v‟zakeinilegadel #89,652 #hasalisp #OH YEA!!!!!
hookes up the bunk like a boss…tottys a rebbi……is related to Zvi Greenspan…#nospraysinthebunk!!!
#bighouse #OH YEA!!!!!!
HAS A SIK VOICE….DOESNT WANT TO RUIN IT…..JB…#frogs #punches #aibishter #stillcouldsingitliar!
#loveshiscounslerandjc #OH YEA!!!!!!
is not ari”s brother….had Kramer as a counsler already…..cant get anuf….#beats #bedtime #OH YEA!!!!!!
has a deep voice….sleeps w/o a sheet hu cares….has a awesome bro and cuz shoutout zvi and
ashi….#dancing #shreakingurock #myleagueteamwerock #OH YEA!!!!!!!
best pitcher in the grade…..showers early riiiiiite…..#rockedworldseriesfirsthalf #spaze #OH YEA!!!!!
is the 2nd best baller in the grade behind ditchi of course….has a awesome bro hu we all miss
shlomo!!!!.....makes sure his counsler behaves at all times…#rockedfirsthalfworldseries!!!! #GO NETS!!
#workingout #awsome! #OH YEA!!!!!
mdx or legacy jk….ur seriously the most awesome person to talk to ever…srry about the leg….ur awesome
neway…9th grade…#givingtuvyfoodhehe #scam #cops #learningallday #natiurmyhero #bestcapincamp
#iwantnumber30lol #OH YEA!!!!!
most awesome jc ever….i had a awesome time working with you u rock….#mustvebeenshlomosteachings
#colonial #gas #ditchironiwithchees #7thgrade #ursoooofunnyineverknew #zevysshadow
#mishnayosbuddyswditchi #OHYEA!!!!!!
BEST ACTOR EVER CAN I GET UR AUTOGRAPH AHHHH…. Ur seriously awesome….#sweater #caps
#food #everything #lol #weeds #spector #yossi #OH YEA!!!!
DITCHORIAYA THE PROPHET….is 12….has no beard….#purplepear #gas #diet #ownage #aniohaivitcha
#OH YEA!!!!!
got 8th grade dw ur still awesome #waterberry #uncle #maby #probnot #OH YEA!!!!!!
I love ur room……can we switch for one nightplsplspls…..#lifeguard #rappsforever
#busybusyhockinghocking #bermansbunkmate #OH YEA!!!!!!!
is awesome wants to b my jc……camper gelfs….. bball buddy u rocked…..#drivingwithalover100
#bunkyuddaled #cutie #workout #OH YEA!!!!!
is prob the most pumping and awesome person I know and lax…..rox yfr….and basically lives by
beinhorn…#urawsome #aniohevitchamwaz #OHHH YEAAA!!!!!
is awesome…..sick acting by plays…#specter #ifiw #urbungalowassik! #OH YEAA!!!!!
is a counsler wow…..has a Hollister shirt still in
my cubicle get rid of it!.....#urock
#bunk32missesu #wedontcareurstuckwithus!
#OH YEAAAA!!!!
ur awesome I had a awesome time w u first half
wish u could‟ve
stayed…….#ifonlycampwasallyear
#urasikactorurocked #uheardthehock
#illfilluinlater #OH YEA!!!!
agudah is soooo much better then la u fosho
missed us….well i missed u…injoy ulsters
#rappswillalwaysbthereforu #rotatorhehe
#urawsome #OH YEA!!!!!!!

Thank you everyone for making this
summer awesome. U guys rock and u
better keep in touch
Yehuda Kramer 917-617-8903

Wednsday July 24—Basketball Vs Romimu
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Avraham Chaim Perlman

Binyomin Blinder

When Yechiel Aharonof head lights get fixed . . .
C Perlman Avraham Chaim
JC Blinder Binyomin
Bernstein Yehuda
Green Yehoshua
Halberstam Kalman
Halberstam Yechezkel
Katz Yehuda
Katzenstein Yitzchok
Koplowitz Shloimie
Kriger Aaron Mordechai
Richter Meshulam
Schnitzler Ephraim
Weiss Berish
Bunks Tes and Ches
Ari Scheff
Lake lifeguards
Ushi Freidman
Rabbi Heller

all my first half camper will be in my bunk second half
would be an actual sefardi
will operate a insect sactuary
will misbehave
will play a complete game of basketball
will go to sleep after curfew
will be shorter than his counsler
will stop hocking about bbq‟s
will have no cousin in camp
will scream by zemeros
will still be like his bro meir
will stop playing lazer tag
will stop giving out ices
ur welcome
will swim with out a shirt
will pull in the boats without my help
will be a senior league counsler
will stop calling people during shiur

Thursday July 25 and Friday July 26 ….– who knows what happened?
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From the Desk of the Division Head . . .
BREAKING NEWS!!!!!!!!! The polls have closed, the votes have been counted
and the people have spoken. The Eight grade has seceded from the UNION! We did
it!!! After many years of being the junior members of the UNION, we were finally
able to get enough votes together to secede from the UNION. Now the only
remaining question is; can we pull it off? Guess what?! After an awesome two
months, we responded with a resounding YESSS!!!!!!! We did it! We were able to
hold our own. We had our very own minyan which was such a resounding success
(thanks to Rabbi Feuer and Rabbi Nussbaum) that we ran out of tables and chairs.
We had the most amazing trips (thanks to Rabbi Avi Schillit) from Lake Compounce
and Sports Center to Six Flags with all the other what we call mini, but we know
that they are really major trips; they were awesome. The leagues were great, in
fact, if not for a would-be grand slam that was taken away by an outfielder, our
Eight grade all stars would have beaten the ninth grade all stars. The Shabbosim in
camp were out of this world; the zemiros were amazing (thanks to Rabbi Bald). The
list keeps going but I am limited to one page, so I will leave you to think of the
great times we had as the greatest division in Camp Agudah history!! A very special
thank you to Rabbi Karfiol and Rabbi Neiman for all that you do from A to Z. to
the legendary senior division head, Rabbi Wolf, under whose leadership and guidance
we were able to have an amazing summer. And to the other great members of the
head staff; Reb Elya, Reb Shmaya, Rabbi Dabbah, Reb Mosey, Rabbi Schillit, Reb
Shimshy, Reb Tuli (Mazel Tov!), Reb Chezky, and Reb Fix. Thank you to all the
counselors and JCs of the eight grade, you guys are seriously awesome, the job you
did was truly award winning. Lastly, to the greatest campers in the greatest division
in the greatest camp in the world. Nothing could have happened without you guys;
you were amazing. Thank you for giving me an awesome summer.
A Kesiva V’chasima Tovah.

Your division head,
A.Z. “Herby” Herbstman

Shabbos July 27—Rabbi Altusky Shabbos Godal
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aaron Stern

Eliyahu Shapiro

__________ goes craaaaaasssseeeeyyyyyy because of________
C Stern Aaron

JC Shapiro Eliyahu

Cohen Tzviki

Fishman Eliezer
Frischman Yitzchok
Goldschmidt Zevi
Gruen Ezzi
Jacobs Meyer
Jaroslawicz Raphael
Jurkowitz Pinny
Katlowitz Nissim
Kramer Efraim
Levinger Hillel
Neiman Dovid
Wiederman Yossi

Rabinowitz Meir
Greenspan Zvi
Lax Yaakov
Kramer Yehuda
Scheff Ari
Krizzy

im awesome at all sports but can’t show off to the bunk cuz im way out of ur league and cuz “im a jew – come and sing
with me ………craaaaassssssszzyyyyyyy……. Bla blabla…… ipodS……Lamid bais Video ……. MY BOY …..…… RAPPS BABY!!!!!!
”its craaaasssssyyyyy im an 8th grade jc and got temimmah boys!!!!!!!!!!! ( squeaky voice……. rappin rabbi ….. salt………
Major Coach Shaps………… thank the good lord you reff our bunk games ……… lost Ranger cap.... Mussar time…….. too
low down orange chair….. kosher phone…… THANKS SHAPS….. TEMIMMA
He finally got a good league team …..and hes going to Novominsk!!! ( where do you live?..... how much did my father
give you?......…….. shut down 11th grade……Yeshivish…… “Lechoira you were my madrich in camp agudah …..… NOVOMINSK)
cuz his virtual point guard is dominating (chaim fogel…..psp……same blue shirt…… football..brush…… phone……..THE
CHEDER)
cuz everything’s ridiculous (just because ur grandfathers ……. Hockey defenseman PUUUUUT ONNNN THHHHHHHEEEEE
MOOOOOOOJOOOOOOOOs…..dying mule….DARCHAI)
he cant hit a ball cuz his swing is way off and his defence is avg. ( next time hit it harder…….. best first baseman in 8th
grade……. TORAH TEMIMMAH)
cuz you know deep down that Tony Romo will never get your team anywhere ( basketball……….. A-ROD …….. AROD…..wheres ur knapsack………. no mattress….. R landaus the way to go ….TORAH TEMIMMAH)
got busted by herby reading at 4:00 AM (more food……….only burgers……… 4 poster bed……PUT DOWN THE
BOOK…………. THE CHEDER)
cuz he discovered a new formula for solving ALCHEMY equations (what in the world does that even mean) ….oversized
elephant……..lower the music !! DARCHAI
cuz we went on the thunderbolt as many times as possible (nice glasses, home for shabbos Chup backup point guard
……..8TH GRADE)
cuz I put your drawers on your bed erev visiting day (fist bump…….baseball ……..cool caps…….gartel……..pushups …………
8TH GRADE)
gives the cocoa after giving the shiur in cocoa club ( Shailos and Tschuvas R Moishe, COSMO Jr………. unofficial vekker
……….. DARCHAI)
cuz he got the most votes on the 8th grade baseball team and hes gonna try out for ______ J (Team mates with Ezzi in
leagues………. Wanna dance cowboy???!!! YISODAI )
cuz hes the center in intercamp volleyball (game 4 after we swept a 5 game series……”WHAT A DAY NA NA NA NA NA
Elmo…”….TORAH TEMIMMAH)
cuz he can go from being CRAAAASSEEYYY to normal in 3.24 seconds (Happy Birthday, who bought the cake……. Mini
Football CHASAN SOFER BOY FOREVER…….. NOVOMINSK)

I let you buy cups for my bunk (thx man J) better luck next year ;)
Cuz of he had a AMAZING co league captain for a aaaaawwwwwwwesome league team TEMIMMAH
MAN! ( ur last name is waaaayyyyyyyy to long and complicated ………….. night seder rocked)

Sunday July 28—9th Grade Fishkill trip
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Menachem M. Neuman

Shmuel Krzywanowski

If the entire bunk was French . . .
C Neuman Menachem Moshe
JC Krzywanowski Shmuel
Benarroch Meir
Friedman Yonah Michael
Groner Ephraim
Mann Shalom
Mazouz Yair
Mitnick Yakov
Naftali Avrohom
Pinter Yossi
Schuster Yehuda Aryeh
Weiss Fischel
Wexler Yudi
Ari Scheff
Elliot Miller

will get French flavor toms while translating for bunk
will still not know a word of French
will still be pounding food- bon appetite
will still give laundry to R‟ Heller- blanchisserie
will be listening to music in French- musique
will have mess under bed- sale
la vie est une blague- life is a joke
will be bigger than Eiffel Tower- tour eiffel
will win oar
will still be wearing “yossi” belt- ceinture
will go crazy during supper and still be on time for
Shacharis- fou
will still pound pool- piscine
will still play sports even with crutches-pied
will buy us cups
will be the jc

Monday July 29– Blackout in camp, Play entitled “Whos in charge”
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Dovid Yaakov Michaeli

Aron Lowenthal

DJ Finally Got A Counselor Job Because . . .
C Michaeli Dovid Yaakov
JC Lowenthal Aron
Bamberger Gavriel
Chemtob Eliezer
Churba Chaim
Hartman Menachem Dovid
Kaufman Yisroel Aharon
Lax Yehoshua
Nussbaum Yitzi
Schorr Shragi
Schuck Aryeh Leib
Soleimani Avraham
Zafrani Moshe

Didn‟t make enough money from haircuts #9thgrade
#imYirtzehHashemByYou
Would always have the floor swept for him #Janitor
Couldn‟t finish a gallon of hot sauce by himself #Passaic
Enlightened the world using the power of science
#Loolysoyroscha
Was nominated the king of the sefardicial™ #Brother
Needed a new style of music! #Govoah
Waned to listen to phone scams #staphylococcus
His Brother Yaakov wasn‟t good enough #Chiller
Closet was across the hall #Electricscrewdriver
Needed help with his mickey house ears #Merodelia
Was the only Ashkenazi in the sefardicial™ #Mrsdash
Is the master composer of making hot sauce songs
#Pizmonim
Couldn‟t handle a top bed anymore #allstar

But i just to want to thank my JC Aron. You are just AWSOME!!!! I now know i can always count on you for something important!!!! And to all of the 8th grade counselors Aaron Stern, Mookie, Yaakov, Aaron Schilit, & Simcha. It was a pleasure
working with all of you!!!!! I also want to give a shout out to every other counselor!!! Especially Yechiel Aharonof & AC Pearlman - Thank you for always being there for me and just being who you are!!!! To all the unattached staff (lifeguards, waiters,
office boys, rotators, S.O.S. & maintenance): It was a pleasure working with you guys for the past 5 years. Hope you move
on to bigger & better things on day too ;-). And to the one & only Shnoobs - thanks for everything... A whole year round!!!!
For all those who are looking for their name: I really wanted to put in ALL OF YOU!!! Really!!! There is just so little room to
write!!!
So Dear Everyone (All of my campers, whatever grade you‟re in & any staff member or random floater around camp),
Thank You sooooooo much for
making this one of the best
summers of my life!!!!! I had a
ROCKING time & i hope you
did as well!!! Hope you have
much Hatzlacha in life & High
School. It‟s a shame all good
things must come to an end,
But 2013 was EPIC!!!
Please keep in touch!!
My cell # is 401-236-4824.

Tuesday July 30—Mexican Day—Tacos, sombreros , 8th grade Fishkill
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Yaakov Lax

Yaakov Zev Fogel

Bunk Chof Zayin is "Not From those People" that need clever bunk titles but if we would have one it would
be Bunk Chof Zayin Takes it to A HOLE NOTHA LEVEL!!!!! Because....
C Yaakov Lax-

JC Jz Fogel Moshe Yaakov Berkowitz
Sholom Blau Yitzchak BrandysSholom ElyNisan Fetman
Ahron GarfinkelKovy GreismanOzzy MoskowitzAvi Pruzansky Chaim SendrovitzAY TeitelbaumAri Weingarten
Chezkel Shraga WeissmanMoshe YakapovYehudah Kramer-

Moshe WiedermanChaim Herbstman Cutty ShipperShlomo FixlerDitchyYossi Beinhorn-

Zvi Greenspan-

Rocks The Beard . And Hats . Is S.O.S President. Official camp mascot.Picked his JC the JZ. Is very
Scrumptiously fantastic
#BestLeagueCaptainEver #@JMHOCK
#HNL #Mascot #Flatbush #Rapps #Mir #SoS
Best Camper Ever . Bubby fogels grandson . Chaim fogel and reuven pearls cousin . Heller traitor . His
mother makes the best brownies and cinnamon sticks . Thinks Agudah Leagues kick Hellers.
#Mrs.Fogel #Brownies #WelcomeBack #BIB #SpellCheck
loves saying "what" . Loves sayin Helloooooo Yankees #OhrReuven
has his own cubicle for him and his stuffed animals. #Brachs #
Asks Awesome Questions. #ChaimBerlin
Shalom Shalom Ely" . Loves Smiling. Wants to go to Camp Chipinaw and Apparently is Always Right About
Everything . And will be in yaakovs bunk again next year. #LittleTykes #EpicSmile #Adelphia
a great actor is ari Weingarten cousin and chaim itzkowitz cousin and moshe yehuda beinish cousin .
shrieks very loud . #kamenitz #onlyboy
Made the right decision to come to Camp``.#Coffee
is reuven pearls chavrusah. #Mir
is up before crafty #Angel #Cufflinks #Monogram #ChaimBerlin
got new clothing . Avid basketball fan . has big shoes to fill …#AmEchad #TiferesShmuel
#StoriesForTheJewishHeart
is Yisroel Sendrovitz brother. Wants 8th Grade to be more geshmak #ChaimBerlin #
will become a guard for his brother while he guards r matisyahu #ChaimBerlin #Security #6"5
tzviki schwartz cousin chaim itzkowitz cousin. Loves setting up for shalosh seudos #kamenitz #Family
Loves staying in camp for shabbos and loves pizza.
#TiferesShmuel #Shraga #HomeSweetHome
a ruach chaim traitor #Bayonne #RLichtman #Bags
Loves Borrowing Yaakovs Clothing even though he cant fit in them . is the most popular counsler of 7th
Grade.....in his own mind.
#WheresMySweatshirtAndFedora #FatSisterINeverHad #15Bucks #KramerGoHome #OhYeah
#RappsRepresentin #ShvantZ
Always fills People In on the Hock . Is Yaakovs Twin . The originater of 4on3.
#FakeBurbery #Bais #Creme #SkitDomination #Croucher #Dr.Itchy #Quadraplex #OsherPHones
#PantemimeDomination #BeastlyBeard #KandP #WeveGotWeed
was zocheh to have yaakov and moshe on his team #ThinksHesAGangster
Best accent in camp . Will be in yaakovs bunk next half . #OhrReuven #RabbiYaakov
his bubby is delicious. Is getting married . Best haschalas zman ever.
#Bergers #Reismans #ColorWarInEllul
Hold On Ditchys a Counsler? #FNBon3 #TBuddiesForLife #ZeviUnger #RWolf #ZevisLoose
Goes by the name of Joseph Steven. Has lasted 7 years in camp!! Is the assisstant to the assisstant Head
Lifeguard.
#Flappy #CubanCig
#Breslov #RPearl
#HelloYossi #Essen
#PizzaWorld #Shotgun
Assistant Head Life
Guard. Has a radio for
two months . Chaim
Berlin Liason to
Yeshiva Zichron
Shraga.
#CS5
#RappsRepresentin
#Hock #Essen
#ChaimBerlin
#WaitingForMir

Wednesday July 31—Basketball vs Dora golding
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Aaron Schilit

Aaron Katzenstein

Camp chof ches doesn’t deserve a title because…
Bloom Avrohom

thinks he might be cold, six o’clock showers, stop pounding the advil, ami, binah,
mishpach junior
Tuvie eichorn
is going to darchei, got pied, wears a Steph curry jersey
Tzvi gold
Timothy, Charlie, king of radumpsk, diet sunkist, 3 am sleep walking……..
Shumeli Grossberger only wears a&f, Eis Ereh Yofyech, swallowed a raw egg (x3) paper yarmulkah, needs to
be therapized, shteig away in Clifton
Groveman Uri
went through four beds in two weeks, nothing like color war in Agudah, hot pastrami
sandwiches
Halbertal Nosson
will win color war
Hofman Kivi
mechina boy for life, green pants, only hermes, gray cap, never got the toy…..
Koff Yedidiah
practices karate with his jc, water-water-bury, didy!
Okolica Yechezkel
Chez is going to to Breuers, yo get off my chair, packages packages packages…
Orlansky Yossie
left camp early, postcards, purple sweatshirt, ooooh snap…….……..
Rosenberg Avrami
always gets traded, camp simcha is awesome, crunchy pickles, when are we getting
dougies?
Salzberg Dovi
king of poker, Dovi you have an email……..
Schron Avrumi
came so close to getting his red velvet, Avru-mi five minutes, got tight pants, mommy
loves you, best in bunk ;) …………..
Sharf Ashi
hangs out with the cool guys, stretchy cheeks, kept the bunk clean you rock man
Tepfer Dovi
Hi Dovy, can I use your foreman………….
Vogel Zevi
wanted dougies, peanut butter pretzels, thanks for ur help……
Bloom Boruch
drinks water on a farm, bought oranges, you are awesome
Grossberger Shmuel wishes he stayed for second half, sunflower seeds, woodcarving, waterfights
Herbstman Tevel
missed 2nd half so that he could catch up on mma, wwe, Herbstman 3:16, It Doesn’t
Matter…..
Isaak Shimon
couldn’t stay for second
half because he had to
run Elyon, s3
Schuster Shimon
came back four times to
visit, thinks he knows all
the hock, #noncamper
Shipper Kuty
Shut Your
Mouth………!!!!!!
Ari Scheff
was the real jc

Thursday August 1st- Petting Zoo- Pay Day (Ruach Day)
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Counselor

Junior Counselor

Simcha Stein

Reuven Tepper

If I could be Simcha or Reuven, I would be . . .
C Stein Simcha JC Tepper ReuvenAkerman YossiCohen EliayahuDornstein MosheFeigenbaum Chaim ZanvilFeigenbaum DovFine AviFriedman Yosef YehudaHerzberg ShlomoLaniado MeirLerner YitziMagid TzviSilverberg Yosef TzviSultan ShaulTeicher YitzchokToledano YosefJustin the BeaverAsher ShternbachShlomie SchronHello KittyShimshi Ganz
Ari Scheff

Reuven: He still has his hair
Simcha: I wish I was bald…Wait… No I don‟t… Just ask Tuli
Neither: I want to be a beaver
Either: As long as I can be Ashkenazi (It had to be said one last time)
Neither: Have you met those guys? Besides neither of them even
know the Mets starting lineup
Why isn‟t Shlomie an option?
Either: As long as they buy me a slinky
Either: As long as I can have my own bench by meals
Neither: I want to be Dr. Dreizuch
Neither: I want to be like Tatty, I heard he was best in bunk too
Neither: I‟m a better shortstop than both of them
Neither: I can do more pull-ups than both of them put together
Reuven: We have more in common…Sleep. And I can skip the speech.

Neither: They don‟t know any of the HOCK!
Neither: I want to be Meir Laniado
Reuven: I want to be whale with black teeth…But I‟ll settle for Reuven

Simcha: Between the two of them he‟s really the only option
Why am I the mascot for a basketball team… Hello? I‟m a beaver!
Simcha: So that visiting day won‟t be so awkward
Reuven: You stole my bunk!!!
Neither: I like being in Yossi‟s face just fine
Simcha: I just want to know what goes on his head when he‟s doing
the freeze.
will stop telling Simcha he is bald and will come to Waterbury like his
older brothers

Friday August 2nd- Erev Shabbos Mevarchim with Rabbi Yitzy Bald on the guitar
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From the Desk of the Division Head . . .

As I sit down to write an article about Senior Leagues I don’t know
where to start. The first half flew by we had amazing trips- Niagra and
Overlook Golf center in Poughkeepsie. Besides learning groups, we had boys
learning by night kollel as well.
We had Fartugs, mini trips, carnival, it was great. There were so many
Senior Leaguers we had to split the league into 8th and 9th graders separately.
During second half we went to Fishkill and Six Flags New England. We had
BBQs, Kumzitz, Inter-camp games… I enjoyed learning with the 9th grade after
curfew, you guys were amazing. Everyone should pack with them the great
time we had in camp in ruchniyus and gashmiyus, and we should be zocheh to
be in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.
Kol Tuv,
Kesivah veChasimah Tovah

Rebbi
Cell-917-561-9380

Shabbos August 3rd- Visiting day cleanup with ice cream, make your own topping
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Counselor
Asher Sternbuch
Twitter 2013
C Sternbuch Asher
Banash Moshe
Baranker Ari
Bloom Shimon
Bornstein Naftoli
Bruckenstein Yaakov Yisroel
Frischman Avrumi
Gancz Shimshi
Ghoori Chaim Yehuda
Goldner Yanky
Gottesman Yakov Tzvi
Greenspan Yeshaya Yehuda
Gurwitz Elimelech
Halton Yosef
Kaplan Chaim Dovid
Neumann Mordechai
Safer Dovid Aryeh
Sochaczewsky Elly
Zola Yanky

#Asher best ref in camp (ahem)
#Yehuda best 2 am dmc‟s ever
#best beats in the world
#mother has funniest letters
#epic birthday party
#old shor yashuv buds
#best of bunk 4 whole summer
#parents pick him up from parking lot on visiting day!
#AB‟s best friend forever
#i never sing by the Shabbos Seuda
#best break dancer ever
#best assistant league captain (2 hrs 4 epic comeback)
#Natis 2nd cousin (epic horse games)
#i play leagues only 2nd half
#calling u Chaim from now on
#cutest cheeks ever
# great thinker
#biggest troublemaker ever
#great guitar player (please don‟t crack my back)
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Counselor
Chaim Fogel
R’ Heller Was Following ________ On Ave J Because:
C Chaim Fogel
Gershon Altman

#askhashem
is a Cheder boy. OHR SHALOM!! Oh Ya Dude you owned the 8th vs 9th grade basketball game ok ok ok it was 5”6 and under still scores
points in my book (no that pun was NOT intended). Youre such a great example for everyone keep it up! I don‟t think you realize but you helped me so much in
writing my alma mater. Gershon 2nd summer was awesome you‟re phenomenal I consider you one of my friends youre the man! Hatzlacha in the Cheder year
2!! #urifix
Dovid Ansbacher is Sleeping Beauty. The one wearing my black & white fedora & is listening to Rak Hu while making kabalas to stop
_______:) (random mix but ok). Dovid you clown GET UP ALREADY! Seriously you sleep 86 hours a day. Just messing! Whether youre sefardi or yekki I have
no idea either way youre not getting dougies and let me remind you who owes who a $10 steak. Seriously Dovid You‟re so awesome thanx for making my
switch to 9th grade so awesome! Hatzlacha in CB & hold onto your Tefillin there!!!! #wolf Avraham_Antebi
was water hiking. Its NOT „Entebbe‟ its
„Antebi‟. Avraham where were you by mincha?!?!? You ruined everything!! HAHA you make us crack up owning the head staff when its quiet in shabbos
ALWAYS LATE! Gosh I was on the floor your way too funny. All joking aside, you were a prize to have this summer ill send regards to my cousin iyh Hatzlacha
in Ateret! #weirdsefardifood
Aharon Yaakov Augenbaum
was still looking for his sweatshirt, jacket, hat etc etc etc etc. Aharon Yaakov hold
onto your stuff! You did not change one bit from 2 years ago ok maybe just a tad more mature:) Hello when I saw your name on the bunk list I was so fired up!
Definitely wont forget that homerun over the fence against my team. Maybe it was because even Asher couldn‟t help you with that:) Augie Augie (mommy)
Augie youre a beast thanx for making up the „Core 4‟ wish you were a camper again next year! Shteig in CB!! #morris Yonatan Cohen
was learning with
Shamai & drinking orange juice (ill spare you talking about the half a bottle of vodka you downed). Let me remind you Yonatan that right now were in Camp
Agudah NOT Camp Munk so stop asking to go there because there is zero way I am letting you leave from my bunk ever. „Using‟ my keyboard playing that
classic niggun (Idk what its called). Seriously you kept everyone in the bunk in check the Shar Hatorah way always doing the right thing Yonatan you‟re
amazing continue doing what you do! Keep an eye on the Feisty 5! Hatzlacha in Shar Ha! #bungeejumping
Eliyahu Dabbah is from Lakewood & R‟
Dabbah‟s nephew. Whats up you crazy man you‟re a crazy ball of fun always happy go lucky. But the shul is where you daven aint it:)? Eliyahu you should
have limits but NO the front porch breaks wonder who it was! Cant believe youre leaving early definitely gonna miss your craziness dude youre a beast
Hatzlacha! #lakewooder
Yanky Drach - was ranting how everythings is so “messed up”. Yanky Yanky Yanky you are seriously awesome I don‟t know if
you realize that but I definitely do. Dude you took care of my grills thanx for everything. Wont forget that epic jump from the rock by water hiking big talker you
said you did the one in mountain creek:) that‟s what you are a big trash talker. But hey listen you also take the slack so im game for it. Yanky youre a legend in
my world have an awesome year Hatzlacha in the TIF!! #only1atatime:) Moshe_Eisen - was feeling RECKLESS while coming from the shower at 130 in the
morning muttering under his breath (actually it was too loud HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA BUSTED!!). Yo Psst Yo Moshe youre the bomb round 2
together was awesome! Yo lets head out to Iswirl because tonights gonna be reckless. Grilling 3 pieces of pastramis making me fire up my grill for nothing oh
but that‟s ok because you love taking advantage of me. Learning with Shimshy, Moish Koff, and every other person under the sun. Moshe when I saw you on
the list I was so happy keep on chilling youre my definition of awesome Hatzlacha (for now) in Kaminetz!! #rkarfiol Shragi_Farkas was trying to get to
bowling but couldn‟t get there so he got stuck in Agudah. Shragi, 1st year in Agudah was a huge success you are awesome and will always be awesome wont
forget your dominance serving the volleyball or the fact that your in my town for the year in Shaarei Arozim. You were all over that miniature golf game in
Sonny‟s Place before you left for lunch cmon you should‟ve stayed! Hello youre a beast Hatzlacha in S.A. and give me a house call once in a while!!
#elimelechsperling Menashe Haddad Yehuda
was break dancing down the creek after water hiking up it. YO PSST YO DJ JMH IN THE HOUSE!!
Yehuda whats going on?!? Your sefardiness is legendary I love it. That mix of yours is phenomena youre definitely on my shortlist for DJs by my events!l.” gosh
youre hilarious where were you all these years?!? You made everything awesome the bunk was awesome with you around. You left only yesterday and already
I miss you:( Hatzlacha in Ateret give me a ring once in a while!! #djjmh Daniel Husny Daniel the quiet one speak up I cant hear you man?!? You too what
happened to you all these years you should‟ve been here years ago! One thing I want to know is how all you sefardis are ripped and you guys all know these
kung fu craziness. Daniel you were such a huge help whenever I needed it and youre such a chiller Hatzlacha in Ateret! #weirdsefardifood Chaim_Itzkowitz
was blaring on the mike for the entire summer the MISHNAYOS song! Chaim it ws really really amazing the whole production, your vocals, the entire layout,
everything! Wish I was has hooked up as you in Yitzy Bald‟s room its like the entire national guard in front of it! And don‟t worry about your younger brother he
was hilarious. Chaim when I needed a mature guy to shmooze to you were that guy. Well obviously because there‟s Kavod Hatorah involved here:) it was
awesome having you again Hatzlacha in CB!! #onejustone
Yehuda Jemal
is My Hero. YEHUDEH MA NISHMA!! How come not all sefardis know Hebrew it should be standard. Truth is by ashkenazis it should also
be. Youre the perfect example for people to look at always offering to help, cleaning the bunk, you being yourself is awesome. I want to see that smile a little
more!! I remember asking chaim Herby who this Jemal guy is was so happy that I was having you And now after the fact, I could nt agree more with him. Youre
a legend Hatzlacha in Ateret! #loveu Chaim Aron Kriger has 2 JS‟s singing nanana nanana on visiting day for him. Chaim Aron I cant believe the summers
over already it seems like yesterday when me and Kramer were nice enough to play basketball against you (while wiping the floor on you guys don‟t ever try it
again:)). Youre always pumped up and living up the bunk while schmoozing with Yanky till forever oclock at night & yes I heard the entire conversation.
HAHAHAHAHA!! C.A. it was legit beastly that I had you in my bunk Hatzlacha in TV!! #yossiabramczyk Yochanan Lax
is Thy Mayor Of Senior Hill.
Yochanan if you think this article is long, its nothing because about you I can write a whole series WITH prequels and sequels. Dude you are awesome! 8th and
th
9 aint gonna happen, youre not mayor of senior hill (stay tuned), you don‟t get enough attention, bla bla bla etc etc etc etc. Remember night one with the skit?
Awesome. Hello I can go on and on about you, you know that but since I have a limit (NOT!), Im just gonna end off with LLLLLAAAAAXXXXXX!!!!
Hatzlacha in TS!! #rhmyeswithshmadyshmaga just letting you know you will never bust my ego Reuven_Schachner
knows How To Be A Ben Torah. Ruevy I wish I knew you before this summer your awesome making up
part of the core 4. One month is no way long enough! You gotta get up in the morning!! Learning with you at night
hearing your opinion, an opinion from a guy who has his head on straight (not too many of those in this
BOOK OF AWESOME).if I see you in BK I better not be shtultzed out Reuven Hatzlacha in everything!
Hatzlacha In The cheder! #ohrshalom Yehuda_Siegfried
was trying to follow Chaim Fogel
Hogel down the street. Yehuda you are a legend!!!! Youre way too cool, good, awesome, crazy for us
im telling you youre just amazing as you love preaching yourself don‟t u?:) im sorry about our
chavrusa shaft its my fault it couldn‟t work out. Yo Lax give Kavod to the REAL Mayor of Senior hill
ok ok ok ok ok settle down everyone. Ziggy I was so happy when you switched into the bunk I
promise your one of my all time favs Hatzlacha in Edison keep your head up & invite me to the
Kiddushin Siyum IYH!!!! #mendyschiffenbauer Mordechai_Weissman
is last but most
certainly not least in the bunk article. Mordy from day 1 it was awesome, trying to show off to
your counselor but we still beat you. Sorry:) a mature guy in the bunk was all I needed and
you fit the bill perfectly while being the „JC‟ of the bunk which „stopped‟ you from playing ball.
Too bad about the heller game man. Those DMCs we had got me to know you better youre a
special person. Mordy I love you Hatzlacha in TS!! #snitcher
My (Old) Bunk Tes Vov
are still a kosher bunch and are not walking on Ave J
anyways. Guys I missed you so much we are and will always be the INFAMOUS BUNK TES
VOV who stole pizza and were exiled to the Veretzky bunkhouses. 2nd half u guys are the
bomb and I wish I can write a separate article for you guys but this will have to do. I love you
guys Hatzlacha in yeshiva and IYH NEXT YEAR IN 9TH GRADE:):)!! #avischilit
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Co-Counselor

Co-Counselor

Kalman Weinstock

Dani Menachmov

Co-Counselor
Ary Katzenstein

Apples will turn to orange
when . . .

C Yehuda Schwebel
CC Yehuda Levi
CC Katzenstein Ary
CC Kalman Weinstock
CC Dani Menachmov
Aaron Stern

keeps his eyes open during a leining lesson
encourages the little kids to cheer
won‟t cut a finger during a bbq
censored because “nishitaproes”
uses ”epic” in the right contex
sleeps in his own bed

Cohen D'niel Ezra
Compton Eliyahu Noach
Davidowitz Yehuda
Finestone Yosef Zev
Kamenetsky Eliyahu
Katz Shimon
Kunstlinger Mendy
Mandelbaum Eliyahu
Mendlowitz Yisroel Meir
Phillip Dovidel
Snow Moshe

doesn‟t want to come to camp
doesn‟t want to go a trip
stops dancing
stops singing
wakes up last
doesn‟t have snack to give Shabbos partty
doesn‟t drink snapple
stops sleeping on the baseball field
doesn‟t do S.A.L.T on Shabbos
doesn‟t like music
doesn‟t say ”quiche”
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Co-Counselor
Yehudah Levi

Counselor

Nati Gurwitz
When We Get Intercamp For That Sholosh Seudos . . .
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz -will still be awesome and actually play in a basketball game J
Yacov Abraham-will still tell awesome sefardi jokes and continue being a mad chiller
Dovid Bakst-“father” will come on visiting day (for sure was your brother)and write his own lifeguarding book
Aharon Sion Cameo-will continue loving R’Wolf and always being the 1st one by davening
Yitzchok Boruch Gaffney-will show he’s just as awesome as his father and will continue his domination of color war games
Yacov Gelb-will slap nati 5/take his siddur and have his own personal mirror(I had to J
Shimi Goldszmid -will get shishi and rock up shabbos mincha #R’Wolf
Yeshaya Dovid Heller-Alarm clock will go off randomly at 6 in the morning and get absolutely owned by nati in bowling
Don Himy-will still have brothers that look exactly like him #Rogin and put that weird gel on his sneakers
Sammy Kassin-Will thank nati for getting him up that day and keep zmiros rocking with abe
Binyamin Munk-will wear a protector around his neck and would not be ticklish at all
Pinchos Neiman -will still be my go to guy for sweeping, getting stuff from the car,ect and will rock that pink t-shirt
Chaim Rogin-will actually get to play hockey instead of just talking about it and will pound farina
Eliyahu Safia-will have the best league team and won’t have to randomly go to BK
Yoel Schneierson-will get packages everyday and be an underrated roller coaster guy
Dovid Schorr-will make a sick kiddush and make coffee at 6:30 in the morning
Moshe Ezriel Schwartz-will figure out that Americans kick Israelis and that being a counselor isn’t so easy
Simcha Stender-will know all the concert hock(guest singer) and knows the Amen book cold
Yechiel Zolty-will meet nati in swan lake and have a mad clutch set of drawers
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Counselor
Yechiel Aharonoff
If camp sponsored everything in my cubicle then . . .
C Aharonof Yechiel Shimon
Besser Akiva
`
Eckstein Ezzy
Fruchthandler Tzvi
Goldschmidt Mordechai
Goldszmid Yehuda
Goldszmid Yossi
Lowenthal Yehuda
`
Merzel Yitzchok
Miles Naftoli
Obermeister Mordechai
Schiffenbauer Mendy
Schron Yitzchok Aryeh
Schwartz Elimelech
Sokol Shmuel
Tepper Zevi
Yoffe Yisroel

would stop looking for his misplaced things and will still be running around
camp with his orange EMT bag
will be on the same team for color war as his
counselor/general is
will still be the best handyman around
will be the designated bus driver to Fishkill,
while learning mishnayos
will know all the abbreviations in every medical
book by heart
will constantly be mixed up with yossi
will constantly be mixed up with yehuda
will be on the same team for color war as his
counselor/general is
will be able to have a “DMC” without being
interrupted for a change
Doctor…yechiel Shimon…minute
steaks…cases of water
will make zombie shows as well as give free
lessons on how to do them
will still be an awesome chavrusah
(when are we learning???)
will stop looking for the fan that he threw in his
sleep
will be known for his expertise chef skill & tasty
foods
will have finished all the books in the Nachman
Seltzer series (mind you, he has some good
stories)
will be an amazing baskeball player
will open his own company of “Icy Hot”
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Counselor

Chaim Aron Gross
The most likely picture of ___________ to go up on the wall of the
bunkhouse will feature him . . .
C- Gross Chaim Aaron
Bornstien Naftoli
Botknecht Yossi
Bronstien Aharon Simcha
Cohen Yaakov Koppel
Diamond Zevi
Eisen Moshe
Frank Meir “Shmaya”
Friedman Leiby
Gelbard Mordy
Gerstel Yisroel “Shmaya”
Gluck Mottie “Shmaya”
Gottesman Yaakov
Gutman Yechiel
Hoffman Alty
Koenigsberg Yisrael
Kramer Menachem
Lovy Gavriel
Neiman Eli
Neumann Mordechai
Pearl Chananya
Schnitzler Shaul Binyamin
Shindler Aryeh Leib “Shmaya”
Zola Yanky
Cahn Mordechai
Horowitz Yisroel Yaakov
Lax Shmuly
Pinter Shamshon
Rosenstock Yehuda
Schorr Chananya

either in a tuxedo or grilling fish or building a bonfire (with the help of the bunk) or learning Mishnayos
or learning in the Masmidim Beis Medrish or chilling with his bunk after lights out while learning Iggeres HaRamban or grilling steaks or just being AWESOME (it rubbed off on me from my campers)
draining another (and another) 3-Pointer
talking on the phone (who’s phone?) and learning Mishnayos with “Le”Bron and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
catching a 15 yard touchdown in leagues
a picture of him actually in Florida (unless we can get him while he is here, you left too early!!)
wearing the wrong colors (WHO told you?) and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
bentching with Chaim Aaron’s bentcher unless… he sticks his tongue out… wait… done.
well, he is so fast we probably couldn’t catch him in a picture and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
having a great time at Six Flags© and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
smiling (stop breaking the rules already!! All day every day you have to break the rules!! It’s Enough!!)
at Cocoa Club and with Gluck at the watch store
looking for a watch in a store and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
at Night Kollel or at the pizza shop with rest of his bunk and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
in a different bunk (too bad, And THANKS for staying!!) and keeping his brother away from me
giving out the tickets by Cocoa Club and …Hey!! Where’d you go?!? Get back here!!! Thanks for staying!
with a deck of cards in his hands
being the older brother of 4 brothers in camp who suffer(ed) through years of “will be on the basketball team like his brother” I will have to write some cheesy line about you being the younger brother of
someone on the B-Ball team.
playing basketball and chilling in Passaic
no picture available. (He is the one taking the pictures. Thanks!) or a picture of him collecting twigs
going fishing on the dock and another one with him playing with bunk Lamed-Bais
learning in the Mechina Beis Medrish
feeding the ducks in the fish pond and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
Shooting a basketball with his perfect shooting form and Hugging Rabbi Wolf
rocking his guitar with cool sunglasses on, behind Chaim Aaron… wait… done.
discussing each possibility with Shamshon
looking for a safety pin and playing baseball
learning in the Mechina Beis Medrish or biking up Walnut Mt. and learning with Chaim Aaron
sitting and think about all the different possibilities
with a shirt that says: “Greatest Camper Ever!!!”
standing guard by his floor mat
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From the Desk of the Staff Boss . . .
Wow!! As summer 2013 draws to a close, all I can do is think of all the amazing memories of the most
unbelievable summer ever. My heart is filled with emotion: sadness at the end of a great summer, but joy and
gratitude for another wonderful summer in which we shared incredible times.
Though certain aspects of camp may change from summer to summer, one thing has remained constant:
the utmost devotion and hard work by all of you guys. You guys all did a most unbelievable job, and are responsible
for ensuring a summer filled with fun and excitement for the campers in the greatest camp in the world.
Truthfully, you guys all made my job extremely easy and pleasant, and I am very appreciative for that.
Of all the most amazing summers that I have spent in camp, this year was surely one of the greatest ever.
Who can possibly forget all the good times we shared, including the enormous bonfire events, massive
productions, walking to bowling at night, dougies, kumzits…..
Though I do not have the space here to thank each of you by name I would just like to take this opportunity to
extend a hartful THANK YOU! To every single one of you, who all contributed to making this summer so very
special. You guys were really the staff that made things happen! Though it is always difficult to say “Goodbye” all
the amazing times will live on forever in the memories, which we share.
Thank you all so much again, and I hope that you all look forward to reliving all of the great memories
throughout the year until summer 2013 which is only 313 days from now!
Sincerely,

Shimshy Brecher
P,S. don’t forget to check in throughout the year with the Staff Hotline
845-554--5780
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When Shimshi goes to Heller . . .
Specialty

Cohn Zvi Aaron
Goldberg Yitzchok Dov
Liberman Shmuli
Liberman Tzvi
Ribowsky Moshe

Junior Specialty

Churba Shlomo
Gluck Shmuly
counselor
Hartman Menachem
Horowitz Yisroel Yaakov
Kleinbart Yossi
without permission
Lax Shmuel
Lieberman Eli
Manne Elchonon
Muchnik Yoni
bowsky in the game room
Neuman Yisroel
they are mad daycamp
Nordlicht Meir Aryeh
Potash Eli
Stern Yitzchok

Rotaters

Berman Chesky
Fixler Shlomo Moshe
Greenberg Aharon
Pearl Reuven
Scherman Shuki
Ari Scheff

Will always be a ruach country boy
Will come to the equipment shack without being called
Will be craftys assistant
Will be rav mattisyahu gabbi
Will be a counselor
Will be a waiter
Will be a day camp
Will be Ickys assistant
Will rap and smile
Will order dougies
Will be called sam
Will win color war
Will go back to Heller
Will take over RiWill be a jc and if
Will be maintenance
Who are you
Will be Herskowitz assistant
Will officially be head staff
Will go to Mogen Av
Will go back to being a waiter
Will come for a full summer
Will stay as a waiter
Shimshy assistant

Where is my waiter . . .
R ‘Schwabel
Greenberg Baruch
Greenberg Yaakov
Teller Shimon
Webster Refael
Weiss Mayer
Weiss Dovid Chaim
Werner Pinchas
Shea Belsky
Jack Stef
Shumel Moniker
Shukie Sherman
A.c Thurm

driving his daughter
“dancing” with the kitchen staff
Shopping in the supermarket
getting cucumber salad!!!
messing everybody over and knew weinstock
enjoying his new luxury suite
eating his deli sandwich
finding his jack
driving the Mexicans to woodbury commons
bouncing people out of the kitchen
doing something on his phone all the time
doing something on his phone all the time
doing something on his phone all the time
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When the lifeguards finally get an off day…….
(Heads)
Rabbi Pearl:
Meir green(C-97):
Zvi Greenspan (CS-5):
(Seniors)
Beinhorn Yossi:
Benjamin Dovid:
Brecher Yehuda Aryeh:
Genuth Yitzy:
Marder Yisroel:
Nissim Yakov:
Schron Shloimy:
Yaakov Selig:
Shurkin Pinchas:
(Juniors)
Cameo Morris:
Farkas Eli:
Fink Shalom:
Goldberger Fischel:
Kramer Elazar:
Lax Kalman Eliyahu:
Levin Yisroel:
Miller Eliyahu:
Neumann Eli:
Weiss Yosef:

Will get a new bathing suit
Will have the lake for himself
(LTI/WSI/EMT) Will finally watch the pool
Will take Flappy for a swim
Will get snacks from the kitchen and eat it all
Will get his spot by the deep
Will not fall in the pool
Will fall into the lake to catch mice
Will win a basketball game, and become a LTI
Will do sign in, and get new speakers
Will grill chicken for the whole camp (again) and will
rescoop the mud by the lake
won’t be a day camper
Will ride his skateboard in the lake
Will wear an Agudah T-shirt
Will not fall asleep on duty
Will still soak people with his gun
Will do absolutely nothing
Will blast music by the pool and lake
Will work for Rabbi Pearl; not Avi Schillit
Will be an instructor for Bunk Lamed Bais
(RTE) Will stop doing sign in
Will listen to his iPod (Bonim) in the shack

How every spot is the best for the lifeguards...
POOL
1: The baby shallow- not so much fun to watch
2: The Lamid Bais corner- free sun tan lotion, get soaked
3: The Slide chair- you can be a cop
4: The chair next to the big L.G. chair- you can be covered by R’ Pearl
5: The deep (left or right)- less crowd control
6: Sign in- THE BEST TAN
7: Beinhorn’s spot- A.K.A the LG shack (the bomb shelter)
LAKE
8: The Shore- super work out (for Kalman Lax)
9: Surf bikes- chilled out fishing spot
10: On the LG boat- the place to yell at nobody …
AND TAN ALL DAY LONG!!!!!!!!!
BY: Y.SELIG, SENIOR LIFEGUARD
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From the Desk of Rabbi Majeski
Can you believe it? Eights weeks already? Just yesterday we were finding out
our new bunks. Just yesterday we were meeting our new friends . Just yesterday we started
leagues . Doesn't it all seem like just yesterday? I remember going to carasele water park. And if
course the ooh ah magic show . Who can forget lake compounce and the heilgers making their
own pizza and going bowling. I remember every bunk making their own BBQ and then roasting
marshmallows . Them if course we all went swimming with our clothe on. That's right and we
were proud! Amazing activities during "oar" and geshmak races on USA day. Going to the castle
with amazing arcades and go carts. Did you think I'm not going to mention h2o water park. Renting out the whole park for ourselves was epic! I still have dreams about those rides at six flags
and those trampolines in Connecticut. Of course the heilgers string hunt and bird show. I smile
when I think of the father son carnival and laugh when I remember the shaving cream fight. The
songs during color war, Melava Malka, cantata, musical chairs , Mrs. Lankrys snacks and R'
Krafty and r' Libermans arts and crafts.
What would camp be like without hat day and pajama day , throw in shades day and were in
business. Swimming, boating , sports, newsletters, interviews, overnights, late nights, ice cream
parties and of course Pringles. I remember singing aah aah ah aguda, and don't forget the diapers, the dancing, cheering,chicken soup at 2 in the morning and that spectacular Avraham fried
concert!
What a Shabbos we had in camp. The Zmiros, Kabbalas Shabbos, Shabbos oneg, stories
and night swim. The geshmak food we had,Danishes, pizza, pastrami sandwiches, freeze
pops, Italian ices, cotton candy, snow cones and last but not least rabbi Mandels pickles.
I must tell you my most fond memories of you boys is watching you Davening so nicely everyday
and then running off to learning groups. Which other camp in the mountains has such amazing
dedicated Rebbeim? I can really go another full page of memories but I'm already over and I didn't start my thank your yet.
Rav Meir . What can I say 3 years ago you had a dream and Baruch HaShem we are here today.
I know you don't like this so ill try to make it short. I never met anyone like you in my life. So dedicated to making sure every camper is safe and having a great time . Always calling on trips and
giving me great advice to make camp even better . I'll never forget how you made that camper in
your office feel like a million dollars and filled with confidence a lesson I will take with me. Thank
you for everything and may Hashem give you much Hatzlacha with everything you do.
My partner rabbi Shapiro . You were outstanding. I never realized how much you do until you
had to miss a day. Well, please don't miss anymore. You are never satisfied with just getting by
and always looking to do more. I don‟t think there was one time I ever asked you to do something and you said no. More than that
you always did it with excitement . Your talented , have amazing middos and it is
a total pleasure working with you ( and playing ball). Pack in all the good food now before you
move back to St. Louis and have to eat their frozen bagels. Rabb Shimon Newmark. Thanx for
showing me how a real Ben Torah acts in every situation . You are amazing and please get me
100 mattresses for next years overnight Wednesday July 5.
Rabbi Feur and rabbi Nusbaum: like I said the learning program we have us top of the top. Rabbi Feur shkoiach for all of the advice and for" killing me with love".
To my division heads: Reb Yoish: You once again were super clutch. Leauges, getting ices,
marking activities and trying to beat me in basketball (maybe next year, work on the jumper a little). Thank you from the bottom of my heart and shtieg away in Waterbury East I mean Mercaz.
Dougies is very sad you had to leave early by the way.
Reb Zack. shure shure. Taking care of snacks, haircuts and the little kinderlach. I was always
able to count on you
Rabbi Avi Schilit: once again the busses were smooth as cream cheese I mean butter . I don't
know how you do it I get busy just thinking about how much you do. Mishnayus, canteen money, youth core, trips. Thanks for everything.
Rabbi Neiman and Rabbi Karfoil . Thanx for helping day camp adjust so easily in all areas and going above and beyond .
your bubby
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From the Desk of Rabbi Majeski
Mrs Rand and Nakenifsky. Do any of you ever sleep? I feel like you come in the beginning
if the summer and just stay there. Thanx for the newsletters, bunk changes, phone numbers and of course the checks. Your work is never unnoticed .
Rabbi pearl : Your somehow always available . I never heard you say anything negative
in three years . Thanx for always being there.
R Shwebel: I don't think there is a better man for the job. No matter how much is going on
you are some how calm and always make time for me when I tell you that you need to cook
for another 200 people ( I'm sure you love that)
Mrs lankry: your food rocks especially that sefardi cholent.
Rabbi AMK: I would not be here if not for you . Thank for everything . All the advice and
schmoozing . When ever things get crazy i see you smiling and I'm relaxed. Hatzlacha in
Israel and hope to be there with you soon . By the way looking forwards to next years
new and improved canteen.
R‟ Wolf R‟mosey R‟ Herbsman R‟ Elya R‟ Shmaya R‟ Daba R‟ Tuli R‟ Chezky and R‟ Fix.
What a team. You make everything so exciting and I learn so much from all of you.
Shimshi: the js's aren't easy but you make it look that way . The Shabbos minyan' kiddush,
dougies, intercamp. You always looking our for the bits. A special than you for letting me
speak in your minyan and for showing me what it means to stick up for your Talmidim! I
learned a lot from you
To all my counselors I couldn't have done one day without you. Day in and day
out. Being with the boys, helping in every way . You guys get the real credit. I hope to he
in touch with all of you.
To all my campers , this is all for you . The whole year I think of new ideas to give you a
great time . And when I see you smile and your Simcha you make everything all worth it .
And you might not believe it but get some long winter rest bec. That's right I already started
preparing for next year and it is going to be the best summer yet. Have a great year and
please be mochel me if I said something in any way that might have hurt you. Have a great
year and please keep on touch. Ymajeski@emek.org . I really want to hear from you.
P.S. If you need anything during the year don‟t forget to call
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From the desk of Rabbi Shapiro
Wow! That‟s all I have to say. That word really sums up the whole summer. Have a
great year guys! Just kidding. Even though that word does sum it all up, I will elaborate. This
summer was one of the best I‟ve ever experienced. And it‟s largely because of you. The campers. Seeing you guys walking in in the mornings with those great smiles would always make
me smile myself. Guys, I have to tell you, our goal every summer is to give you guys the time
of your lives. To give you a great relaxing time so that you can be rejuvenated for the year to
come. I sure hope you had the experience that we hoped for.
You should know, that your head-counselor is the best there is. I saw on a constant basis
how much he really cared about each one of you. It amazed how pained he would be if someone would be left out from getting ices. And if a boy would leave without a smile on his face, he
would do anything to “turn the frown upside down.”
On a personal note, Rabbi Majeski, thank you so much for hiring me last year. It really is
a tremendous zechus to work for you. We see eye to eye on so many chinuch issues and I have
a fun time with you as well. Except for that time when you made fun of me after the magic show
and I quite.
Meir Frischman, thank you as well for hiring me. It‟s not to be believed how much you
have on your plate. You are really a personal example to me of how to deal with many things
at once with a smile.
Mosey, what can I say? Of all the people I‟ve ever met, you are definitely one of them.
Yossi, when you left, things just fell apart. We didn‟t know what to do with
ourselves! We were sheep without our shepherd, an army without our general. Okay it wasn‟t
that bad, but there was a huge void. You were so responsible with everything you had to do. We
always felt at ease when we left something in your hands to do.
To our counselors, thank you so much for all your hard work this summer. It is not an
easy job being a counselor. It‟s a tremendous responsibility. To always know where every kid
is at all times while trying to organize a game is no easy task. But you guys were able to rise to
the challenge.
We love you guys! Have a great year!
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Bunk Mem Bais Will Get
Lake When:
Aryeh Abramson - Will have some mad wakeup action. ASAP Dovid Bohensky - Goes back to being counselor of Bunk Mem Aleph Shragi Drillick - Returns to Torah Vodaath
Dovid Blatter - Will play nicely with Luzzy
Eliezer Eisenstadt - Will win the bentching prize every time
Boruch Friedman - Will talk in public and be better than Ari at sports Yechezkel
Ginsburg - Last one in, first one out, but is still so awesome Yoel Dovid Guttman Will build the nicest and biggest sand castle Moshe Hersko - CENSORED
Chaim Dov Lefkovitz - Will be called A.K.P. SR.
Zvi Elimelech Levitin - Will officially be the cutest id in Day Camp Efraim
Nussbaum - Will be on the blue team and win color war Nosson Rosenbaum
- Will do the monkey bars while catching frogs Yisroel Rosenblum - Will be a
CY Young winner on the Yankees Yechezkel Sassoon - Will go swimming
Tzvi Schon - Will become a Jet fan; and be in the races Michoel
Schwarcz - Will stop hanging out with Aryeh Yaakov Tajerstein Will win every league game Yaakov Turkel - Will have Yosef as a
counselor
Avi Weinstein - Will play all four quarters of a basketball game
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If we got 10 Bunk Bucks for every time...
Luzzy Blatter- went to mem gimmel
Yitzy Koshanfar- asked Yosef to start his lanyard
Moishy Markowitz- won benching
ATM (Aryeh Tzvi Minzer)- wore a mets cap Shragie
Paneth- asked to use my phone Yitzy Pearl- hungout
with his brother
Dovid Peretz- lost his canteen card
Shlomo Zalman Rowe- wanted the activity switched Pinny
Shapiro- asked Shea for a piggy back ride Menachem schuckbrought his own breakfast Feivel Stareshefsky- wanted to win
color war
Shea Leshkowitz- wasn‟t with the bunk because he was doing the color war banner
Yosef Turkel- Made a Lanyard

...We would go bowling every day
Guys thanks for making this summer the best summer
ever. K.I.T. Yosef& Shea
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RANDOM THOUGHTS OF BUNK MEM HEY AND WHAT NOT
RUFUS- who is tzvi perlstein, its rufus???....... Why do i get salomi every week if i am on a
diet????? why cant i spell???? GO NETS!!!!! my bunk is EPIC!!!
SHMINTZ-even though i wore gelfs pjs for a day moE and rufus still won pj day....GO
NETS!!!!my bunk is EPIC!!
SLOMO-If you daven i will give you more laffy taffys....why can i only hit a ball over in
practice???my bunk is EPIC!!!
MENACHEM ABBOTT-Is the canteen open????can i take triples??i have epic counslers!!!!!
SHEA BERGMAN-2 weeks and still a rock star...i have EPIC counslers
SRULI BLATT-even though it took 45 minutes to take the deep water test and a five minute break between each lap and my counsler jumped in with me, got a whole bag of
laffy taffys, and the whole day camp cheering for me, i passed!!!!!i have EPIC counslers!!!!!
TZVI EDELSTEIN-OH YEAHHHH!!!i went swimming what do i get.....i have EPIC counslers
MENDY FREILICH-hmmm should i wear a knicks cap or a heat cap today???i will see you
in mir....i have EPIC counslers!!!
YEHUDA GOBIOFF-can i have triples? menachem got????slomo i davened loud, can i
have candy???why do i have awesome counslers????why does everyone think i ask so
many questions????i have EPIC counslers
TULI GOLDSCHMIDT-did the yankees win???I “left” my bathing suit at home.....i will see
you in shul....i have EPIC counslers!!!!
NAFTOLI HOFFMAN-WHY DO I ALWAYS MATCH MY LITTLE BROTHER???whats that squacky
noise???why dont my counslers let me drink mountain dew????i have EPIC counslers!!!!
MENDY LESHKOWITZ-can i join this group, i love rollercoarsters??got upgraded fromm
sleepaway to day camp!!!loves counslers of bunk mem hey better than simcha katz....i
have EPIC counslers
MOE LICHTENSTEIN-where did i get my nickname from??can i give you a massage??i have
EPIC counlsers!!!
AVI LIEBERMAN-why am i the only one who can rebound a basketball???i have EPIC
counslers!!!
BARUCH RABINOVICH-i will go swimming if chaim goes.....i have EPIC counslers
MOISHY ROSENBERG-why dont i dave with a minyan???why do we skip most of
davening???what brach do i make on this??i have EPIC counslers
CHAIM ZWICK-i will go swimming if baruch goes!!!did i tell you herby is my uncle??i have
an EPIC uncle!!
RABBI MAJESKI AND RABBI SHAPERO-THANK YOU FOR AND AMAZING SUMMER WE HOPE YOU
ENJOYED IT AS MUCH AS WE DID.AH AH AH AGUDAH.
BUNK MEM HEY-as we sit here at 2a.m writing this bunk article, we remember all the good
times we had together. us as counslers had an epic summer and hope you guys feel the
same way.we wish you guys a happy and healthyt year.
K.I.T-SHMINTZ:917-494-5617 SLOMO:347-764-9366 RUFUS:917-588-0256
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If I got a penny every time someone asked me why Im a Jet fan then...
Eliezer Frank CC- OH YEAAH!!!! J-E-T-S, Jets, Jets, Jets!!!!!! Wait, someone said something?
Moishe Mishler CC- Don't know what would happen, make sure you keep “Illuminations” on your iPod. Siiick song. Was definitely worth it not to play Magen Av so I could listen to it
all the way to H2O and back.
Moshe Salamon (Former)CC- Wheres Moshe Salamon? What happened to him? Is he coming back? Do i tip him or not? (Ha Ha) GOOD SHABBOS

MOSHE

SALAMON!!!!!

„Yaaks‟ Bensinger- You would buy some more prizes for bentching so me and Zvi don't have to have a jumpball. Aron Bokow- Im not sponsoring any of
those pennies because you kept dunking me at the carnival.
JD Eisenstadt- Hey money?! Can I have some?!! (I‟ll use it to become a professional singer and guitarist) Keep singing and you‟ll get there some day!! Pleeease call me, Mish,
and maybe even Salamon ;) I”ll see you in AGUDAH next year!!!
Mayer Gestetner- You would buy me a pair of sunglasses and one of those wrist band thingies, and if theres extra money, maybe one day you”ll help me make it onto the
Maple Leafs, GOOO RANGERS!!!!!!!!! ;) Remember you‟re a true AGUDAH boy, not MUNK!!!!!
Lipa Guttman- Hey, how come I don't have a line in the yearbook?? (Because you‟re too awesome Lipa, Thanks for being an all around awesome guy!!) Rock it up in Seagate
and tell the Waldmans that Mish says hi!!!
Mordechai Heisler- Then I wouldn't have to tip you
Yaakov Manela- You asked me to write something but its unfortunately its 4:30 A.M. and I'm not really capable at this time of the night- Or is it light already?- But if you‟re really
desperate you can write something in yourself, something like, “I don't really care if your a Jet fan”, or “I do care that your a Jet fan”, or “I have awesome counselors!!!”. Choice 3
is highly recommended. #SalamonIsStillMissing??
Shloime Markovics- Yeah, why are you a Jet fan??
Yitzchok Moskowitz- You would buy me pizza and soda in the canteen everyday.
Sruli Schonfeld- I don't know, you would have some money? What are you asking me?
Zvi Sofer- Hey wait a second! That wasn't a fair jumpball anyway! And anyway why as Yaakov even in that!? Make sure if you buy anymore prizes I get all of them.
Yossi Waldner- You would buy enough phones to lend them out to everyone, all the time. Hey can I borrow Mish‟s phone? Oh right he doesn't have one. Wait why not?? Yossi, were
leaving it at that.
Yossi Zyskind- You”ll pay Mish to cheat for me in the playoffs. (It was a gr8 season Yossi don't worry- Mish)
Buri Mendelsohn- Wait, what am i doing here?! Im not in your bunk anymore!!! HELP!!! Take me off this article!!!!
Meir Frank- Its my first bunk article, so i figured I would throw you in. Anyway, you know its a stupid question to ask someone so if you‟re here, maybe you”ll help me explain that
to everyone.
Mish- “Eliezer, the real question is WHY IN THE WORLD ARE YOU A JET FAN??!!!!! We all know Giants own!!!!”
Eliezer- “What kind of question is that anyway? do you seriously think that just because the Giants are better right now I shouldn‟t be a jet fan? we all know that jet fans are the
greatest fans in the world! I‟m so sick of this question! I think I‟ll quit! signing, off, (oh yeaaah!!!!) eliezer
#jetsnut#1
Mish- “Wow that was deep, (yaaaaawwwwn) Well this year, thanks to the help of Aryeh Abramson, Agudah Day Camp invented a new word!!!! Lemma!! It is a leopard and a
Majeski mixed!!!! This species only eats Pringles. Thanks to my co-counselors that worked with me this summer. Special thanks to Garf for being the best Llama in Agudah history. Eliezer, this argument isn't over but it was an awesome half together!!! Thanks Rabbi Majeski and Rabbi Shapiro for an amazing 2 months that I wont forget!! And I definitely
wont forget that 2 on 2 that we had. Unfortunately, the better team won, but maybe next year things will be different. A thank you that tops them all, is to Rabbi Karfiol for giving
me an opportunity to work here in Ruach Country!! By far my favorite summer, thank you for everything.
Eliezer- I know I said I was signing off, but I just wanna take this opportunity to thank Rabbi Majeski AKA octopus and Rabbi Shapiro and the entire staff of day camp and even the
staff of that other camp that runs on camp time instead of NO time #burrrrn for being here with me for the last 2 months and helping make this the greatest summer of my life &
I‟m not just saying that. Special thanks to Rabbi Karfiol for giving me a 2nd chance to work here. I hope I proved you right this time. Also special thanks to my co-counselors of 1st
& 2nd half Rufus, Shmintz, mish, (& even Salamon). You guys were awesome! (even Salamon) signing off (this time for real), Eliezer
Dear bunk Mem Vov, Thanks for helping make this the greatest summer of our lives!!!! YOU GUYS WERE AWESOME!!!!!!

KEEP IN TOUCH!!!!! Eliezer (THIS TIME REALLY FOR REAL!!), Mish, (& even Salamon)
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Bunk Mem-Zayin never got french toast because..........
CC Mike Rabinowitz-was too busy wearing red pants in Darchei, taking his cap back,
drawing banners, making the picture for the Grand March, making the day camp league teams with Pistachio, waving good-bye in an epic fashion by the buses everyday, and having the best co-counselors in
camp.
CC Baruch Mordechai Lang-was too busy being PISTACHIYO-PISTACHIYO-O-O-O- MM-MM-MMM,waiting on line for food,not lending out his Kosherphone,not being in Darchei,running green teams play,
making the day camp league teams with Mike, leading the grand march, and having the best co counselors in camp.
CC Moe Berger-was too busy running both blue team skits, having an awesome beard, being an epic bus
monitor, leaving 2 days early, being in Darchei and a Y.F.R. alumni, rocking life in general, owning Moshav,
using Rufus‟s Kuerig machine, and having the best co-counselors in camp.
Sruli Caller-was to busy beatboxing,breakdancing,and being a jet fan.
Avraham Cywiak-was to busy knowing pressure points,hocking his brothers,and prank calling. Mordechai Elywas to busy talking to his brother,throwing poisonous spiky “thingamajinglingies”,chilling with Binyomin
Sternstien,catching amphibianous creatures,and looking for Shaya Greenspan behind baseball field #4.
Menachem Farkus-was to busy loving camp agudah.
Boruch Eliezer Finkelstien-was to busy asking questions,owning basketball,and having a awesome
brother.
Moishy Fogel-was to busy coming a week late,benching,learning mishnayos,and looking for his
shades.
Bozi Friedman-was to busy having awesome parents, “you got served”,DARCHEI- DARCHEIDARCHEI,being a classic case of B.I.B.,and did we mention he is in darchei? Avi Katz-was to busy deing
an eigth grade “Munkey”, being a spiker, getting all the rebounds, and rocking those glasses.
Chaim Kaufman-was to busy davening, learning, benching, and doing all 613 mitzvoys.
Yeshayahu Leff-was to busy hibernating, Y.K.L.I.!!, and owning a pet platypus. Yisroel Meir Levitanwas to busy doing lanyard, playing punchball, and hanging out with Tovey and Kaufman.
Benci Mendel-was to busy rockig under armor,being a “Munkey”,doing great at sports, playing hockey,
and eating tradition soups.
Buri Mendelson-was to busy playing basketball,ranting about Shmintz, asking to borrow money,
and listening to ringtones.
Simcha Moskowitz-was to busy being B‟Simcha(pun definitely intended), schmoozing with staff members, and doing acrobatics.
Aryeh Schwartz-was too busy rocking benching and davening and everything else there is to rock.
Shlomo Shapiro-was too busy getting more eggs, yelling, teasing his counselors aboiut having food
names, and being a Jet fan.
Binyomin Sternstein-was too busy assisting Mordechai Ely in the hunt for Shaya, being awesome at
hockey at searching for salamanders.
Bentzion Tovey-was too busy swimming, hunting deer, and being a rockstar. Yaakov Yarmark-was
too busy smiling, talking about his brother in a camp that shall not be named, and chilling with Pistachio Jr.
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CHEMI WILL SHOW OFF HIS MUSCLES WHEN.........
Asher Bugayer- finds his sleeping bag......listens to all of our ringtones.....Lab Rats
Shloime‟la Drillman- keeps up the great davening.....goes surfbiking.....has a blast at Niagra
Falls.....is always best buds with Shimon
Menachem Gibber- steals a whole roll of davening tickets......spends all of his brothers money.....Lab Rats
Yehuda Leib Ginsberg- watches all Rabbi Elbaz‟s Torah Shows.....gets a front seat at the concert
Mayer Goldfeder- wins the “awesome” award......plays center all three games of volleyball.....Lab Rats
Moshe Hamada- catches fish behind the lake with shloime (with a bucket?).....delivers another package for Chemi (thanks!)......works in sixtrees
Yitzy Singer- davens together with Day Camp.......is on the best league team.....listens to all
our ringtones.....jumps into the pool with his clothes
Mordechai Tessler- becomes a doctor.....runs the canteen (as side job).......gets a Ruach
Country “shluff kapel”.......Lab Rats
Shloime Wilber- keeps doing everything “Shloime style”.......becomes a professional dancer/
artist....wears his new glasses...Lab Rats
Shimon Witty- shows everyone his awesome soccer moves......has blast at Niagra Falls......gets
to play hockey.....Is always with his best bud Shloime‟la
C Chemi Levine- teaches me how to cartwheel.......stops ditching the bunk to write this article......wins the award for most ripped guy in camp.....finishes Maseches Brachos....goes to
Rayim Mesivta......actually goes bowling.......who gets an ear infection when they‟re sixteen?......thanks for a great summer....friends for fourteen years and counting......hope we survive next year
C Sruli Smith- finally gets his kosher phone.....owns an army of minions......finishes six
Mesechtas in one year!........sleeps in a pleasant smelling bunkhouse.....sets off every fire
alarm in camp....goes to Florida......thanks for a great summer....friendsfor fourteen years and
counting hope we survive next year

JC

Kuti- stops shtoltzing me out.........opens his sweat-

GESHMACKSTER!!!!!.......hope we survive next year

shirt......
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If ice coffee is red and slushes are brown, bunk
would be upside down...
Effy Fireworker- would get a slush, find his glasses and sleeping pills for the overnight
Ari Friedman-would get a slush and be shorter than everyone in day camp
Avromi Friedman- would get a slush, cheeseless pizza every day and soy milk Yehuda
Gartenhaus- would get a slush, a green ruach country nanach, and go back to six flags
new england
Chezky Green- would get a slush and a bag of whistles
Yehuda Himy- would get a slush and would get a ticket every time I passed by Nachum
Himy- would get a slush and would get a ticket every time I passed by Shloimy Hirschwould get a slush, wear a yarmulka besides the ruach country nanach and get salsa and
chips
Bentzion Lasker- would get a slush, be on green team, wouldn‟t have been in the cantata,
wou-wait, he‟s making me get him another slush-wouldn‟t look exactly like his brother
and wouldn‟t make me get him another slush
Raphael Moller- would get a slush and whatever else he wants if he does his sad
face
Avraham Silber- would get a slush and be allowed to jump on anyone‟s back Elchonon Soroka- would get a slush and would get a hat besides for his
hat Eli Taub-would get a
slush and a pillow for shachris
Dovid Wohlgemuth- would get a slush and would get some water-water...melon!
Yaakov Moshe Nathan- would wear a shirt
Meyer Gibber- would make ice coffee

aryeh berger- would get 20 tsps of coffee, 3/4 cup of sugar and a lot of milk
shmaryahu storch (77”)- would get a slush, would call gibbs boss
aryeh cheff- would stop telling the story of how i fainted
shua solomon- would admit he looks like his brother avi gelfand- would get a one-sey for his chin
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was a S.O.S. camper because ....
Abramczyk Yossi - he left early (not funny)
Rosenstock Yehuda - BED! (period) Schorr
Chananya - he IS S.O.S.
Adler Yechiel - see Manela
Bergman Shuie - <censored> and <censored> my phone thats why Berkowitz Yehuda - good kid (period)
Galinsky Avi - he sun tans all day
Gastwirth Sammy - he‟s the coolest kid with some sugar Hager
C.N. - he knows sports
Hecht Ari - hockey and tire swings
Klein Shloimy - he is too quiet (thats a good thing Yehuda) Manela M.D. see Adler
Moses Moshe - good tackler (almost)
Puederuhsefyvuypertel Chaim - he LIVES football football and Mello
Pearl Sruli - davens well plays well and plays well annnnndd.......plays well Rubin
Avi - likes Israel too much
Schiller Zevi - he needs a bowl of cheerios
Shlusser Nachmi - follows his counselor around, complaining Silber A
- he makes a good waiter
Silber B (L) - be lavie not quad2
Weill Ari - he neeeeeeeeeeeeds bowl of cheerios.
$ - thank you so much honey nut
cheerios - mine!!!
R Majik - thanks for the whole summer (from all of us) R
Shapiro - ibid
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Sruli and Simcha will lend out their kosher phones when...
Sruli Goldstein CC -Will stop making iced coffee, come to bunk activities, be a better counselor then simcha
Simcha Braunstein CC -Is division head, gets soaked, doesn‟t cheat by sports, and is the best
bus monitor
Yosef Gestetner-Will have the coolest shades, will be the quietest kid in the bunk
Eli Gross-Will come to agudah sleepaway, run the canteen, and get a ton of bunk bucks Meir
Hass-Will go swimming, get to play soccer instead of football, will chop wood in half
Meir Lehrer-Wont go on illegal late nights with Weinbee, and will be the best color war shortstop Aryeh
Zev Love-Will show up to camp EVERY day, and sing peanut butter loudly on trips Dovid Yaakov
Michaeli-Will be in bunk nun-aleph (not his uncles)
Yossi Neuhaus- will finally get money from sruli for the canteen, will stop complaining about
activities
Aaron Yehudah Nussbaum-Is really gestetners cousin, finds his yarmulka in the pond Eliezer
Obermeister-Will have awesome counselors, finally get a piece of bubble gum Yanky SpeigelWill stop hitting homers, continue being the best davener
Yehoshua Turkel-Will go to sleep on shabbos quietly, bring a friend to nun-aleph
Kalman Weber-Will stop hitting simcha, stop sleptalking on shabbos, will lose musical chairs

Chaim Tzvi Weinberger-Will get caught having pillowfights during meals, will do some slides in
six flags
Blue Bus-Will have the best bus monitor
Moshe Dovid Manela-Will have the same socks as sruli, will win the championships
Thank You Guyz For An Amazing Summer!!
Sruli-917-733-2256 Simcha718-627-4388

KEEP IN TOUCH!!
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IN 20 YEARS FROM NOW.........
Yakov Gratt- Will still be buying french fries from the canteen Yitzchok
Grossman- Will still be best at sports
Ruvy Hellman- Will stay in camp the whole summer
Chemi Hersko- Will stay in the sleep away camp the whole summer Moshe Avraham Liberman- Will be in Camp Agudah as “Krafty‟s” assistant Duvi LichtsheinWill still be screaming at random people
Yoni Nelkenbaum- Will still be jumping on his counslers Yaakov
Shoob- Will still be a Camp Agudah boy
Avraham Nechemia Zelcer- Will still be getting in trouble by Rabbi Majeski for no reason CC Levi
Eisen- Won‟t take vacation in middle of the summer
CC Shmuli Tepfer- Will wear a shirt
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Green + blue In-General 2018...
Color War 2018 was an epic hit in Ruach Country!!! Without general Rufus and Winspan_77 this Color War wouldn‟t have been rated the best Color War in Ruach Country history!!! It‟s now 2am and we r both getting thousands of text messages from Eli Neuman to write
this article.
We wouldlove to thank head staff for this unbelievable experience. We would like to thank
our new pumping head counsler, rabbi (Elya) Kaufman, even though its your first year you did a
great gob imitating your father. As for the assistant head counsler, thank you rabbi Chesky Berman for actually telling us our jobs b4 the summer
#WannabeJC2013 #SOS. Shout out to our head learning director Tuli Abramczyc, We hope
you put us in the F.J.J. just like you have done for the past 5 years of color war generals
#TulisInFJJ. A huge thanks to all the unatached head staff; Chanoch Glicier, Coach Ari K,
Chiam Fogel, and Yehuda Gold #WelcomeBack. A special thanks to eli fogel for being responsible for all the immature J.S‟s. Last but not least Aaron Shilit for taking care of the new Agudah
sweatpants.
A special thanks to mike Rabinowits for drawing both of our banners
#7straightYears. We‟d also like to thank psych team; Yaakov Manila, Mendy Freilach, MoE
Lichtentsien and Aaron Tepfer. We‟d also like to thank grand sing leaders Zalman and Izzy Krasnow. thank you Avi Gelfand and MoE Berger for writing to awesome skits. Thank you to our oldest JS Ari Scheff for his awesome performance in the plays.
Mazal Tov to Aryeh Berger and Sammy K on there engagments. Aryeh‟s wedding
will be October 3rd and Krizzy‟s October 4th. Mazal tov shmintz for becoming the the youngest
owner of the brooklyn nets #MajorHookup. Mazal tov to yossi klenbart for taking over the canteen. Mazol Tov to Zevi Kahan on the buying of his new hme in the 5towns.
Now i ask mechila from anyone we forgot trust us we didn‟t do it on purpose but since its
now 745 am and i we have reveille in our ears our heads are sort of spinning.

KIT: RUFUS- 19175880256
STORCH- 5163418103
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The Average Day of A 10th Grade Day Camp Counselor:
Yisroel Neumann-Oh Yeah! playing violin Oh Yeah! roasting potatoes Oh Yeah! being the best
first grade day camp counselor in camp Oh Yeah! There aint no party like the neumann party.......Oh Yeah!
Shragi Drillick-helping tremendously with Color War & whatnot, Do you have glasses or not?
Ari Lieberman-wearing a white shirt & pounding ringtones while helping with the Grand
March.
Shlomie Soloff-going bowling & leaving early, not playing basketball, and being in the Beis
Medrash all night.
Shea Leshkowitz-Making the banner for Green Team, & hanging out with Barry. 45-Shmuli
“Shmintz” Mintz-organizing Mike‟s locker in darchei, going to CVS in his Leprechaun costume.
Tzvi “Rufus” Perlstien-MIR-MIR-MIR, being a one week Bus Monitor, wearing his shirt in the
pool,Keurig,and sleeping in the back of bunk Yud Tes.
Ari Slomowitz-hitting home runs, being an awesome co-league captain, and coming three
weeks late to camp.
Moshe Mishler-putting geshmak on the map,pounding comedians on Aryeh Camalhar‟s
iPod, and being the best on the Agudah Basketball Team.
Moe Berger-waking up early to go to Meir‟s Minyan, Bus Monitoring, drinking Diet Dr Pepper and
listening to his iPod.
Sruli Smith-only playing games vs. mem zayin, epic forest party, being the awesomest
co-league captain of all time.
Chemi Levine- wearing suspenders, being my red pants buddy, and having an awesome iPod while being ripped.
Meir Gibber-being “nosy”, davening aleinu too well ;)
Y-MO Nate-YAAKOV MOSHE!!!! not wearing a T-shirt ever, and going to Achim.
Yehuda Rosenstock-being the most hardworking OD ever.
Simcha Braunstein-division heading the geshmaksters while being a phenomenal bus monitor.
JT Goldstein-being a Chaim Berliner who goes to Kaminetz and wishes he was in Darchei
(definitely not Mir).
Shmuli Tepfer-playing guitar and being ROOYIG.

BY: BARUCH MORDECHAI LANG
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Flatbush Cheer Song

OOT Cheer Song

NYS Cheer Song

T.T.T.O: Nissim V’niflaos
(Taussig)

T.T.T.O: Se’u Shearim

T.T.T.O: ANA AVDA

Zemiros on Wednesday, to’ameha
Should have sung Yesh Tikvah
No Mexicanos and no new gym
Team still can’t get a win

Counselors coming up early
To get new Yarmalka Ski caps; oy yoy yoy yoy
10th grade campers in 8th grade
Rain Rain go away

New-scoreboard football field RC ’13
Night Seder with Rabbi Tuli
No job for Berman, sushi banned
No rain in Agudah land

To’ameha with the sound expert
No sushi on Shabbos day; oy yoy yoy yoy
Old results on new scoreboard
Hello to the new nurse

Counselors go exploring, 5 in the morning
Then they took it out on us
Sorry for the interruption,
But Now N.Y. O’clock!!

FLATBUSH REACHING UP TO AN HNL
WITH GENERAL YAAKOV AT THE HELM
TIME FOR OOT AND
NEW YORK TO STEP BACK
FLATBUSH OWNS THIS CAMP!!

OY YOY YOY YOY
CHAIMS BREAKUP A BORE
OY YOY YOY YOY
LUTHER LAX NO MORE
OY YOY YOY YOY
OOT IS SOARING TO THE TOP
OY YOY YOY YOY
NATI YOU CANT STOP

LAX CANT PIGGUL……OUR SWAGGA!!
NATI’S COACHING………DISASTA!!
OOT AND FLATBUSH .…DISFUNCTION!!
SHIMI CHAIM…..EXPLOSIONS!!
EQUALS N.Y.S. …...ERUPTION!!!

Nati already broken down
Fogel always in our town
It’s-a-Flatbush state-of mind you know
We will make it two in a row!!
BACK TO HIGH

(D. Gabay)

Hang up all of the kosher phones
Football swamp no new gym; oy yoy yoy yoy
Serving Seudos in Bais Ralph
Hashtag Mexicans
BACK TO HIGH
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Breakout Zemiros, was a bit mi’ous
Wish it could been rained out
Workshops Bais Rephoel Wolf clock
Come and sing I’m a Jew

(EH, EH, EHEHE, EH, EH, EHEHE,
EHEHE, EHEHE, EHEHE, EHEHE, EH!!)
Head staff water sliding,
Berman head of nothing
Maybe try Vertsky instead
Shalosh Seudos plays a brainstorm
Next year 9th grade JC’s
Nati’s found the it factor in Waterbury
The only “W” to show
Lax, we’d love sing about you
But clocks just struck N.Y. !!!
BACK TO HIGH

Wow!!Neighborhood Day was AWESOME!!! Out Of Town we did it! We pulled out the victory! That was by far the
most exciting and awesome Neighborhood Day I have ever been a part of! You guys rocked!! I want to start off by thanking
M’ @lya and Hosey for making this Neighborhood Day epic and M’ @lya specifically for helping me with the opening speech.
Chaim and Yaakov, right before we got onto the bleachers to hear the scores announced it hit me how crazy it was
that WE were the generals! We have been in camp together since 6th grade, and you guys are one of the main reasons that I
love coming to camp. Thanx so much for everything you guys are awesome!! A.Krasnow-YOU ROCK!!!From songs to skits to
volleyball+ you were a huge factor in us winning- Ohanx for everything can’t wait to see u in the Hir! A.Weilgus-Your influence throughout Ieighborhood ?ay and camp in general meant a ton to me- D can’t thank you enough for all you’ve done for
me- Dt’s been awesome being with you in camp and D’m looking forward to also seeing you during the year- Y.M.SchoenbrunYour invaluable experience as a former general of OOT for sure pushed us over the top to victory.(and btw your aye aye ayes
by the song were sick)Thanx for all the great times and pics/videos J All the guys who took activities
B.Schlosser,P.Levitt,M.Mishler(Day camp), M.Itzkowitz, K.Mandel, Z.Unger, S.Levenson, D.Cywiak, S.Kryzwanowski, C.Levine,
J.Stefansky, S.Levitin, and S.Mintz, thanx so much for getting everyone there on time and for getting them into it.
Z.Unger, the Junior Hill Targets were sick!!!!That was for sure the first time anyone ever coached a game like that J That win
was huge thanx to all the kids who participated in it (and N.Bienstock for getting the final out) H.Gold, thanx for getting all
the senior leaguers to the Senior League Crossfire/Dodge ball game, at least we won 1 game J Thanx to all the kids who
played, NYS was just huge!!! D.Davidowitz and K.Mandel, the skit was hilarious and practice was even funnier, thanx for all
the time you put into it- <nd ditchee+ just remember that it’s always ‚hook up Iati mode‛ #Framer
And now for
my favorite part of Neighborhood Day, that EPIC volleyball game!!From Storchs owning front center, to our come back from 2/3
points in the 5th game vs. Flatbush, to Paysachs crazy hit off the pole in the final game, that was by far the most intense
and awesome volleyball game ever in the history of Neighborhood Day! Thanx again to A.Krasnow, S.Storch, A.Wielgus,
M.Mishler, B.Schlosser, S.Kryzwanowski, P.Levitt, Y.Ely, and N.Shechter for the sickest comeback ever Y.Spira, M.Weinberger,
S.Lax, M.Nordlicht, E.Neuman, A.Magid, Lieberman M.Jacob, Paley, Frankel, and Eisenstein for all you contributed to the team it
made a huge difference.
To M.Itzkowitz and to the entire Bunk Chof (even Nisan), B.Applegrad, S.Bamberger, M.Blechman, N.Fetman, M.Golombeck,
Y.Hager, Y.Harris, E.Helmreich, A.Klarberg, S.Krasner, and S.Stone you guys were awesome thanx for rocking up Neighborhood
Day and the entire half good luck in yeshiva and KIT!!!! E.Gurwitz+ sorry you weren’t able to be on my team and win- Bood
Luck in Clifton! T.Eichorn (ATL!) and H.Levinger, learning with you guys was awesome good luck in Mesifta next year!
Oo the team of JJO+ no matter where you’re from+ whether it’s from Kassaic+ Gakewood+ <tlanta+ G<+ or Hiami+ you guys were
awesome!!! This victory belongs to you guys!! Good Luck in yeshiva!!

Signing Off,
Genaral Nati
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YOOOOOO PPPSSSSSSTTTT YOOOOOO NEW YORK STATE WHATS GOING ON?!?!?!?!? Hello that was the most awesome Neighborhood Day of all time! You New
Tawkers are all crazy+ so loud+ so nuts+ just plain <R@NJH@!! Jnly place D would want to live Iew Tork- =ut we don’t need to be shy about this. Im game for Brooklyn, Far
Mockaway+ >edarhurst+ Gawrence (back Gawrence to be exact:))+ HJIN@T+ Ppper and Gower @ast & Rest Nide they’re all cool! JFJFOKOK Yaakov a shout out to Flatbush
#@20stH&I but it’s just dying out the new place is Honsey- =ut seriously all those gangstas from ITN+ the NR<BB< over the day was awesome we showed them how
much ruckus we can cause, dudes, you guys made it all happen. And a special shout out to (Fill In Your Own Name), that special camper who gave all his koichus for the
team!! Be proud of who you are!!! #NYSOWNAGE. Gotta give shout outs to all those that chipped in and worked so hard over the course of the day. Being the lazy one I
am+ D’m actually writing this a week before the end of the summer making it 5 weeks since Ieighborhood ?ay 1/02+ and D promise you D can’t describe how bad D feel that D
don’t remember what everyone did it’s all my fault and D sincerely apologize to all those that D forgot about- Tou guys are all awesome and I know how much work you guys
did and how hard it was so D’m thanking you all in advance- Neriously Nhkoiah!! 0 st of all+ Cashem+ the #Foichus you give me during the summer+ D just can’t thank you
enough and for bringing me to who and where D am today #TAM<BP?<C Ohe best head staff in the world and it’s not just a cliché its @mes D can’t have enough Cakoras
Hatov for giving me the opportunity to work in the BEST CAMP IN THE WORLD!! You believed in me and my gratitude is endless! Shkoiach!
M’ @lya the best part of being general for Ieighborhood ?ay was to be working for you again- D’ve learned so much from you and sometimes I wish I was back in 7th grade
again. Thanx for giving me an ear over the summer and listening to my questions. Neighborhood Day was king the way it was ran, the constant action, the creativity, EVERYTHING thanx for being the awesome one you are! Mosey your out of your mind it’s awesome to have you around again! Rhen things are under your control you know it’s
gonna be crazy. Thanx for loading up my ipod again! #musicheter Nati & Yaakov you guys are the 2 best friends I have here automatically it was awesome from the start
(weird do you know that when you type ‘was awesome’ your basically writing over the the same keys so its minimal effort #goodtimes)! That was the most crazy day in
camp its 2 friends going up against each other so whoever wins+ it’s gonna be awesome either way- Ariends are the most important people in the world (stay tuned for alma
mater 2013!!) and I was so happy to go up against you guys (your welcome Yaakov)! IYH the 2 of you Generals Nati & Yaakov for OAR 2014 youllgetinonyourownthistimeyaakov:) TO THE REAL GENERAL OF NYS SHIMMY KATZ FROM BUNK LAMED BAIS!! Nhimmy you are awesome and you’re the cutest boy in camp! Feep Nmiling and
thanx for always giving me a hug whenever I needed one over the course of the summer! I LOVE YOU!!! Now for the crazy staff members of the NYS squad (if I make up
jobs about you just roll with it…) : Ohe most points you get during the Ieighborhood.J<M.>olor.Rar.?ay.ROQM is from sports and my first person I turned to, to head it
was Alexander Herbstman AKA HerbyTheCousin. Seriously it was organized perfectly, headed phenomenally (that was for you Yechiel G:), taken with cheer, Alex THANX A
HDGGDJI!!! D know it’s annoying getting people to do the games #0/thgrade but you managed to get it done smoothly- Tour effort was obvious and it for sure was the
reason we ripped apart sports! (special shout out to that boy who missed the volleyball, the goalie who let that ball go by, the dude who made that error, the guy who
missed the last shot, the boy who threw that last minute interception etc etc that must have been why we lost Neighborhood Day by 4! JUST MESSING YOU GUYS ARE
FDIB ?JI’O GDNO@I OJ H@ M<H=G@:))) <lex OC<IF TJP!! Chaim Herbstman for getting our epic volleyball team together and the coaching on the court to scratch out those
2 wins that brought us back into it #HAHAHA hello it was awesome (AGAIN #goodtimes!!). so happy you came back 1st half you’re so awesome cant wait to see you over
the year IYH! Speaking of the Volleyball Team Inc. a shout out to (ahem): Y. Greenwald, C. Herbstman, M. Glicher, ZK47, T. Perlstein, A. Herbstman, A. Katzenstein, Y.A.
Brecher, S. Stein & M. Koff T@N D OCDIF OC<O’N @Q@MTJI@ RJR wasn’t expecting to do that! Ohose 1 hard fought games we actually won was because of our pep talk to
decide playing and of course being that we were kicking everything the entire, we had to let someone else win something so shkoiach for the feelings you felt for the other
guy the #BeinAdamLachaveroness was legendary. Skits Skits Skits HAHA that was an experience no? Yehuda Aryeh, Aaron, Simcha, Binyomen it was my fault I messed up
big time on the side of the stage, I was dying w laughter there you guys are out of your minds!! Simcha you were hilarious you have zero #Boosha I love you!! Just
screaming at each other its awesome! Guys Shkoiach I think im hanging up the jersey after my rookie outing of acting. Yehuda Aryeh one day youll be heading plays IYH.
Aaron one day youll be lead acting them keep it up! #Clifton ZALMAN AND SHUEY OUR SONG WAS RETARDED!!!!!! By far the best one! Your help was much much needed
and the worked paid off big time watching the NYSMOB go crazy during the song. And all the VIOLENCE (hi head staff) involved from you NEW YORKERS during the song it
was awesome!! Io one Kigguling that song up that’s for sure wish we can do it again- Re were the loudest+ most ruckus+ created the most #Pandemonium from all 3 songs
and that’s including one certain team that had double the amount of boys then us- =ut seriously ZK47 & Shuey it must be a Krasnow thing to be awesome and musical
Nhkoiach! #d’abadai #TAM Shmuli Beinenstock for getting together the boys from 6th and 7th grades for that @limination game (sorry M’ @lya D forgot what that game was
called……………… actually its right here on the back of the paper my bad)+ the Eunior Cill Oargets (0 camper from each 5 th and 7th grade bunk) thanx for getting them all
together its annoying running around to each bunk but you did it so shkoiach! Catzlacha in M’ Kortnoys! Eli Gurwitz that HUGE 9th grade dude from The Hill thanx for
getting together the guys for the Senior Leagues Crossfire (1 camper per bunk) where we WIPED THE FLOOR OVER THERE! No one had a chance against your group we were
too good. Kk we had to give them some hope so we let them win but seriously it was over before it started. Thank you!
The NUTCASE PSYCH Team! A bunch of reckless 10th graders just being themselves and doing their thing HELLO you guys are out of your minds!! When I was a camper I
remember LOVING when the psych team came on the court to disturb the game and get hands in for a WHATEVER WHATEVER on 3!! Tzvi, Eliezer, Zevi, Avi & Aaron #YFR
you guys are handpicked for that reason of awesomeness even D couldn’t resist going around with you guys Cello you were amazing and you all have excellent futures here
Hatzlacha and thanx a million I know how hot it was that day!! Those who took activities this is the most I feel bad about I was supposed to get the list from Alex and
I completely forgot to I am legit really really sorry. Gonna throw in all your names and put a check in your yearbook if I got your name right!! S. Beinenstock, M. Berger, C.L.
Mandel, D. Gold, L. Eisen, Gedailavich, Y. Greenwald, K. Jankelowitz (intense shuffleboard game there), A. Kamelhar, Kleinbard, M. Koff, Kohen, A. Lowenthal (no torah bowl
by NB:)), Perkowski, Rosenthal, Rubinstein, E. Rupp, Dr. Shuey, S. Rosenstock, Schechter, S. Levitin, Y. Teitelbaum, Tuchman, Turkel, Weiss Neriously there’s probably more
names than games I cant tell you how bad I feel that I had to do it like this but for all those that helped in games and coaching and cheering them on Thanx again you
guys are my Heros! Meyer Glicher My close friend who was only here for 3 weeks (hi betzalel) hello I miss you like nuts hope you enjoyed L.A. along with the rest of Klal
Tisroel- Caving you on my team was a relief D was so happy when D saw the list! ?ude D love you! Catzlacha in M’ <lstors!! Yechiel Ginsberg My JC! Not my camper but my
JC! Yechiel you are awesome and 1st half was amazing together. If you were here 2nd half D would’ve taken you again for sure! Catzlacha in ?archei! Memember your counselor
and close friend is a ten minute walk down the block! Special Shout Out To Ari Scheff for writing most of my 1st in general for me. We had to forgo it due to obvious
censorship. Thanx a million!! Bunk Tes Vov my bunk for the last year and a half and forever. You guys kept me going the entire 1 st half you know I would take you again
any day next year- Buys a year and a half isn’t enough sorry- D learned so much from you guys throughout 2 halves and throughout the year. Stewie Sherman I Miss You So
MUCH!! Hatzlacha in your Yeshivas Darchei, Torah Temimah, CLIFTON, Ohavei, Kaminetz, Cheder, Novominsk, Veretzky, That Cleveland Teshiva don’t know what it’s called+ TFL+
and of course YESODEI:) Bunk Lamed Aleph the Goyim of Senior Hill YOU GUYS ARE SSOOO CRAZILY AWESOME the good times are endless! You guys made the switch to
9th grade that much more awesome. I promise you it was one of the more awesome halves I ever had and its gonna be hard to top this one- D wouldn’t have picked any
other 9th grade bunk not in a million years and I would do you guys again next year if you were campers for sure! Always Remember To LIVE LIKE A WARRIOR! Hatzlacha
in your respective Teshivas Nha’arei <rozim+ >heder+ Nhar Catorah+ =elle Carbor+ @dison+ Faminetz+ >haim =erlin+ Oiferes Nhmuel #MCeller+ Oorah Qda’as+ and od course <O@M@O
#JemalDJJMHAntebisNose&DanielHusmeister One More Time You CLOWNS FROM NYS Keep Up That Swagga Be Proud Of Being From The City Ohat ?oesn’t Nleep+ <nd
Always Be In #AryehKuntsler A NEW YORK STATE OF MIND!! Hatzlacha In Your Yeshivas! Feel Free To Call Or Text Me Whenever You Want. Number Is 917-864-2523. Dudes,
Your Awesome!

Signing Off,
Generals Shimmy & Chaim
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Hy Aellow Alatbushians+ we fought a hard battle but alas there can only be one winner (at least we didn’t come in 3th)- D understand outsiders are casting doubts upon Flatbush. Doubting our will to win and our very way of life! Well let them doubt! And to those
Alatbushians who took the loss to heart+ don’t let it bring you down- <ll this loss did was make us a humble people, and even more anxious to prove ourselves. So fret not my brothers we may have lost the battle but the war is far from over. For we have planted the seeds
and built the foundation for those who will come after us to once again bring Flatbush back to prominence. Wait till you see who my
hand-picked successor is- < natural born leader and a solider of valor who’s fully capable of finishing the job we started!
And now for those who put the Flatbush in Flatbush and made Flatbush what it is...
-R Karfiol- couldn’t have been a Beneral if D was a Gifeguard or a Motator… no?!?
-R Elya And Mosey, For giving me the opportunity and zchus to lead Flatbush!!
-S.Z Kats- thank you so much taking care of the sports and the other little stuff I asked of you.
-All those who took games - here goes. Mr. Pinter; Mr. Issac; Mr. Weinstock; Mr. Neuberger; Mr. Voshovsky; Mr. Silberberg; Mr. Slomovics;
Mr. Perlman; Mr. Levy; Mr. Zlotty Pipin; Mr. Shvantz Kramer; Mr. Gunzberg; Mr. Mordy Becker; My JC Mr. Eliyahu Rosman; Mr. Aaron Lowenthal, Mr.Izzy Krasnow; Mr. Schron; Mr. Usher Sternbuch; Mr. D.J Michaely ; Mr. Dani Menahemov; Mr. Chaim Aaron Gross…… Q’es Kar,
mashta+ Q’es <risai+ Q’as <ridai Q’as Qayizasa- <seres---All Members of the volleyball team- Tou guys were awesome and we really won+ no seriously we won 6 games… its amazing
how a piece of paper and a pencil can go a long way. Lieutenants Yochanon and Shua; Yochanon Thanks for your help with the dodge
ball, and the skits. Shua thanx for being my personal body guard and pumping things up.
To the awesome Psych team of Ari Scheff; Aryeh Burger; and Mr. Garfinkel thanks for psyching things up.
-To the Phenomenal Aaron Shilit and Izzy Krasnow for a rocking song and Aaron another thank you for that last minute "Nissim Vineflaos"
you pulled off with TuIi it was really *CENSORED*.
-Shloimy Taussig
-Day Camp-?
-Yechiel Aharonof and Ari Scheff - thanx for being in the skit.
-To my "Wolf Pack". My Boys. My Chevra. Starting with the Blackest one Yehuda Kramer. No amount of words can thank you enough for
the amount of sleeping and eating you put in to this Neighborhood Day you went above and beyond the call and it didn’t go unnoticed My Wingman Yossi "Joseph Steven" Beinhorn. Who knew you could play something else in a skit and pull it off. Besides for the big kid
eating/rolling/making a fool out of himself .
My better half; twin; "right hand man", my eishes chayil. He who always hears hock Moshe Wiederman - Dt’s scary how we are so in sync
and think alike. I sometimes actually think we might be related. You know Our noses do look alike. Without you the skit would not have
been possible . I gave you the idea and you took it to a HOLE NOTHA LEVEL!!! And when were together (see: Neighborhood Day AND
O.A.R ) we have pure skit domination . So from the bottom of my Quadraplex I Thank you.
-Aunt Suzy- Imagine if you never gave me that watch...
-And Achron Achron Chaviv my opposing generals but more importantly friends. Nati and Chaim - Psually it’s *Dnsert >heesy Gine Cere* but
D’ll just say the truth- 4 years >ampers together and 4 years Ntaff Oogether- KPM@ ><HK@M JRI<B@- KPM@ NO<AA JRI<B@ <I? @SOM@ME
"GENERAL" OWNAGE. NEVER WILL THERE BE GENERALS LIKE US....
#FlatbushDominationForever

Signing Off,
Genaral Yaakov
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ORANGE CHEER SONG

RED CHEER SONG

(T.T.T.O. ANACHNU MA’AMINIM)

(TTTO: IM AIN ANI LI)

Color wars fireworks way too loud
But no mikes in gym allowed
Old timers visiting day is shelved
Must be because they’re over twelve

12 minute football game with ref shimshy
Plain grass with new lines polo shirt Avi
Rabbi Wolf on the stage can’t clap anyways
Overkilled Yesh Tikvah, FJJ Tuli

(LOW 1)

(MID 1)

12 and over come and sing
Crown Aryeh our king
Tough were REDDY hold it back
Bring it down just one more key

Painter Avi gets a mitzvah note
Every day- a new twitter quote
Fix and Berman bored all day
And Tuli’s in the FJJ!!

(MID 2)

YESH TIKVAH CAUSE WE ARE ORANGE
NO ONE NEEDS PASTRAMI FROM BROADWAY
TOMORROW WE WILL TOAST L’CHAIM
BOOGIE WOOGIE RED TEAM AWAY!!

Storm was brewing quietly
But now RED RAGING
Fireworks up in the air
EXPLODING INTO RED TEAM
(HIGH 1)

BLACKOUT IN THE –BUILDING
AINT STOPING OUR-PARTY
OUR WATCH HAS ONLY-ACHSHAN
SPOTLIGHT US A RED BEAM
(HIGH 2)

B-ball team gets a blowout win
General Schonbrun can’t fargin
Volleyball for leagues Friday
And Tuli’s in the FJJ!!
BACK TO HIGH

HNL MEANS- RED TEAM
PART WITH- AUNT SUZY
OUR WATCH HAS ONLY- ACHSHAN
WIGGLING THE WOOGIE
(LOW 2)

Mitzvah note in the box new fence in the infield
Playing inter– Yeshivah, Shammi the lawyer
Herby don’t you realize you’re a cucumber
Come on lets boogie woogie here comes the thunder
BACK TO MID 1
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Red March Song

Orange March song

(T.T.T.O: Simcha Is Our Chaim)

(T.T.T.O: Ivdu Es Hashem)
(Shlomie Kaufman)

Moshe sending spies Eretz Yisreol
Check the land observe if we will fare
Say don’t go
in our own
Tisha b’av because no

New boy in the class sits alone forsaken
Waiting anxiously hopes to be acknowledged
Why not be that one to help him feel welcome
Simple hello is all he needs

Waiting for Betzalel in the pouring rain
Soaked and angry why is he so late
2 ways we can choose
Judging our friends all favorably

Bottom of the ninth with the bases loaded
Shumli’s swing and miss leaves his team defeated
Fearing what-comes-now from his fellow teammate
Will they destroy him with their words

LOOKING FOR SOME SUNSHINE FOUCUS ON THE BRIGHT
SIDE ME AND YOU LETS CHANGE OUR WAY OF MIND
SEEING OUR POTENTIAL EYEING THE ESSENTIALS

IS A TOOL OF POWER
CAN TURN LIVES AROUND FOREVER
IF WE USE OUR SPEECH CORRECTLY
WE HAVE
TO BUILD WORLDS!!

WE PRIDE
Boy in Mesivta facing a dead end
Low self esteem a never ending trend
Rebbi noticing potential I do see
Smiling the boy turns a new leaf

Friday afternoon so –hectic and busy
Can’t we take- a-break and make a quick phone call
Say good Shabbos-to your –bubby and zeidy
Bringing them
every week

These -9- days especially
is the theme
Finding good in one erase
We’ll all walk together when
comes!!
BACK TO HIGH

Every single day forced with the
How to harness the power of your
We must bear in mind constantly remember
The tongue is stronger then the sword
BACK TO HIGH
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<s D sit here on the bus on the way to the Iiagara trip writing this (Iow that’s an original opening line for an ingeneral) the only thing I could think of is how awesome this past OAR was and the countless people who put in hours of
effort to make it happen. It is now time to show appreciation for their hard work. First things first I would like to thank
Hashem for all that he does for us on a daily basis. That being said I would like to thank the entire head staff (that
includes you Chesky!) for giving me the great opportunity of being OAR general in the best camp in the mountains. A special
thanks to Rabbis Karfiol, Neiman, and Kaufman for their guidance throughout these two days and the entire summer.
I would like to thank my older brother Rabbi A. Z. Herbstman for being the great brother that he is and for constantly
offering a helping hand and mind in any which way possible throughout the entire summer making my job that much simpler.
(And thanks for your car!)
Thank you Rabbi Wolf for being the best division head anyone can ask for. From shutting our lights to making sure that
every camper gets his needs taken care of, (including but not limited to burgers and pastrami sandwiches) and for always
offering your help and advice, Rebbi is always there for us.
An extra special thank you to Rabbi Avi Schilit, for everything that he does to keep camp running. Especially for organizing
the trips, This Niagara trip is one of the most exhilarating yet.
I ask Mechila in advance for anyone which I inadvertently left out; you know who you are and what you did and the entire
team of orange expresses their deepest appreciation for you the many unsung heroes of OAR who ensures that all the little
things got done. To my dear friend and opposing general <ryeh ‚white pants‛ ‚wiggles‛ Rielgus: Conestly D couldn’t think of
a better general to go up against- D know that’s cliché but it’s most definitely the truth- D had an awesome time with you
those two days. It definitely helped going up against you. I would have offered to flip for OAR but I probably would have
won that coin toss too. Yes I know the coin was weighted.
<ri ‚Faptain‛ Frasnow- thanks for being there for literally everything during OAR. From the songs to the skits and plays you
really are the jack of all trades master of all. Thanks for your advice and help throughout those hectic two days. Aron Schilit
-the songs really worked out well. Your leadership definitely made a statement and all the hours you put in really paid off.
SHOUT OUT TO MEIR GLICHER!!
Reuven Pearl- the play was just tremendous. Your creativity was really shown on stage and your acting took it over the top.
Thanks for chipping in for the skits too. The Fix- your debut in a leading role was powerful. You were a strategic lateseason pick-up. Thanks for your help in writing the play. Yaakov Lax- RJR!! Ohat’s all D can say- @very skit was just
dominant and your acting was insane from serious to hilarious and anything in between time and time again you were just
astonishing- Rait+ ‚?id D just say time???‛ Re’ve got WEEDS- you were great. You and Yaakov bring out the best in each
other. Those skits were just crazy and your acting was even crazier. And thanks for the play too.
<lex ‚the cousin‛ Cerbstman- A special thanks for taking care of THREE full activities and making sure they all get done
(and won!). You are the greatest cousin anyone can ask for and the play was only complete with you being there. Y.A.L.
Vashovsky- Thanks a million for taking care of the Torah Bowl. As they say kol haschchalos kashos. Your work was definitely
did not go unnoticed. There is only so much you can do and you definitely did that. Not to mention you were going up
against the torah bowl and grand bechina experts. For a first time it was great and may you continue all your good work.
Thanks to Hillel Gold for chipping in with the senior leagues. C. A. Gross- That banner speech really hit the point and taught
us what lashon is all about thanks for going the extra mile and offering advice and help throughout based on your prior
experience. And a shout out for taking care of the basketball shoot out. It was definitely a nail-biting competition. Mikey
Rabinowitz- your talent is really like no other. You drew both of those breathtaking banners and such a short amount of
time. That is just pure artistic talent. And having you up there together on stage with me really made my role that much
easier. J. C. Yechiel Ginsberg-it was just awesome having you as part of our staff. You single-handedly dominated the races.
Ohanks for offering your help in other areas as well- <nd don’t forget JM<IB@ JM<IB@!
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Ari Scheff- you are a menacing body-guard and one that can do psych too!! Really thanks for running around with me for
two days straight even with the extra activity and races. You made sure the campers carried the orange banner proudly.
Shloimy Schron thanks for being an awesome jolly rancher (get it?). Your psych really got us all rocking and rolling during
the entire J<M- Tou even managed to psych up the torah bowl!! Iow that’s special!! Ohanks to C. Gelberman, E. Miller, and
C. Toledano for your help in psych. SHOUT OUT TO MEIR GLICHER!!
A.C. Perlman- thanks for taking charge of props (for both teams) guaranteeing us that everything ran smoothly during the
plays. Thanks to A. H. Kohn, Y. Toledano, Y. Nussbaum and everyone else who helped out. DJ Michaeli- thanks for seeing
that we see the entire play from beginning to end. M. Weinberger- the campers stayed sanitary for two days completely
thanks to you. Krizzy- you really took a load when taking responsibility for the baseball team. You handled it well and put
together a great winning team in a good close game of baseball the way it is supposed to be. Thanks to A. Berger, M.
Berger, Y. Garfinkel, C. Gelberman, (K. Jenkelowitz), A. Kamelhar, P. Levitt, S. Mintz, S. Pinter, M. Shechter, for playing and
pulling out the win. Mo Berger- D didn’t know you were a meteorologist and one that can be a thug too! Tou were ‚just
fiiiine!‛ Tou really can do anything thanks for chipping in all around- Yossi Beinhorn- your acting during the skit and play
was really entertaining. Those little quips during the play really spiced things up thanks for doing your part.
S. Krasnow- thanks for helping out with songs. Every opinion counts. Yehuda Kramer- go home and thanks for being there
by races. Nhloimie ‚zlotie pippen‛ Ulotnick- thanks for being there by races and anywhere you can be of help during OAR.
Yochanon Lax- young talent is once again brought out. Your help in putting the play together and your acting were both
astounding. (Yes I really watched your entire part) M Becker, R Karman, M Koff, CL Mandel, Y Silberberg, M Itzkowitz,
S Levitin, E Neuberger-Having you guys on the team really added enthusiasm to OAR thanks for taking your activities and
taking care of your bunk by helping them do what they should be doing whether it may be activities, races, torah bowl, or
anything else. We really could not have done it without all of your input. Thanks to A Weiss, E Manne, E Miller, CJ, and all
other staff members who went out of their way and took activities. D Cywiak thanks for the bed on Oisha =’av and for being
my next door neighbor! To all those in the day camp who made certain that the day camp did their part during OAR thank
you!! SHOUT OUT TO MEIR GLICHER!!
Whiskey thanks for all that Gatorade during the summer and OAR to keep me going. Also thanks for allowing me to borrow
and use your pen and paper to write this in general. To the best bunk in camp Bunk Chof Hey thanks for a great half you
guys are ridiculously awesome. Thanks for your support throughout OAR and for putting up with me during those two days
(and the entire half) even though D wasn’t always around during J<M- Ohe after party was definitely one to be remembered?on’t forget to keep in touch throughout the year!!!
And last but most definitely not least to all the great campers of the winning team of orange who played, raced, torah
bowled, clean upped, line upped, etc. their hearts out paving the way toward a victory for the team of orange.
Rhat’s more important is that you all made sure to have fun doing it- Tou guys were the ones that really made the
difference. This one was for you and you certainly deserved it!

Signing Off,
Beneral >haim ‚Cerby the Firby‛ Cerbstman
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<I? OC@ RDII@M DN OC@ O@<H JA………--never mind!!!!
RJR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! D can’t believe it’s over!!! J<M just went by so fast+ it was just so amazing!!!!!! Ohere is a famous saying:
Better to come in second than second-to-last. So I guess in that regard we did better than orange. But in all seriousness it
was an amazing oar and there are so many people who gave it their all to make it a blast for everyone. I hope to get
everyone but in case I forget you it was an oversight and I ask your mechilah. But trust me your effort did not go
unnoticed.
First and foremost to the most amazing head staff ever. Thank you so much for the opportunity, and for the help and
encouragement throughout. A special thank you to Rabbis Neiman, Karfiol, Wolf and Kaufman for all the guidance over the
course of the entire summer. An extra special thank you to Rabbi Avi Schillit for coordinating all the technical aspects of
OAR.
To my opponent Chaim Herbstman (a.k.a Herby The Kirby)- I had an amazing time and honestly it was a blast going up
against you- D can’t think of anyone D would rather lose to- =-O-R- D weighed the coin-it was weighted. Ari and Yisroel
Mordechai- The support I got from you guys was amazing. Thanks so much for that and for the entire summer- it really was
amazing. (Especially Camp Wielgus- that was a blast. Shout out to our other camper, Moishe Wiederman, who rounded out
the most amazing day camp in history.)
And now for the hard working staff of the red team. There are a few people who deserve the number one spot so I made a
raffle for who gets it and guess what?!!! Schoenbrun lost- Eokes aside+ you stepped up to the plate like it’s nobody’s
business. From play writing to acting and all the numerous small things it was amazing to have you on my team.
Chaim Fogel- The songs were ridiculously rocking. I think this is the first time there has ever been a complaint that it was
too rocking- <nd do not underestimate the difference it made that D didn’t have to even think about the songs- Ohanks a
million! Nati Gurwitz- Lt. General does not suffice. From activities to races to coordinating everything and for just stam giving
me a listening ear, it made a world of a difference. Hatzlacha in Eretz Yisroel!!! The amazing Lowenthal brothers- 20
points!!!!!! That speaks volumes! We came as close as we did solely because of your ridiculous job by the Torah Bowl.
Kalmen Mandel- WOW! The first time in my life that I saw the crowd break into spontaneous applause by a serious play was
by your acting. The writing, directing, and acting was amazing! The future of Camp Agudah is in your hands. Izzie KraznowThanks for the baseball team for taking the activities and for being a HUUUUUUUUUGE help in the song writing. You are a
=DB part of the camp’s future- Zalman Krasnow- You are a true Krasnow- an amazing pitcher, an excellent song writer, and
highly inappropriate. Great Job with ever thing!!! The amazing prop team led by Aaron Hillel Kohn along with Avraham Chaim
Pearlman made a huge difference in the success of the play.
My Talmid Mike Rabinowitz- The banner was gorgeous!!! And to think that you did it in less than a day!!!!! You have real
kochos- keep using them for good and I will be extremely proud to call you my talmid. Meir Glicher & Dovid DavidowitzYou guys get funnier with every passing day! The skits were HILARIOUS!!!!!!!! Dovid Michaeli- It speaks volumes that both
teams needed you!!! You did an amazing job on the lights and curtains; Thanks a million!!!!!!!!!! Yechiel Aharanoof- Thank you
for all your advice and help. It was extremely relieving to have a previous general assist me and teach me the ropes. Asher
Shternbuch- That a first year counselor had such an impact was really amazing. Your authoritative leadership and insightful
advice was extremely helpful. Dovid Mantel- The speech was phenomenal. Your poise and emotion made all the difference.
You have a real future here in camp.KIT To all the amazing actors of the best play in camp history- Yehuda Aryeh Brecher,
Yechiel Aharonof, Kalmen Mandel, Yisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun, Simcha Stein, Zalman Krasnow, Aaron Katzenstein, Aaron
Hertzberg, Meir Glicher, Dovid Dovidowitz; you guys were amazing. The play was a smashing success because of you guys!
Thanks for all the time and effort you put in!
To all the other actors and writer of the skits including but not limited to Avi Gelfand, Kalmen Weinstock, Aryeh Leib
Ziskind,Yehuda Aryeh Brecher, Aaron Hertzberg thanks for making the skits funny- Dt’s a chidush that there were funny skits
by OAR.
To the amazing racing duo of Shmuel Bienenstock and Yehuda Levi. you guys did an amazing job. Thanks for taking care of
it and remember LOOK AT NATI !!!!!!!
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To my resident crackerjacks led by Kalmen Weinstock, Avi Gelfand and Aaron Hertzberg, you guys did an amazing job psyching up the campers, thanks for making this OAR a tremendously pumped one. To our still-appealing-the-ruling-we-really-wonbaseball-team led by captain Yechiel Greenwald you guys played amazing. A special shout out to Moshe Mishler for that
home-run and yes the head staff is requesting a blood sample to check for steroids.
Thank you Simcha Zelig Katz, Chaim Fogel, and Nati Gurwitz for the basketball shootout. Last minute does not describe when
I asked you do it and you guys came through like crazy. Great job!!! Thank you to all the counselors, j.c.s and all
other staff members that took activities. A special shout out to all the refs that were on red and cheated for us.
Tou’re efforts did not go unnoticed- Binyomin Presser- Thanks for the skits activities and your ruach. Nati was especially thankful to you for keeping him posted. Thanks a ton.
Ephraim Slomovicks- Your enthusiasm for everything you were given was amazing. 2-0 BABY!!!! It clearly rubbed off on the
kids you were coaching. Thanks a million! Simcha Stein- You were a tremendous asset to the team specifically to the play.
Just next time learn the Miranda Rights first. Shalom Levitan- Wow!!!! You were an amazing help for everything!!!! Betzalel
Schlosser- Thanks for taking those activities, and for all the enthusiasm that you added to the team. Yechiel GreenwaldThanks for the baseball team, for your activities and for all your help with everything I need. Yisroel Gunsberg- Wow!!! 20
points and we all know that the Lowenthals did not do it alone. Thanks for your testing and for all the myriad of other
things that you did. Aaron Katzenstein- Thanks for you eager assistance in whatever was needed. From the acting to the
activities and for all your other help, you were a tremendous help to the red team. Eliyahu Rossman- If you ever worried
about a future how about bartending?!!! You looked great and played the part great; sorry about the mike. Regardless, you
were a tremendous asset to the play and to the team as a whole. I am looking forward to hearing great things fro you in
this camp. Hillel Greisman- Your quiet and efficient way you got every task assigned to you done was a real inspiration to
the rest of the team. Zevy Unger- Wow!!! You dazzled the team with your willingness to help in anyway possible. Your
leadership with the races was outstanding, and you overall amazingness was stupendous.
Yoni Klarberg D’m still getting over the accent- @xcellent job all around with everything- Moishe Salamon You are seriously
amazing. Thank for all your enthusiasm with everything. Zevi Kahan- Your geshmak and pumpness made all the
difference in making this oar a blast for everyone keep it up. Menachem Hartman- Thanks for being on the team
and giving your all. Keep up all your good work. Shmaryahu Storch- Thanks for the activities and for always being
there. Nati pointed out numerous times all the help that you were over OAR. No jokes you were amazing. Pinchas
Flamer, Louie Levy, Sruli Butrimovitz, Eli Neuman, Pinchas Seleh, Yosef Soleymanzadeh, Chaim Toledano, Shloyme
Gedailovich, Boruch Menachem Lang, Eli Lieberman, Daniel Menahemov, Mordechai Perkowsky, Moshe Rubinstein,
Chaim Tahan, Yehuda Vogel, Levi Eisen, Yehuda Aryeh Eisenstein, Dovid Gold, Chemi Levine, Yehuda Nussbaum, Tzvi
Perlstein, Shimon Rosenstock, Yehuda Rosenstock, Chesky Tuchman- Ohere are space constraints and D can’t thank
everyone individually, but each one of you individually and more importantly all of you came together as a group to
give the campers an amazing time. Your efforts did not go unnoticed and it was great to have all of you on our
team. Seriously, job well done!!
I think that should cover everyone important. If I missed you it was an oversight.
OH Right, I almost forgot about the junior head staff, Chesky, Shimshy and Tuli- Thanks for giving camp that extra awesomeness from up-top- <nd thanks for all you help and insights throughout J<M- <nd don’t forget it’s not the head
table that matters.
And most importantly to all the amazing rock-city campers of the rock-city team of red- Tou guys rocked like it’s nobody’s
business. I had an amazing time and I hope you guys had as much fun as I did.
To all the parts of the most awesomest camp on the world- Ohank you so much for an amazing summer 1/02+ D’m holding
my breath until summer 2014.!!

Signing Off,

General <ryeh ‚Riggles‛ Rielgus
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RED CHEER SONG

BLUE CHEER SONG

(T.T.T.O. KVODO)
(LIPA)

(T.T.T.O. EIN KELOKEINU)
(AVRAHAM FRIED)

Olympics 2013 was no doubt

School bus to Niagara
Rabbi Karfiol breakout a bust
7th grade, all on strike
Reb Elya is an awesome guy

With a camera at the breakout
Aba de aba dumb- to bar mitzvahs we do come
Night seder with Elya in the bunks

Budweiser on the stage
R’ Nieman takes it away
7th grade, owns this place
Everyone look, at Reb Elya’s face

Camp now davens for tefillah bucks
Color coated laundry bags deluxe
Kramer ditcharony cheese- diet contest is a tease

COME ON BLUE TEAM TO THE TOP- EVERYBODY KRANOW
FOE WE CAN NOT BE STOPPED- FIREWORKS BLAST NOW
BLUE TEAM DEE ABADAI- RUBY TEPFER GOT PIED
SEE YOU LATER BY THE FALLS- RED TEAM GOOD BYE

Reb Elya skates to chanuka style
RED TEAM RED TEAM/ AHA AHA WE LIKE IT
BLUE TEAM BLUE TEAM/ ALL STUCK IN RUBY’S POCKET

Zemiros our grade rocked
However it was stopped
So now’s the time to get loud
Reb Elya, we will make you proud

DOVI ITS UP TO YOU- AIBISHTER NOT WITH BLUE
RED TEAM…
Shia Mishnah Yomi poster guy
Winning hopes exploding in the sky
Backwards shirt deserves the boosbrothers’ chant put team to snooze
Captain Krasnow not a winning name
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Dt’s 5:// in morning and D have absolutely nothing to do with myself … so D guess D’ll write my in-general. Finally I just finished
straitening my cubicle in to somewhat of a decent wreck! Rhat in heaven’s name were my campers thinking? Ohey put like a whole BALOON
A<>OJMT DIND?@ DO!! D =<M@GT AJPI? OC@ AGJJM G@O <GJI@ OC@ =@?! (Iever mind the fact that D don’t usually see the floor or feel that
hard piece of straight wood underneath that pancake of a mattress! Kersonally D like the feel of springs in my back+ but let’s not push it.)
thank goodness it’s over and now D can finally get some well deserved rest! <hh! Iothing like a balloon filled bed and hearing pops every
five seconds! Owww! I mean Wow! What a color war! Oh great now they want me to write an in-general!?! Aorget it D’m going to sleep!....
umm -- scratch that there’s no room for even my sweat soaked tuxedo shirt to be hung up! RC@M@ ?D? OC@N@ =<GJJIN >JH@ AMJH!?!?!
B@O OC@H JPO!!!JJJAAAA!! D BDQ@ PK! D’H BJDIB OJ RMDO@ HT DI-B@I@M<G <I? ><GG DO LPDON JI HT >P=D>G@!!D H@<I DO’N GDF@ OC@M’N
NO ROOM TO EVEN ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ whoops! Did I just fall aspleet! No way!
Anyhow, on to color war!! This was by far the most amazing color war that I can ever recall! It was amazing, pumping and phenomenally
awesome! One team had blah, blah, blah, blah, and the other team had blah, blah, blah and the winner was BLLUUUUUUUE!!!!!! You guys
were all amazing each in your own way!! Before I start, I want to say a huge shout out to EVERY SINGLE MEMBER, STAFF AND CAMPERS,
ON THE BLUE TEAM FOR DOING THEIR PART AND MAKING THIS HAPPEN!!!!!!THANKS GUYS, YOU WERE ALL AMAZING!!! I apologize in advance that D might forget to mention someone’s+ because D know exactly how it feels not to be mentioned after you worked so hard for a
team- @ven if your name isn’t mentioned D want to personally thank you for all your hard work!!Airst and foremost D’d like to thank Hash-m
for everything that he has helped me to accomplish up to+ and including+ this point in my life- Iext D’d like to thank Meb Heir Frischman for
making camping Agudah what it is today, and for the amazing times I have in spending my summers here; the office staff for their help
with the computers and equipment (sorry for bringing the stuff back a little later then I said we would); maintenance team for the use of
their tools and for the stage…; and the head staff for all the things that they did for me (you know who you are and what you helped me
out with). A huge shout out to the kitchen staff Mrs. Lankry, Rabbi Schewbel and the waiters for all the stuff. And now onto the real ingeneral…-umm like yeah so …where to start? Jh yeah+ R@ RJI! Oo my co bunk. friend. general green team. challenger of blue team
none other than Chaim Aaron Gross!! You made it all the more fun! With the challenges you put me and my team up to, you had us, literally, on our tip toes trying to overcome you in every way possible! I really enjoyed the challenge and you put up a really amazing fight!!!!
The way you led your team with gusto really rocked it up! Thank you for even offering your assistance for the grand march!!!!May Hash-m
bentch you and your family with all the brachos and may you be matzliach in everything you do!!! Also, a huge shout-out to CHAIM FOGEL!!! GREAT JOB ON YOUR SONGS!! YOU REALLY ROCKED IT UP BY THE GRAND SING!!! HATZLACHA IN EVERYTHING!!Next, Thank you to
my amazing >hief <dvisor(s) Ouli <bramczyk! (>hesky =erman) Rithout you D wouldn’t have gotten anything done (and u know exactly what I
mean!!)! May Hash-m help you and your Kallah be zoche to build a bayis ne-emon byisroel and may you be zoche to the brachos in the
song of ‚v’zakeiney legadel‛--! Ohank you so much for all your hours that you spent running around+ getting dvar halachos as well as writing
songs…etc…!!!! Iext to our amazing conductor <<MJI N>CDGDO!!!!! >habibi you were and are amazing! the songs were all a CPB@ NUCCESS!!!
Thank you so much for all your hard work (as well as the patience you had for me)!!! May you be matzliach in everything you do! Next, oh
blast, here we go again, one second please, yes Tzvi Greenspan (THANK YOU FOR ALL THE PATIENCE AND HELP YOU GAVE/ AND HAD
AJM H@)+ no D’m not finished yet+ gimme about an hour and OCM@@ T@<MN JF!! Iow B@O GJNO!!! Ozvi Giberman who+ mind was nice to give
me his, computer came in already and BOOOMMMMM! YOWWWWW! Is he insane he pulled the trigger on that shot-gun! And you would
think these prop guns don’t do anything! Iow what? Mibowsky what do you want? Tou homeless potato eating Eamaican !! you and your
psychology sessions!! D’ll give you a line in the in-gener--oRR! RC<ON TJP’M@ DNNP@?!?! <B<DI RDOC OC@ FIDA@! KPO OC<O ?JRI IJR!
R@ R@IO OCMJPBC OCDN G<NO T@<M <I? TJP N<D? TJP RJPG?I‛O JRRR!!!! ?J DO JJRRR <B<DI!! (N@MDJPNGT OCJPBC OC<IF TJP
SOO MUCH FOR THE USE OF YOUR ROOM!! IT REALLY MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE TO MY GUYS! THANKS!)Thank goodness tzvi Liberman
left finally some peace and quiet!! BOOOOOMMMM!!! What is wrong with these dumpster trucks WHY DO THEY HAVE TO MAKE SUCH A
M<>F@O!!! Jh whtever! D’m just going to go down the list for lack of knowledge of where to start- 0) Cuge shoutout to all three guys for
the Dvar Halacha: Yehudah Vashovsky, Teitelbaum, and Fruchthandler! Even when we were running late you guys stepped up to the plate
with confidence and did an amazing job! 2) thank you Asher Sternbach for taking on the task of dealing with the distribution of the activities! You did a phenomenal job and helped alleiviate a lot of the workload!!! Following the schedule, we got to watch a general swim! Next
we got the amazing hitters for the home run derby led by our very own Ari Slomovics!!! Great pitching and an incredible job done by the
hitters!! THANK YOU GUYS!!! All the marching clanwere AWESOME!! The speech (written by my chief advisor) was amazing and Camper Goldschmidt+ you did a KC@IJH@I<G EJ=!!! Oo all the actors in the skits and plays: Gax (man are your talented…E@R R@M@ O@MMDAD>!!! They
were utter-ly ridiculous) Belfand (tighten those screws man…great job)+ Kinch pinch D mean Oepper (Ohanks for your involvment in the
apache race!!)+ Ho =erger (stay away from barber machines please)+ Oeitelbaum (chabibi TJP <M@ OC@ =@<NO…D’ll always look up to you!
literally!), Scheff (you were phenomenal you are a natural actor!!! Thanks!!), Eli Goldberg (wow do you know how to act!!! Great job), Levin
(buddy hey mon amigo you did an amazing job with both!! and buddy please get some violin lessons or just tell me next time to move out
from under the glass lights! Buddy, I saw a mosquito drop dead just from the sound! Seriously, you were great thank you!) as well as Yosef
Fogel (GREAT JOB!!!)

Get’s not forget about our prop crew that did an amazing job with schlepping and putting together our equipment needed for every part of
our skits and plays: Kalman Weinstock, Michoel Rabinowitz, M.S. Banash, Shalom Blau, Nisan Fetman, and Yosef Toeldano!! Thank you guys,
your hard work is GREATLY APPRECIATED!!! THANK YOU!!!! To our amazing, awesome, pumping psyche team led by our very own ARI
SCHEFF AND HIS CREW OF YISROEL TZVI GOLDSTEIN, SHALOM FINK AND SOME OTHER GUY!!!(Sorry I forgot your name, but you still did an
amazing job THANK YOU!!) We go on to the Apache race (Mosey-really cool idea and you know what… D like it! Dt involved everyone!)
Iever mind the fact that it’s an Dndian word and it probably has something to do with spirits+ snorkeling+ and floating somewhere on cloud
12! D wonder if Dndians ever used @nglish words for their items such as ‚smelly dumpster‛ in reference to a ‚log cabin!‛ the Apache Race
led by our amazing Simcha Katz (Thanks also for dealing with the races and the hassle that it involved! THANKS FOR ALL YOUR EFFORTS
<I? C<M? RJMF!!)+ TJP ?D? < BM@<O EJ= MPIIDIB OC@ NCJR! D can’t thank you enough for all your involvement in it! Get’s not forget
about the guys involved in the APACHE RACE: D. Noble, T. Eichorn, E. Neuman, Y. Levin, A.V. Zoberman, D. Barnett, D. Cywiak, E. Frischman, E.Z. Rokeach, Y. Feifer, Y. Turkel, E. Gruen, Z. Golschmidt, N. Schnek, G. Rapps, P. Neiman, S. Ely, Y. Weinberger, B. Gutman, E. Pomerantz+ H-H- >ameo (Might hand man…best rower…-OC<IF TJP AJM TJPM C@GK RDOC OC@ MJRDIB…amonst other stuff--OC<IFN!!)+ TSchoor, A. Tepfer, P. Gottesman, AND THE 9TH GRADE TOWER: Y. Jemal, S. Ganz, Y. Zola, S. Stender, Y. Gottesman, Y.A. Schron! Thank
you guys for your AMAZING JOB WELL DONE!!!!!! AWESOME JOB GUYS!!!Next we have our talented and amazing artist MICHAEL RABINOWITZ!!!!!! WOW!!! CHABIBI!!! WOW!!! THAT WAS PHENOMENAL!!! GREAT JOB!!!! THANKS FOR YOUR PATIENCE, NEVER MIND THE TIME
THAT YOU SPENT ON IT!!! THE BANNER WAS REALLY BEAUTIFUL!!!! (P.S. THANK YOU SHIA LESHKOWITZ (AND OF COURSE M.Y. BANASH)
AJM TJPM C@GK RDOC OC@ ?M<RDIB JA KDI>CPN CJG?DIB OC@ NK@<M!! ID>@ EJ=!!!) @li and Ouli! D don’t know what you did or how you
did it in regards to the banner but RJR! DO R<N M@<GGT <H<UDIB! …aren’t you impressed i didn’t go off on a tangent like last time
when …JC RJR GJJF < =DM?+ IJ+ OC@M@’N <I <DMKG<I@ MDBCO I@SO OJ DO+ oh wow ever wondered why did B- Rashington chop down
the cherry tree? I mean come on, it always bothered me when I had to wait on long lines by the bank when mind you they have 20 WIN?JRN <I? JIGT JI@ JA OC@H C<N < O@GG@M +RCJ+ HDI? TJP+ DN =PNT OMTDIB OJ @SKG<DI OJ <I JG?@M K@MNJI OC<O OC@T ><I’O
CASH IS THEIR FOOD STAMPS IN A BANK!!! Speaking of brains (or lack thereof) hey polish did you by any chance see my George foreman;
the one that you stole from my cubicle? Io you don’t speak @nglish? Meally? (D pull out a wad of dollar bills) his eyes light up and he says
oh, that one, you told me to take it! I figured it would collect dust underneath the bed so took by me where it would be safe in my
shack+ away from all the dust! Rhere were we…umm-- oh yeah…- Ohe football challenge led by our amazing teammates <ri Gieberman and
Daniel Cywiak!! I apologize to the participants but I do not have your names handy yet I want to say you guys did an AMAZING JOB! ALL
GRADES DID AN AMAZING JOB BY DOING YOUR PART TO DO YOUR VERY BEST, AND WE DID!!! THANKS GUYS!!!! Next we move onto the
GRAND BECHINA!!! Led by our AMAZING TEAMATES NOSSON ARYEH SCHNECK AND YEHUDAH VASHOVSKY!!! THANKS GUYS FOR ALL YOUR
HARD WORK, NEVER THE PATIENCE!!!! THANKS FOR DOING YOUR PART TO MAKE IT RUN SMOOTHLY!!!! YOU GUYS WERE AWESOME!!!! Next
the races and to all THE PARTICIPANTS WHO DID A PHENOMENAL JOB WITH THEIR ATHLETICY!!! THANK YOU ARI SCHEFF AND SIMCHA
KATZ!!!! Next we go on to the GRAND MARCH!!!! Led and designed by our very own ARYEH KAMELHAR AND A.C. PEARLMAN (THANK YOU
GUYS FOR STEPPING UP TO THE CHALLENGE AND DOING A PHENOMENAL JOB!!!!!!!WOW!WOW!& WOW!!) AND HIS AMAZING CREW: USHY
FRIEDMEN, ELI SCHLOSSER, CHAIM GELLIS, SHRAGI DRILLICK, YEHUDAH GOLSTEIN AND D.Y. MICHAELI!!!! THANKS GUYS FOR ALL YOUR HELP
IN MAKING THE GRAND MARCH BECOME WHAT IT WAS AND OF COURSE FOR TAKING IT TO A HOLE NATHA LEVEL WITH THE HATS OF
FIRE!!! WOW! WOW! AND WOW! THANK YOU GUYS FOR PUTTING IN THE EFFORTS THAT YOU DID!!! ALSO, SHOUTOUT TO THE GUYS THAT
LED GROUPS IN THE GRAND MARCH!!!! Next we move onto the DEDICATED AND TALENTED COSTUMES CREW MEMBERS LED BY YITZY NUSBAUM AND ELI SCHLOSSER!!!! HUGE SHOUT OUT TO YSROEL TZVI GOLDSTEIN FOR THE BEAUTIFUL STENCILS!!!! GREAT JOB!!! ALSO TO ALL
THE HELPERS INVOLVED S. CHURBA, S. STENDER, SOCOCHEVSKY, & THE OTHER 9 TH GRADERS!!! YOU GUYS ROCK!!!! THANK YOU SHMUEL C.
GREENBERG FOR PICKING UP THE MATERIALS!!! ASLO, TO OUR HELPERS THAT BLEW UP BALOONS AND TO THE GUYS THAT TOOK CHARGE
OF IT!!! THANK YOU SHMUEL ISAAK AND YISROEL TIETELBAUM!!! GREAT JOB GUYS & THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HELP! THANK YOU
MOOKIE FOR THE COPIES!!!THANK YOU TO EVERY SINGLE CAMPER ON THE BLUE TEAM FOR MAKING THE GRAND SING WHAT IT WAS!!!!
TJP BPTN R@M@ <R@NJH@!! Oo our soloists: Nhmueli Brossberger+ & Bavriel Banger…TJP BPTN R@M@ =JOC <H<UDIB @<>C DI TJPM
OWN SPECIAL WAY!!!TO ALL THE STAFF ON BLUE: I HAVE NO WORDS THAT CAN DESCRIBE THE APPRECIATION THAT I HAVE FOR YOU
GUYS! YOU GUYS HELPED MAKE COLOR WAR WHAT IT WAS!! Last but not least we got our very own DJ MICHAELI!!!! I HAVE NO WORDS
THAT WILL FILL IN THE SPACE FOR ALL THE THINGS THAT YOU DID FOR THE TEAM; WETHER IT WAS SACRIFICING YOUR SHOES, HANDS,
TIME, AND THE PATIENCE YOU PORTRAYED FOR THE TEAM WAS ENDLESS! YOU REALLY DESERVE ONE OF THE BIGGEST THANK YOUS OUT
THERE!!! YOU ARE ONE OF A KIND!! ALSO, HUGE SHOUT OUT TO MY BUNK AND THE ENTIRE 9 TH BM<?@! D’GG HDNN TJP BPTN!! TJP BPTN
ARE ALL AMAZING EACH IN YOUR OWN WAY!!! THANKS FOR MAKING MY SUMMER THAT MUCH MORE ENJOYABLE!!!! HATZLACHA IN YOUR
T@<M!!!! BM@<O!!now Giberman just got back and starting to harass me again…RC<O!!! JF<T D’H <GHJNO ADIDNC@?! M@G<S! ?J H@ < AAQJM+ <I? EPNO BJ!!!D’m kind of being rushed to finish up so D’d like to end off saying to @Q@MTJI@ DI ><HK <BP?<C…TJP BPTN M@ALLY ROCKED UP THE SUMMER AND I WILL MISS EACH ONE OF YOU! MAY HASH-M GRANT YOU ALL AN AMAZING YEAR IN YESHIVAH,
HATZLACHA IN EVERYTHING YOU DO, AND MAY WE ALL MEET IN YERUSHALYIM WITH MOSHIACH BEKAROV!!!

Sincerely,
Your general
Yechiel. S. Aharonof
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‚--if we could just hold onto time for all eternity+‛-then we would remain in that everlasting embrace on Grand Sing night. It was all (clap, clap)
for the boss- Ohe singing+ the ball playing+ the running around from one thing to the next+ the ‘Brands’ (play+ =echina+ races, march, Sing), team
times, team competitions, laughing and crying, determination and achdus- <y ay+ it’s all (clap+ clap) for the =oss‚<t times it’s hard to try+ but still with joy and pride+ cause as avdei Hashem+ Cis will is our command-‛ Ohough the song we created may have
ended on a low+ we stood up proud to fulfill our masters will with joy- ‚…-how D wished that you can read my mind+‛- and see how proud I
am+ and how proud we are of each other with the way Breen performed this >olor Rar- Jn a different note… K<I?@HJIDPH reigned as we
had the time of our lives!!!!! I saw the way you guys performed and it was impressive. You guys rocked the house! Each and every one of you
guys gave it all you got and you guys had an awesome time as a result.
I must first thank all those that are going to be forgotten or even those who will be remembered but not for all the things that they did. These are the contributions and contributors that go unspoken. Thank You!! I want to thank Hashem for giving me this wonderful opportunity to be
part of an event that uplifted so many people in so many ways. It is no secret that everyone in camp enjoyed the five days of Color War
immensely- Ohis wasn’t just something that occurred on its own or as the result of one person’s action- Ohis was a combined effort. Without
the many people that were involved, this never could have happened. Here we give thanks to these people. I must thank Rabbi’s Neiman,
Karfiol, Feuer, Wolf, Kaufman, Friedman, Dabbah, Kaplan, Majesky, Shapiro, Schilit, Brecher. Thank you for the opportunity to undertake such a
rewarding task. I truly felt that we furthered the goal of camp over the duration of Color War. The Staff that were of Such Great help were as
follows:
Yechiel- WOWWOWOWOW!!!! Thank You SOOO much for the achdus that we had this Color War, last year OAR, and the year before that, Neighborhood Day. This was really the ideal that I dreamt of when I thought of who I would want to be General with. The summer flew by and it
was a blast being next door. The collaborative efforts on behalf of our campers really paid off. Thank you so much!!!
C.A. Chesky- Thanks so much for the play. I appreciate the effort that you put in to making our play a success. I also appreciate the constant
advice that I had from you throughout Color War, especially by the Generals meetings.
Chaim- Ohe words to which we sang your sweet songs still haunt me- Dn truth you don’t belong on this list because thanks is reserved for a job
well-done. Yours is forever, and forever inside of us is the reality of Grand Sing night. So as far as words I speak, you hear me, and for those
that go unspoken+ we understand…and that’s a promise from my heartThe next group of 4 people is those that a general gives a job to, sees that it got done, but knows not of its effort. However, when the job
is well done, it must have been the result of a highly motivated and talented effort by the people in charge. These are who they are:
Nati- Thank you so very much for taking the most crucial aspect of Color War on to your shoulders. It was this [ ] close. Thanks as well for
the races. The advice over Color War was much appreciated. Thank you so very much!!
Aron Lowenthal- my camper. You did a fantastic job. Either I was unaware of the enormity of the job that the Grand Bechina entails, or you
just put the ultimate effort possible into doing the best possible job- D’m inclined to think both- Ohanks so much!!! K-N- you are a rising star in
camp
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger- my camper. That line I wrote above about giving someone the job and not having to think about it? That is specifically
for you. The costumes were great!!! Sorry about miscalculating how many you needed. You really did an amazing job coordinating such a gargantuan task- Rhat young talent proves is that it’s not the age but the level of competency one has that makes the difference.
Shea Leshkowitz- the best way to explain the job you did with the banner is to compare it to buying something that’s custom fitted. You ask
for tons of details+ give vague instructions and expect to get exactly what you want- D couldn’t have gotten any better than the banner you
made. Thanks so much!!!
Simcha Stein- one year in camp doesn’t get you first name recognition+ sorry- Ohe job you did on that skit was ridiculous and hilarious. The
acting in the play was also fantastic- Ohanks also for the help with ?’var Calacha and <pache Mace- =eing here in camp with you this year was
great. Thanks so very much!!
Ari- D figured D’ll sneak this one in- Ohanks for Gows 4 and 5- Catzlocha!!
Zalman Krasnow-The phenomenal job that was done in the play was the result of dedicated people like you putting all their energy into making
it a reality. Thanks you very much!!
?ovid ‚?itchie‛ ?avidowitz- Ohe skit was hilarious- D’m referring to the one on the 0st night, the one on the 2nd night, and the one on the 3rd
night. Thaks so much for making these things your responsibility!
Ephraim Slomovitz- Thanks so much for taking us to victory in the inaugural Football Challenge!! Thanks for the pitching in the Home run derby
Eli Neuberger and Shmuel Eliezer Levenson- Eli, my camper. Thanks so much to both of you for being the force behind the costumes. They came
out really great!! Sorry about the miscalculation on my part. Thanks so much!!
Hillel Greisman- my camper. Thanks so much as described just above. You got your own line for the help that you gave me with the Grand
March. Thanks so very much!!
Boruch Lang- there are some people that will accept any responsibility (our theme) that will help others out , and do it without a complaint. So I
figured, therefore, that I could just drop the lights job on you an hour before the play even though you had no prior experience. I guess I was
right in my estimation of your abilities. Thanks so much!!
Moshe Yehuda Banish- Thanks so much with for the murals and the help with the banner and Grand March. Big time talent!!
Shmully Lieberman- Thanks so much for doing the balloons for me even though you weerent on my team.. Thanks so much!!
I would like to thank Meir Frischman for his help with shortening my In-General.

‚…though forever can’t exist+ it does inside+‛+
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All those involved in the play that have not yet been mentioned: Yekusiel Jenkelowitz, Aron Katzenstein, Chananya Schorr, Tzvi Perlstein, Yisroel
Neumann, Eli Axelrod. No time for a a personal thanks but please consider the Alma Mater my personal thanks to you.
Yochanon Lax- Tou’re lucky D gave you a separate line with the about of time D have to hand this in- =ut you deserve it- Ohanks!!
J.Z. Fogel- Thanks so much for the Apache Race. Too bad it was so confusing. Thanks again!!!
Binyomin Markstein-Thanks so much for the Home Run Derby!!
Aharon Stern- Thanks so much for the Races. It was this [
] close. Thanks!
To the guys involved in the costumes. First to all the campers. You guys rock. To the staff members: Reuvain Schorr, Eli friedman, Yossi Rosenberg, Y. Miller, Moshe Levenson, Shmuel Kryzwanowski, Didi Rosenstock, Binyomin Blinder. You guys got the memories and they are well deserved. Thanks so much for the dedication!!
Yaakov Lev and all the others who assisted Aron in our successful Grand Bechina effort- Thanks for the dedication. I will leave my thanks short
here to leave you the rest of it as schar that you guys will receive.
Shmuli Mintz, Y.Y. Horowitz, Shmully Gluck, Yaakov Selig- Thanks Shmuli for the psych!! Thanks to all of you for helping Shmuli out!
Jack Stefansky- Rhy didn’t you tell me you were on my team? Ohanks for the drinks and food!
To the guys in our hilarious skit- Mintz, Ghoori, Neumann, Lax, Horowitz, Schorr, Perlstein- Hashem Yerachem, you guys need help if that what
you put in your mouth. But the skit was hilarious, so Thanks!!!
To all the counselors who took activities-Thanks so much!!
Shmully and Sender- I would never Leave you guys out. Thanks for being my friends.
Yaakov Gottesman- my camper. Thanks for being my Chavrusah! You are awesome!!
Chananya Schorr- my camper. Thanks so very much for everything, Color War or otherwise. Thanks a million for the Bonfire!!
Thanks to all the campers who helped out with the balloons, costumes and anything else. In true Ruach Country spirit, you are too numerous to
mention. So I thank you so very much right here. Thank You!
Ohanks to all those that gave ?’var Calachos- Ohe U’chus is yoursTo the boys who were mevater at various times over Color War- I will not name you, but you are the true Ruach Country boys we all wish to
be.
Thank you (fill your name in here)
- The Psych was fantastic!! You guys looked like you were having a lot of fun
too.
Thank you (every single camper must fill their name in here)
- You tried your hardest in your game and you were a
true winner no matter what the final score was. I saw the achdus that you had. Keep it Up!!!
A very big thank you to those campers and staff members involved in General Swim. Thanks for coming through with such a big victory. You
were the ones that gave us the extra boost.
To my Bunk, Bunk Lamed Hei and from Chof Gimmel- Thanks for helping me out with whatever you did.
them all but you guys were sure a fun group. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!!!!

There are too many names to list

To all the campers on the team of Green- You guys are the best!! You played the hardest! Sang the loudest! Cheered the most!! Ran your
fastest!! And had a great time overall. Keep on coming back!!! Have a great year!!
At this point I ask mechila from anyone regarding anything that I may have said, inferred, insinuated or caused to be construed as an improper
remark in this article or at any point during Color War or the rest of the summer. Please forgive me.
Go Green Go!!!
‚…though forever can’t exist+ it does inside+‛

F’siva Q’chasimah Oovah

General Chaim Aaron Gross
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A Farewell Message from Rabbi Finkelman
So many wonderful things happened in Camp Agudah this past summer, so many beautiful memories to take
home. But memories tend to fade as time passes. Is there a word, perhaps, that represents what Camp Agudah is all
about, that everyone can “pack in his trunk” and take home to return to in the months ahead?
I would sum up Camp Agudah\Ruach Country in one word: simcha! Camp Agudah is a happy place, a place
where anyone and everyone can feel the joy of being a part of Klal Yisrael. It’s a place where learning is geshmak and
exciting, where davening is uplifting, where campers and staff care for one another, where everyone shines in his own
special way. It’s a place where everyone feels part of one big happy family.
Camp Agudah is a place where Shabbos is what Shabbos is meant to be -- a day of simchah shel mitzvah, where
delicious food is served and uplifting zemiros are sung, where gedolim inspire us as we usher in Shabbos, where the
Masmidim beis medrash reverberates with the sounds of hundreds of campers learning on Shabbos afternoon.
There’s another reason why Camp Agudah is such a special place. Our great Director, Meir Frischman, sometimes
refers to Ruach Country as a “make believe world.” How wonderful it is to spend a summer surrounded only by bnei
Torah, a place where you can stroll late at night unafraid because you know that wherever you turn, you’ll meet no one
but our wonderful campers and staff. How fortunate we are to be in a Gan Eden on this earth, a place that has 3 battei
medrash, a place where the sound of Torah learning resounds throughout the day and much of the night.
When we say Modim, the berachah of thanks, we should have in mind: “Thank you Hashem for allowing me to
spend my summer in Camp Agudah.” (And of course, dear campers, you should thank your parents as well.)
May we meet next year in Yerushalayim, ir hakodesh, at the Beis HaMikdash, where the ultimate “Grand Sing” of
the Levi’im will once again be sung.

Night Seder 5773
This Summer’s Night Seder featured the combined 8th & 9th grades
for the first half, and separate groups for the second half. I can’t get
over how well the 8th & 9th graders respond to the cases of
Choshen Mishpat questions which we learn. So many campers are
able to answer questions and apply their knowledge of Bava
Kamma and Bava Metzia to real-life cases. For a ½ hour nightly,
Bais Refoel, and the Veretzky Bais Medrash are transformed into a
huge Bais Din. The Senior Campers in 8th grade where I taught,
and the 9th graders taught by Rav Yehuda Schwebel got their
chance to voice their opinions in various true to life cases.
I really believe that these Shiurim give the older campers a new
appreciation how the Gemara applies to everyday life situations. I
know how I looked forward to learning to learning with you, I hope
the feelings are mutual…
I remind my 8th grade Talmidim about how important these next
few weeks/months can be for you!!
Make sure to take advantage of your new start in Mesivta. Begin
your High School experience with Cheishek. Come to Daven &
Shiur on time & grab every opportunity to Shteig!! You can do it!!
With best wishes for a K’siva V’chasima Tova, a great year of
shteiging and growing.
Your Night Seder Rebbi
Menachem Feifer
Keep in touch 718-414-5925
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O Ruach Country Yarmulka how I adore
you. I will always wear you, we will never
separate. When I go to sleep at night you
are there perched upon my head, and
when I awake you are still there to protect
me. When I go to Shul I either wear you, or
carefully place you next to my Siddur and
you wait patiently for me to finish
Davening. I take you to learning groups
with me and you listen along with me as my
Rebbi gives shiur. We go together to
sports and I play that game ever so better
now that I know my head will remain
covered during the game. I eat my meals
knowing that I can make a Bracha with
you on my head. When I go to the pool how
I wish I could wear you in the water, but I
know it isn’t good for you, so I lovingly
place you on the chair next to the pool,
and you are there shining at me when I
come out. You magically change your color
when it comes to OAR and COLOR WAR,
and you are still there when I go on trips.
You add a special RUACH into every step
I take – everywhere I go with you I have
that special feeling that I am a RUACH
COUNTRY BOY!! Thank you Rabbi
Schillit for introducing me to my lifelong
friend

– The

RUACH COUNTRY
YARMULKA ®!!

To all my Dear campers, friends, head staff,
maintenance, kitchen staff, counselors, JC’s,
JS’s, specialty, lifeguards, office staff,
rotators, rabbeim, administration, dcc’s,
masmidim, mechina, veretzky, clifton,
nesivos hatalmud, oihel shmeil, breslov,
caretakers, ohelei torah, cleaning staff, bunk
lamed bais, waiters, crafty’s shack, and
anyone else who has helped make the last
13 summers so great!
Please accept this as a personal invitation.
I’d love to see everyone!!
Tuli

CRAZZINEESSS!!! HUGE RAID!!! The hock is that camp will be
continuing on further through the winter months!!! This is what
everyone was waiting for!!! CALL YOUR PARENTS WE ARE STAYING
IN CAMP!!!! Who needs yeshiva; we will get everything we need……
RIGHT HERE IN THE MOUNTAINS!!! Everyone that is gonna be
staying, run into Mrs. Rand and CANCEL YOUR BUS SEATS!!!! In
reality we all had an amazing summer here in camp and no one
wants it to end!!! From all the gr8 times that we had, there is just way
too much to even start listing. Guys the good thing is that there isn’t
that many days left until the next summer! Everyone when you go
home remember live life to the fullest and live them to tell the
stories over later. Next summer we all can’t wait to hear how much
you shteiged this year. What happened in your yeshiva, which new
friends are you gonna bring to camp. Let everyone in on the
greatness that you had here. Lets’ all remember that AGUDAH YOU
WILL FOREVER ROCK!!!!!!!!!

AGUDAH
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AN MESSEGE FROM THE DESK OF THE CAMP CHILLER
I can’t believe another summer coming to an end. All the
good time we had. All the fun and games. This summer we
discovered a lot of new things the most important one of all
is S.O.S. what is an s.o.s?That question for a different time
but mean while there is a lot of people I need to thank .
I will like to thank Rabbi Karfoil and Rabbi Neiman for the
opportunity to work in camp and to take upon the title of
camp chiller. To Rabbi Dabbah without you I will never
have been able to deal with my bunk. To Mosey and Elya
without you we would not be able to enjoy are lunch and
supper do to the fact we need entertainment. To Rabbi
Freidman thx you so much for always videoing me making a
fool out of myself. To Rabbi Wolf thx you for answering all
of my question. To Shimshy for arranging everything for the
s.o.s we all appreciate it . To Tuli thank you for always telling
me when to go to sleep without you I most probably would
have stay awake the whole summer. To Chaim and Nati for
being to pumped for 8th grade. To Yakov Lax thank you for
taking the title of president of the s.o.s,without you I most
probably never would have started acting. To Yehuda and
Yossi Gold thx for ditching us and going to rommimu I
really appreciate it .To Aron Stern for letting me buy
cups .To Ditchy even though you never shared with me your
triple action I know you always wanted to.To Zalmy
Krasnow for having the biggest mattress in camp. To Hillel
Greisman ,Aryeh Kamhelar and Eli Schlosser thank you for
always letting me steal your cubicles whenever I needed to
nap. To Schneck and Wenger I’m sorry you guys did not
have a cubicle .To Eli Freidman ,Yossi Rosenberg and
Reuven Schor go back to veretsky. To Yehuda Kramer for
15 bucks. To Shuey and Izzy Krasnow thank you for the
chap a nosh every week except week 5,6 I really appreciate
it. To Aron Schillit for not throwing me off the porch when I
was causing ruckus at night. To Simcha Stein for being bald
if not I don’t know what we would of made fun of. To
Mookie and Krizzy thank you for waking me up for
shachris. To Rabbi Heller thank you for amazing kugel. To
Cuti for being a geshmak camper. To D.Gold for also
missing that youth corp meeting because of you I’m getting
paid. To Shumel Levitin ,Yaakov Zev Pearl ,Shlomie
Aberbach ,Shumli Kreiger, Yehuda Goldstein ,Yitzy
Nusbaum ,Didi Rosenstock, for being jc and just being
there. To Aryeh Berger for amazing socks. To Naftali
Luftig for going to the pool in a bathing suit and not going
swimming. To Chaim Gellis for not wanting your jc job . To
Gelbfand for drinking last night. To Shua for you grill
cheese maker,and not going to bowling that night cause
camp was dead. To Yossi Fogel for calling me Shmef. To Eli
Goldberg for going to Heller and not enjoying it. To Binny

Blinder for getting me to go swimming without a shirt. To
Eli Schapiro for his epic Shabbos meals. To Yakov Zev
Fogel for being bubby fogels grandson. To Aron
Katzenstein for chilling with me the whole first half. To
Reuvan Tepper for nothing. To Camper Yechiel Ginsburg
for being promoted to a JC . To Mo Berger ,Rufus for being
fellow s.o.s .Chanaya Schor for founding s.o.s. To Mike for
having red pants. To Scmintz for being a GDR waiter. To Ari
Slomo for ditching me in staff daycamp. To Lang for being
pistachio. To Mish and Greenwald for being on the team.
To Brother T for getting pied by me and getting me into
Darchei. To Nate for going to shor yoshov. To Newman for
getting thrown out. To the Younger Teps for all the food. To
Shea Fireworker ,Eprhiam Fireworker for keshe pizzeria.
YY Ganger and Gaverial Ganger for being luxur boys.To
the most amazing Rebbim in the world Herby and Aryeh
for being just that. To Zevi Unger for being loose. To Zevi
Goldschimit for rocking up the corner three all summer. To
Tzvikki and Wieds for loving hockey and going to
noviminsk.To Ezzy and Hillel for always being
together ,looking at ezzy camera,ezzy you are going
downhill,.To Shimon Schuster for being awesome ,and
looking like his younger bro,I’m sorry you weren’t able to
stay second half. To Moshe Schuster for looking like his
bro . To Shlomie Schron,and Shlomie Zlotnick I’m sorry
you had to leave. To Bunk Chof Daled for going craszzzy.
To the to most awesome co counselors in the world Eli
Axelrod And Jack Stef for always doing the activity’s when I
wasn’t able to. To Avi Schillit for never working .To the
Other Day camp for going to sleep when I od them. To
Rabbi Majesky and Rabbi Schapiro for brining me to H20 I
really appreciate it and thank you for everything you did for
me. To DJ for finally getting a counselor job. you were a
better lifeguard/rotator. To Zvi Greenspan for typing all the
bunk articles . To Eprhiam Slomo for always hocking about
hatzolah.To Yehuda Silverberg for being my chavursah
even though we didn’t learn.to Menchum Hartman for
being a awesome classmate and letting me use your phone
when someone called.to Gibs for knocking yourself out by
shacris. To Tuvie Eichorn for being ezra nephew.
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To all s.o.s it was an amazing summer.
To anyone I forgot... I don't know you,or don't care
about you
Please keep in touch by either texting our calling
I most probably won‟t answer either one
718-490-1986
Signing off camp chiller Ari scheff

Camp Agudah League Standings
Trip 1

Trip 2

9th Grade
Lang, 11-6
Krasnow, 10-6-1
Shternbuch, 10-5 CHAMPIONS
Herby, 10-7
Storch, 8-6-1
Sheff, 6-9-1
Aharonof, 5-8-1
Gross, 3-13

9th Grade
Nati, 9-3
Fogel, 6-4-1
Mani, 6-6
Shternbuch, 6-5
Hartman, 5-5-1
Gluck, 4-4-1
Gross, 4-6-1
Aharnof, 2-8-2

8th Grade
Herbstman, 11-2 CHAMPIONS
Becker, 10-3-1
Lax, 10-4
Wielgus, 9-4
Fogel, 6-6
Nati, 6-7
Rossman, 6-9
Schoenbrun, 4-7-1
Stein, 3-10
Schilit, 1-12

8th Grade
Schilit, 10-2
Stein, 10-2
D.J. /Lowenthal, 8-4
Mookie, 7-4
Tepper/Katzenstein, 6-4
Lax/Fogel, 2-10
Kryzy/Shaps, 1-10
Stern, 1-11
7th Grade
Kramer, 7-1
Krasnow, 6-1-1
Greenwald, 6-1-1
Unger, 5-3
Nussbaum, 5-3
Wenger, 3-5
Schneck, 3-5
Rosenstock, 3-5
Blinder, 2-5-1
Izzy, 2-5-1
Ditchy, 2-5-1
Greisman, 1-6-1

7th Grade
S. Krasnow, 8-1
Bienenstock, 6-3
Kramer, 5-3-1
Brecher, 4-4-1
Mandel, 4-5
Koff, 3-5
Zlotnick, 2-5-2
Wiederman, 2-7
(*The above is missing 1 game)
6th Grade
Krasnow/Levit, 6-1-0 CHAMPIONS
Cywiak, 4-1-2
Slomovics, 4-2-1
Silberberg, 2-4-1
Greisman, 1-5-1
Levi, 1-5-1

6th Grade
Schlosser, 6-1
Luftig, 6-1
Cywiak, 5-1-1
Goldstein, 5-1-1
Gellis, 5-2
Slomovics, 5-2
Berger/Friedman, 4-3
Neuberger/Krieger, 2-5
Pearl/Schorr, 0-7
Aberbach/Rosenberg, 0-7

4th & 5th Grades
Rupp, 2-1
Karman, 1-0-2
Presser, 0-2-1
Katz, 0-2-1

4th & 5th Grades
Katz, 6-1
Levinson/Gold, 4-3
Mandel/Lev, 4-3
Vashovsky, 4-3
Rubin/Friedman, 4-3
Markstein, 3-3-4
Isaac, 2-5
Janks, 0-5-1

Just a short note of thanks to all
you players who made “Leagues
2013” the smashing success it
was. With the addition of flagfootball & a home-run wall, the
games really moved on to “a
whole new level”. There is already much speculation & rumors
flying about some major additions
and renovations for the 2014 season. Hope you have a great year
& looking forward to play ball
once again in 2014.

Reb Elya
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My first summer In Camp Agudah
By Yisroel Marder
Wow what a summer although it went by fast I had an awesome time.
When I came to camp I first thought it would be a regular camp where you have to make to
make the best out of it but a couple days later I noticed there were differences between
Agudah and other camps.
One of the things I noticed was the Achdus here is amazing that everyone enjoys each
other and gets along. Another thing I noticed was that when you come here you don’t have to
worry about big yetzer haras which makes learning here easy and that’s why I made a siyum.
My job as a Lifeguard was really enjoyable I want to thank Rabbi Pearl for being happy with
me and making the job fun[and the time I had to fish for rats.
I also want to thank the assistants Zvi Greenspan and Meir Green even though you guys
made fun of me and mostly accusing me for nothing nevertheless you guys were awesome. As
for the staff boss Shimshy Brecher I’m very thankfull to you for giving me the fun of a
lifetime all the BBQ’s,Trips, and Shabbosim which were the best. I also want to say to the
staff that its been great knowing you thank you for making me part of the group and being
here with me.

The last thank you I want to give is to the director Meir Frischman and

the head staff for all the fun things Coler war,grand trips and activities which was a blast and
mainly for accepting me and making me forever a ruach country boy.

The 11th grade counselors
So You might have been wondering
why there are 11th grade counselors in
camp. Some people might say its
because elul is early so they needed
the younger guys. That is incorrect the
truth is the head staff had enough with
the old foggies and decided the 11th
graders are just straight up better
counselors. Now the head staff had
one problem they didn’t know if Zevy
Ungar was capable of being a
counselor. On a rainy windy night the
head staff met with Z-MAN and
DITCHARIYAH THE PROPHET
and decided if they would keep Zevy
in check then he could be a counsler.
And that is the story behind the 11th
grade counselors.

Congratulations
To the following campers who have successfully
completed the American Red Cross
Lifeguarding Course
Trip 1
Moshe Yehuda Banash
Tzvi Baruch
Dovid Brown
Ahron Cameo
Nathan Cohen
Chaim Yehuda Ghoori
Yaakov Gottesman
Yehuda Haddad
Alti Hoffman
Isaac Jemal
Eli Neiman
Mendy Schiffenbauer
Yitzchok Aryeh Schron
Akiva Wasser
Yisroel Yoffe
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Trip 2
Dovid Bakst
Yossi Boknecht
Tzvi Fruchthandler
Mordechai Goldschmidt
Yosef Halton
Yeshaya Dovid Heller
Yehudah Jemal
Yochanan Lax
Naftoli Miles
Aryeh Rand
Heshy Saferstein
Reuven Schachner
Dovid Schor
Azriel Wasser

MOUNTAIN BIKING
BY: YEHUDA CYWIAK
It was a Tuesday morning and I got out of bed for line-up. As I was walking to line-up I walked into the window of the head
counselors office to check my activities for the day. The activity chart stated that my bunk had “ Mountain Biking” for the first two
activities that day. I was so excited that I almost forgot the reason that I walked into the window of the head counselors office. I
was so excited since it was my very
first time that I would be going
mountain biking. My excitement
turned to nervousness when I asked
my fellow bunkmates about their
previous biking experiences, one kid
said he flipped over his bike,
another kid said he lost control and
rode into a tree. All those stories
made me so nervous. My counselor
told us to bring lots of water and we
should meet at the bike dock
immediately after learning groups.

After learning groups my bunk
loaded the busses after we Brought
all the bikes and helmets onto the
bus. We also brought along five huge
containers of waters. The bus finally
pulled out after everything was
loaded onto the bus. The leader explained to us how to work the bikes .He explained that if we do it wrong we could flip. After a
five minute ride we arrived at the bike trail.
The trail was very rocky and it had roots ditches and sharp turns. Fifteen minutes into the ride I looked ahead and saw a
huge hill. I said to myself how will we ever make it. The leader said to switch to the lowest gear but it didn’t help, and I got stuck
halfway up, so I had to walk my bike to the top of the hill.at the top, the leader told us to drink a lot of water and rest. We sat back
and enjoyed the beautiful view. wow! we could see for miles! A lot of guys decided to take bunk pictures here. finally, it was time
to go back down the hill. we were told only to pedal once, and our bikes will take care of the rest.

Why would anyone be
so lazy?
“Attention all campers and counselors,
the pool will now be open for a visiting
day swim. All campers, parents and
guests are invited”
”Come Yanky, let me show you the
pool!”
“Wow Moshe, this pool is big…and
clean. I don’t think I ever saw such
clear water!”

let’s go down the slide!”

“Who is sitting in that big chair?”

“ Sorry Yanky, you have to take the

“Oh, he is the head lifeguard”

deep water test first. If you need help,
there are really nice instructors who

“Is he mean?”

will teach you how to swim! Then they

“Actually he is quite calm. After all, he

will coach you throughout the test!”

has twenty lifeguards working for him.

“ Congratulations Yanky, YOU
PASSED!”
The fact is that most of the kids in the
pool are deep water swimmers. Now
you can swim slush laps. Whenever
you swim laps, the lifeguard marks it

You see, the head lifeguard gives a
lifeguarding course to the older
campers, and hires them the next
year!”
“Wow Moshe, this pool is amazing. I
bet every camper goes swimming
everyday.”

“You have to jump in Yanky, the water

down on a chart. When you reach 48

is heated! It’s 82 degrees. What would

laps (½ mile) you get a coupon for a

Well not exactly, some kids are just too

you like to don first, basketball or

free slush at the cantee. Why don’t we

lazy to change.”

volleyball?”

relax on one of the lounges, to the

“TOO LAZY!?! Why would anyone be

sound of playing music? If you fall

so lazy??????

“ I can’t believe it. You have two
basketball hoops and a volleyball court
in the water! You know what Moshe

asleep, I’ll wake you up for the night
swim!
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BS”D

The lifeless lanyards will similarly lie like a mat.

Yearbook Submission from the Beis Hillel Crafty Arts Shack,
5773

Still,” Crafty and his Shack have welcomed YOU back.”
************************************************
*

By Rabbi Hillel L. Yarmove ©
(sung to the tune of “Eat Your Ice Cream While It’s Still
Hot!” in the key of D# minor)

So here’s to the coming year, because that’s where it’s at.
A kesivah
v’chasimah tovah
to all of you as
you’re starting to
pack.

************************************************
*
The summer is coming to an end—why, that’s already a
fact—

Just remember
those projects,
mushrooms,
launches, ants—
and even our rat—

As fast as a train steaming down the track.
And even a slogan for this year we don’t lack:
After all, “Crafty and his Shack welcome YOU back!”
************************************************
*

Until next year in
Yerushalayim when
But now say goodbye to the cannon, the bugle, and all that.
“Tzvi and Crafty
The rockets won’t go up now, neither the thin ones nor the and the Shack will (once again!) welcome YOU back!”
fat.

LAUNDRY: IN MEMORIAM

pink! Furthermore, we had laundry from other bunks, or
even B-nos! This was the story for many years- the only difference each year was how much laundry got lost (read: taken back to Poland/Russia/Ukraine) each summer.

By: Tzvijay
Ten years ago, I came to camp, a young, timid boy of twelve
in sleepaway camp for the first time. A few days later by
cleanup, we heard the cry: “All counselors please come to
the porch of the Guest House to pick up your laundry bags.”
The next day: “Today is laundry day, Today is laundry day,
if you are lazy you are crazy… All you fein-shmeckers, dry
cleaning is on the porch of the Guest House.” [In those days
everything was on the porch of the guest house.] We eagerly
received our teal laundry bags with our bunk number on
them, and rushed to fill them with our dirty laundry- carefully separated into white and colors, of course. A few days later, a truck pulled in and deposited the bags by the ranch.
Then we heard the announcement: “Counselors, please
send a few campers to pick up the laundry bags, but do not
unpack them yet.” Later we would unpack our clothes which
had been carelessly folded by underfed, overworked china
men. After the sorting process, everyone would refold their
laundry and would wait for next week to do it all over again.
The next summer & several summers after that we did the
same thing except we were told that you don’t have to sort
the laundry, it will be sorted at the Laundromat. When it
returned, we were surprised to see the results. “Snow white”
undershirts had returned blue, or in one memorable case

Then after eight years there was finally a change.
Our new camp mother Mrs. Belsky implemented a new system. Instead of laundry pickup, the garbage trailor driven by
the ever faithful President Robert delivered the laundry bags
to the appropriate bunks. No more schlepping, dragging,
muddy or torn laundry/laundry bags. Ahh! What could be
better?
This summer on the first laundry day of second
trip, something amazing happened. When I saw it I practically didn’t believe it. A parade of laundry bags in every color imaginable, a veritable rainbow, was descending to the
main building to be placed in a waiting trailer. The solution
to our great crisis had arrived. Every two bunks had their
own color laundry bag. Not only that, each bag had its own
individual number. Even better, each camper/staff member/
polack had his own laundry bag! Now this is the way to do
camp laundry. You got all your laundry bag, plus it was in its
own bag, eliminating the sorting parties. Looking forward
next summer for even better laundry programs.
A special thank you to R’ Meir Frischman, Mrs Belsky, and
Robert.
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5773 will certainly go down in history as one of the saltiest summers ever. Reb Meilech was in
top form of hundreds of campers participated in all 3 salt programs. The weekly game show, Q and A in
Bais Refoel, and the jammedpacked Masmidim, Bais Medrash where
campers learned in the
atmosphere of Kedusha!!
Every 30 minutes campers were
Ikes, Laffy Taffy ropes, onion
popsicles, break pops and more!!

treated to such favorites as Mikes &
rings, chocolate wafers, freeze pops,

This year for the first time ever
250 ice-creams were distributed
cannon camera, Mishna Berura,
players. WOW!!

we had an ice-cream Shabbos. Over
on Shabbos day!! We also raffled off a
3 remote control helicopters, and mp3

On Visiting Day „2‟ parents were
son‟s name on the wall!! What an honor!!

able to shep Nachas as they saw their

Of course every ½ of camp has its own “Og Melech Haboshon” soda/pocorn treat, as hundreds of
campers munch & drink to their hearts content as they watch the “OAR” & “Color War” plays. There‟s
just nothing like Camp Agudah‟s Shabbos Learning Program!!
So as the summer comes to an end, Reb Meilech & I wish you all a K‟siva V‟chasima Tova!!
Remember – make every Shabbos a SALTY one!!

Menachem Feifer
have done what I did if not for them. Thank you guys so
much! The first half we had Shalosh Seudos in Bais Rephoel,
we were led by Rabbi Feuer, Rabbi Wolf, and Rabbi
By: Chaim Itzkowitz
Brustowsky. Zmiros would go late into the night with the
Coming to camp, summer 2013, there is something different
counselors making the olam leibidig. When second half
and exciting in the air. I thought maybe it was that camp got came around, 8th grade split and started their own minyan in
two new head staff members, but that didn’t change the
Veretzky. The question everyone was asking was what are
mood. Then I figured it was that camp got two new counse- we doing with Shalosh Seudos being the fact that 8 th grade
lors, but that wasn’t the reason because they were only Wa- was no longer in Bais Rephoel. The final decision was to split
terbury guys. Then came the reason, Rabbi Feuer comes over
the shalosh seudos also. Baruch Hashem the 8thy grade
to me and says “Chaim, Rabbi Karfiol wants to make Shalosh
Shalosh Seudos worked out with Nisan Fetman leading his
Seudos for the 8th and 9th grade in Bais Rephoel” He tells
group of guys, Avi Pruzansky, Shalom Blau, Shalom Ely, and
me what I need to prepare, and I’m thinking this is gonna be
Ari Weingarten. Led by Rabbi Herbstman and Rabbi Feuer
a disaster. Everything had to be stocked in the room on the
the spirit was still there!
side of Bais Rephoel, then on Shabbos after Kiddush the Beis
Now it’s the end of the summer and I had a great time arHamedrash will have to set up to accommodate the Shalosh
ranging
and running the Shalosh Seuodos, first half for both
Seudos. Then I realized there is the question and answer sesgrades,
and
second half for both grades as well, with Nisan
sion in between, and I can’t set up until after questions and
th
answers were over (which had to set up and cleaned up al- helping with 8 grade’s. Thanks to all of you who helped me
making the Shalosh Seudos in camp matzliach and iy”h next
so). Then take out the non-perishable items and put them
year in Yerushalayim!
out after Mincha, as well as after mincha going down to the

Shalosh Seudos

kitchen and bringing up all the food and putting out, buffet, P.S. Thank you Rabbi Feuer for all the times we went for pizza
and cleaning up afterwards. Baruch Hashem everything
for me and the guys. May we together to be zoche to do this
worked according to plan. With the help my very close
again next year in Yerushalayim.
chaveirim, Yisroel Yoffe, Yitzchok Aryeh Schron, Yitzchok Merzel, Alti Hoffman, Shaya Greenspan, and Dovid Ansbacher.
They were a tremendous help with everything and I couldn’t
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The Evolution of Pie
By Yaakov Lax

I’ve been in camp 10 years now and when you’re here that long you witness a lot of change or as I like
call it Evolution. See I try to see the good in everything so when things CHANGE it could be for good or for
bad. But when things evolve, my definition for that would be that they only get better. Therefore I use the
terminology EVOLVE. But remember Evolution has to happen in stages and you have to have patience. Now
one of the many things I’ve witnessed Evolve here in camp is Mrs.Lankrys Scrumptious Pie Deserts. You know
how everyone has that one thing about camp that they look forward to and can’t wait for till they get back?
Well Pie is mine (amongst MANY others). And I’m tearing up just thinking about it , boy am I really going to
miss it. Now I am proud to say I’ve witnessed the growth and evolution of Mrs. Lankrys Pie along with my
Waist Size. See my first couple of years in camp each bunk got one full pie and the counselor had to cut it up
into very small pieces and distribute it to the bunk . Now it could be blueberry, cherry or apple but you only
got one and you couldn’t pick which one you wanted. So that was stage #1. Now stage #2 was they gave out
the pie cut up and each kid got his own plate and you had a choice of which one you wanted. Of course better
than Stage#1. Now here’s where it gets awesome. Stage #3. Comes summer 2013, I remember it like it was
yesterday, The First Shabbos Of Second Half and out comes the pie but it was no ordinary pie.... IT WAS
MINI PIES!!!!!! YUP MINI PIES WRAPED IN ITS OWN Tin Foil!!!! Birds were singing, the dining room
was clapping, my stomach was grumbling, and my eyes were tearing as I made eye to eye contact with the pies.
It had arrived! My thing that I was looking forward to the whole year was here! . I didn’t even wait for the
waiter to drop it on my table, I quickly ran over and grabbed one tray for myself and of course one for my
bunk. Then I began to devour the pies one by one. They didn’t stand a chance against me, a 5x pie eating
champion. I started with 4 blueberries as it is my favorite. Then I proceeded to the cherry ending off with 2
apples. It was the best stomach ache ever and it was worth it!! So Mrs. Lankry and Rabbi Schwebel from the
bottom of my belly I thank you for The Scrumptious Pies and of course for all the other delicious foods you’ve
made this summer. The stained shirts and expanded were worth it! And now I will wait another year for those
delicious pies and wondering what will they do next?? Full pies for everyone???? We shall wait and see....

Have Been in Camp 10 Years now and you would think that i would've won a Color War by Now . But nope i
havnt . See this might sound strage but for some reason Blue Wins, At least in my tenure in Camp so far, EVERY
YEAR and ive been on Green Every year. Of course the one time I was on Blue A Couple of years ago Thats when
Green Won ( ask Herby ). Now you guys dont know what not winning a color war in 9 years can do to a person, it
can have real Psychological Efects. Escpecially Because you try year after year but to no avail. So I was coming to
terms with the fact that i just wasnt meant to win. Comes this year and im on BLUE!! When i told people we were
going to win they laughed at me. But I knew we would because we were on Blue.
"True Friends Dont End With One Last Hug Goodbye" Was Sung For the Final time. The Alma Mater was over .
All our hard work had come down to this . The moment I was waiting for . Would I finally win my first?? The
Announcment was made . And the winner by only 19 points was The Team of BLUE!!!!!!!!!!!! When I heard that, im
not ashamed to say, i started crying like a little baby . Finally I had one I was 1-9!!!!! All the work and effort that
everyone put in had paid off . Time had frozen and I was just sitting there crying It was one of those moments where
you just felt.... I cant describe the emotion. Going 9 years without winning and then finally winning creates a whole
new feeling and thats what I had . I had to hug someone and it happened to be that the person closest to me was R
Korfiel . Guys if you wouldve asked me a couple of years ago if I would ever have come to do that I wouldve thought
you were crazy . But see what color war can do to a person ? Ill rememer that hug forever. So to all those who
laughed and thought I was crazy , whos laughing now? And to those who asked how it feels to finally win , ill keep it
simple. IT FEELS AWESOME. I dont care if i never win again , Although im 1-9 , that 1 will forever be something
special and more than enough.
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The Bounciest Trip Ever
By: Yaakov Lax
When it comes to Trips, Camp Agudah seems to top itself year after year. Hold on I started this off wrong, let me start
again. RABBI AVI SCHILLIT seems to top himself year after year when it comes to trips. This year was no different,
Camel Beach was good but it was only water and no rides. So what does avi do? He makes a trip where you’ve got
The Water-Hurricane Harbor- and you’ve got the rides-Six Flags-. Now everyone was more than thrilled with Six
Flags and that would’ve been more than enough to deem this trip "The Best Trip Ever". But that’s only good for a
REGULAR Camp not for Camp Agudah. See We had to have a stopover for lunch anyways so since Avi is awesome
he figured we might as well stop off at a place where there are things to do while the kids ate lunch. So that’s were
Sony’s Place came in. It was the 1st Stop on our trip and we had lunch and everyone enjoyed the arcades, go carts
etc... Now here’s where "The Bounciest Trip Ever" happened. One of the attractions by Sony’s Place was..... A
BOUNCY CASTLE. Yup you read correct, a Bouncy Castle! I think the last time I was on a bouncy castle was in 7th
grade before I hit the castle weight limit of 100 pounds. So imagine my joy when I saw Ditchi on it which meant
THERE WAS NO WEIGHT LIMIT!!! Finally I found it!! The Weightless Bouncy castle, where they didn’t discriminate
against your size. I went on and jumped and bounced all day long. I relived all those memories I had of bouncys and
it reminded me of what I was missing in life. So I thank you Camp Agudah and Rabbi Avi Schillit for making me feel
like a kid again and for a trip that I’ll remember for a long long time.... The Bounciest Trip Ever...
Dearest Campers of Camp Agudah
I thank you very much for
letting my nephew Steven or as he
like to call himself "Clithsby The
Third And a Half" be a part of your
camp even if it was just for one
skit on Neighborhood Day. Hes
had this obsession over watches
ever since he was a child. So no
wonder he was ranting about it
that night. And as you all found
out he gets really excited when
someone mentions the word
"Time". Now I really do hope he
wasn't that much of a bother to
you boys and I hope you enjoyed
his company as much as he
enjoyed yours. He cant wait to
come back next year!
Sincerely, Aunt Suzy

Perched on top of the tallest tree on top
the biggest mountain in Ferndale , Ny . I sit
and I can see all that goes on . One particular
place I love to watch is Camp Agudah. A
place where for 2 months out of the year kids
come to escape from the real world and be
who they really are . Interact with one another . Friendships are made and memories are
created. Witch last a life time . And i get to
witness it all . That high five one friend gives
the next the congradulations one friend gives
the other after he hits a shot or gets on base .
All the learning that goes on , from learning
groups to mishna yomis . And I HAVE THE
PRIVELAGE TO SEE IT ALL . So as I sit and
hear the buses leaving I start to cry . But with
a smile on my face . For ive also got memories. Memories that will keep me warm
throughout the cold winter . and remind myself that come next year ill have the best view
in the house once again .... for I have a birds
eye .
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Hashtags Of The Summer By Yaakov Lax @JMHock
#WelcomeHome
#WereBack
#RC13
#HNL
#BubbyFogel
#AmazonRainForestTrip
#YosefZevy
#Shimi
#WhereRTheMexicans
#ShabbosSoda
#LibertyLanes2.0
#MakeAKiddushHashem
#GenYaakovFlatbush
#AuntSuzy
#DidSomeoneSayTime
#VollyballFix
#GenChaimNY
#NYStateOfMInd
#GenNatiOOT
#GenHerbyOrange
#OrangeDoesntHaveALowenthal#GenWiel
gusRed
#BoogyWoogy
#OsherPHones
#Dr.Itchy
#ShmordyShmelmon
#LaxAndWeedsSkitOwnage
#PantomimeForTheAges
#FixsReismans
#SportsCnter
#LakeCompounce
#IfYourJewishAndUKnowItTake2Cups
#RabbiLichtman
#Quadraplex
#GoldBond
#8thGradeJCs
#YisroelMordechaiSchonbrun
#TulisInTheFJJ
#Blackout
#TraitorGold
#4on3
#IndvidualLaundryBags
#KramerGoHome
#CAEagles
#NewScoreboard
#NatisFoot
#MikvahHock
#YeshTikvah
#ColorWars
#IllFillUIn

#CRC
#8thGradeMinyan
#OhYa
#RHeller
#BermanSJob?
#9thGradeMoneyLaunderes
#Only1bbq1stHalf
#IndoorCarnival
#NolineUp
#DitchisShorts
#12ANDover
#EpicShabbosParty
#GlassCokes
#RCNachman
#KidishHashem
#BreslovCanteen
#LearningMishnayos
#Chatzitza
#ColorfulBobbyPins
#Beinhorn
#SoS
#WaitAMinuteThereIsLineup
#ShachriaBrainstorming
#CoachWielgus
#BringBackCoachSchilit
#Fishkill
#Milkmunch
#SeniorHillpole
#VockyBall
#BBallFence
#ImAJew
#Fiddle
#Hashtag
#Chumra
#GoohrieOrGancz
#AskHashem
#ImNotFromThesePeople
#SeperateShaloshSeudos
#RNeimanFridayNightSkit
#WelcomeSteinAndShternbach
#KidishClub
#LiveLikeAWarrior
#8thGradeDaveningInShul
#ThisIsGettingAnnoying
#8thGradeInBaisVeretzky
#YouveGottaBKiddingMe
#YetziasMitzrayim
#PreekasOil
#YeridasHadoros
#Samuel
#Pruz
#WhatWaiters
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#RRapps
#MakeYourOwnIceCream
#Exploring
#AKP
#RaninuTzadikimBashem
#CRC
#Sultig
#Bags
#NoBags
#WeGotWeed
#Ellul
#NoTachnun
#MVP
#WowICantBelieveItsNotBut
ter
#LetsWinAGame
#NoMike
#GreatestTripEver
#SonysPlace
#SixFlagsNewEngland
#SodaSharin
#RHeller
#Caurosel
#HardyParty
#ThankYouAvi
#HowCanYouTopThis
#HalfOfDitchisInTheCJV
#SkydivingBreakout
#RayimIntercamp
#GenChaimAaronGreen
#GenYechielBlue
#AmEchad
#ImKibanim
#ImKavadim
#ChaimsTapShoes
#MiniPies
#ZevisLoose
#CongratsBlue
#CongratsLaxFirstWinEver
#EliyahuHanavie
#ZeidyNo
#Mir
#AskShimon
#Hashtags
#BunkChofZayin
#8thGradeDomination
#MemoriesRMadeHere
#ZeviesLoose
#Werethesummergo
#RC14

QUESTIONS OF THE DAY
BY: R’ HESHY WOLF
Which bracha do we say once a month, sometimes twice a month, but not more?
How is it possible to do many melachos on many shabassos & you are only chayav one
chatas?
When do we say hallel 3 times in one day?
What is asur to do on erev yom tov, but on erev Shabbos & erev shvii shel pesach it is
mutar to do?
Which haftara do you say 5 times a year?
A yid is asur to do the melacha, but he could tell a goy or a different yid to do it?
Which person from shevet levi is asur to give teruma & maser?
How is it possible lechatchila to eat peiros tevel?
Which bracha do you say 10 times during the year?
When does the Cohen Gadol wear only Bigdei Lavan – not on Yom Kippur?
How is it possible to take out 2 Sifrei Torah – 5 weeks in a row?
What is Asur to eat on Shabbos & Yom Tov – sometimes MinHaTorah, & sometimes
Midrabanan?
How is it possible not to lain Parshas Hashavua by Shabbos Mincha?
When is there a Chiyuv to lain Erev Shabbos, by Mincha?
How is it possible to lain Parshas Hashavua 3 days in a row?
Which Chodesh has 3 days Rosh Chodesh?
How is it possible to be Mechuyav to say V’sein Tal Umatar Livracha on Shabbos?
A- Which Rosh Chodesh don’t you say Hallel? B- Which Rosh Chodesh do you say Hallel
Shalem?
How is it possible to put on Teffilin on Shabbos?
What is the difference between Eretz Yisrael and Chutz La’aretz – regarding Mitzvas
Mezuza?
How is it possible to say Shema by Tefillas Mincha?
How is it possible to light Neiros Chanukah & it isn’t even Chanukah?
When do you say Yishtabach by night?
How is it possible to say Birchas HaTorah at night even if you didn’t sleep?
How is it a Chiyuv to make a Seuda, Erev Shabbos after Mincha?
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ANSWERS OF THE DAY
BY: R’ HESHY WOLF
Mikadesh Yisroel V’rashei Cadashim.
1) Tinok Shenishba Bein Hagoyim, 2)Ger Shenisgayer Bein Hagoyim, 3)Mi Sheshokach
Mitzvas Shabbos L’gamri.
On Pesach – by Maariv, in middle of the Seder, and by Shacharis.
Blood letting
Haftora of a Taanis on 1) Tzom Gadalya, 2)Asara B’Teves, 3)Taanis Esther, 4)Shiva Asar
B’Tammuz, & 5) Tisha B’av.
A Yid was Mekabel an early Shabbos.
A Cohen that is a Challal, because he was Nischallel from the Kehuna, and Leviya.
Peiros from Bavel, Mitzrayim, Amon, or Moav.
The Bracha of She’asa Nissim – 8 times on Chanukah, and twice on Purim during Krias
Hamegillah.
When the Cohen Gadol burns the Para Aduma.
When Rosh Chodesh Adar falls out on Shabbos in Yerushalayim – 1 Adar you take out 3
Sifrei Torah, 8 Adar –Parshas Zachor, 15 Adar Shabbos & Purim, 22 Adar is Parshas
Parah, 29 Adar is Parshas Hchodesh.
An egg laid on Shabbos after Yom Tov, or Yom Tov after Shabbos – because of Hachana, &
an egg laid on Shabbos is assur Midrabanan.
Yom Kippur that falls out on Shabbos.
Asara B’Teves that falls out on Erev Shabbos – we lain Vayichal by Mincha.
Tisha B’av that falls out on Sunday- We lain by Mincha, Tisha B’av Shacharis, ans\d
Monday Morning.
Chodesh Tishrei- 2 days Rosh Hashona, and the 30th day of Tishrei
Made a mistake and said Tefillas Chol on Shabbos if he said Birchas Hashanim he ends off
the Bracha he says V’sein Tal.
A) Tishrei B) Chanukah – Teves.
If found Tefillen on Shabbos in a Mokom Bizoyon you are Mechyav to put them on to a
makom mishtameres.
Socher bayis beretz yisrael chayav bimezuzah miyad, vehasocher bayis bchutz laaretz
chayav bimezuzah leachar lamed yom.
Rav rosh chodesh- tefillas yom kippur katan bemincha mesaymim hatefilla bepasuk shema
yisroel.
If 1st day of chanuka is on Shabbos so you light erev Shabbos before Chanukah.
Leil pesach.
Leil simchas torah.
When yom kippur comes out on Shabbos, it’s a mitzvah to eat seudas hamafsekes after
mincha.
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